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lT:t'I hether or not it eventually happens, Peter 

W Molyneux's plans for bringing Black & White 

to market involve producing two different retail 

versions: a 'good' version in white-hued packaging, 

and an 'evil' edition resplendent in more sinister 

tones. Those opting for the more saintly version 

with find themselves stumping up £5 more for the 

privilege; the extra cash will go to charity. Even at 

the point of purchase, players will begin making the 

kind of moral choice that forms such a fundamental 

part of the Black & White experience (see p42). 

With this in mind, this historic issue of Edge 

is available in 'good' and 'evil' formats, too. (You 

don 't have to pay extra to be a 'good' reader, 

you're simply getting the opportunity to make 

fellow Tube travellers aware of your leanings.) 

Edge has produced issues with two different 

covers before, of course, but this month sees the 

appearance of something never before attempted: 

the definitive list of the 100 best videogames ever 

made (see p52). The feature was almost dropped 

part way through the production of the issue, so 

difficult was the selection process. But Edge staff 

battled on (usually against each other) and after 

many tortuous hours finally delivered. The results 

will surely be as contentious to read as they were 

to compile. As always, your opinions are welcome. 

It wasn 't only Edge's top 100 that caused 

disagreement in the office this month. Looking 

back at the pieces of gaming hardware featured 

in 'Videogaming: the Odyssey' (see p72), another 

thorny mediation emerged: which of these relics 

was the most consequential in the development of 

videogaming as an entertainment form? was it the 

Atari VCS? The ZX Spectrum? The NES? But this was 

a debate to which there was no conclusion . Whether 

it was the player-missile sprite capacity of the Atari 

400 or the SID chip of the C64, each machine offered 

something to earn it equal recognition in a roll 

call of technology that has changed lives. 

Good or evil, enjoy the issue. Here's to 

a new millennium filled to bursting with the 

most consequential videogaming kit yet. 
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Black & White 42 
Creation is in your hands. Will you make mice or monsters? Edge dimbs 

into the animal cage with Peter Molyneux and the specimens at Uonhead 

111e Edge Top 100 52 

Any fonnat any age, any genre - there was no criterion except quality. 
Discover the most illustrious titles ever to grace gamers' consciousness 
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MASSIVE SHAKE-UP POISED TO RELAUNCH SEGA 
Reorganisation of consumer division creates ten companies in race for online supremacy and profitability 

Sega is relying on innovative games 
with online aspects, such as Seaman 
and Chu-Chu Rocket, to gain new 
consumers and reinvent itself 
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r::11 ega Enterprises has announced a massive internal 

1:.1 shake-up as it repositions itself to join the race 

among big games companies to become on line players. 

Sega wants to capitalise on the strength of Internet 

stocks, by repositioning its consumer and amusement 

machine businesses within what it is describing as a 

"network entertainment kingdom." 

Sega chairman lsao Okawa said: "I think that in the 

future there is the possibility of Sega becoming a software

only company. Online and networked entertainment are the 

future and that is how we will compete." 

The reorganisation sees Sega's software R&D division 

several new Dreamcast peripherals are expected to improve 
fo at's on 1e potential. 111ese nclude a digital camera, 

microphone, cable modem and !omega's Zip drive. 
sega II distrib g online games in the spring 

!omega's Dreamcast Zip 
drive: a crucial part of 
Sega's online success 

being split into ten separate companies. Its trouble-struck 

arcade operation will be relaunched as a separate entity. Four 

of the new companies, Sega Toys, Sega Muse, Nextec and 

Sega Logistics, will be floated on the stock exchange. 

Sega also expects to release around ¥100bn (£600m) 

through the launch and floatation of Japanese and 

American companies. These will handle Dreamcast's 

e-business and on line gaming. 

A crucial part of the changes is the reinvention of Sega's 

core Dreamcast/Naomi business as an integrated broadband 

network. It follows Sony's recent announcement that it will be 

aggressively levering PlayStation2 as a set-top box for the 

download of games, movies and music, after the rollout of 

Sony's own broadband network in 2001. 

Sega admits that Dreamcast has so far failed to attract 

sufficient new customers in Japan, despite its premature price 

cut. It says this is now a priority. The company expects novel 

games such as Space Channel 5 and seaman to make the 

console a success. Seaman, in particular, has been a surprise 

hit in Japan, steadily working towards sales of 250,000. 

Sega will also use its new network plans to push 

Dreamcast's compatibility with handheld devices, such as 

SNK's Neo-Geo Pocket Colar and its forthcoming 32bit 

replacement. several Dreamcast peripherals will be released 



(Left) Sega chairman lsao Okawa is keen to reposition the company as an online player, while vice 
president Sadahiko Hirose's move to At Home Japan should result in high-speed access for users 

in 200'.), all expected to improve the console's on line 

potential. These include a digital camera, microphone, 

cable modem, and lomega's Zip drive. 

Sega's remaining arcade centres will embrace the 

new model, with connections via fibre optic cable. This 

will create a large-scale area network that home users 

and thirdparty content providers can access. After 

closing 150 loss-making sites in Japan last year, Sega 

hopes to open nine new arcades as well. 

Sega will start distributing games online by spring 

200'.). More than 300 Mega Drive and PC Engine titles 

will be made available for download via a Dreamcast 

- unit, using a custom GD-Rom. 

Meanwhile, Sega Music Network will distribute 

15,00'.) tracks via Dreamcast and NTT's i-Mode mobile 

phone network. Sadahiko Hirose, sega's vice 

president, who was overseeing Dreamcast's online 

capabilities, has left the company to become president 

of At Home Japan, an AT&T-affiliated ISP. 

The move is related to the deal CSK, Sega's parent 

company, recently signed with AT&T to use its cable 

network for high-speed Internet access. It is expected 

that At Home Japan will announce improved Net 

access for Dreamcast users. 

Big deals 
December saw other big publishers refine their Internet 

strategies. EA signed a £50m five-year deal to provide 

exclusive games for AOL and access to titles such as 

Ultima Online and Black & White. 

Other content will include chat rooms, the ability 

to download games, and find online opponents. It is 
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DREAMCAST BLUNDERS DOWN UNDER 
Twice-delayed, trouble-struck launch sours Sega·s reputation in Austra lia 

Despite the cheery, hopeful message, Australian 
Dreamcast owners could have to wait until March 
before the console's online aspects are released 

l"':'I reamcast's future in Australia is looking 

L:.il bleak after what many are calling the worst 

console launch in videogaming history. 

Launched on November 30, Australian 

consumers were treated to a litany of 

bewildering blunders. 

The console's on line component was 

unavailable due to the ISP contract only being 

signed the day before. 

As it transpired, this wasn't so much of a 

problem for the $500 (£200) machine - as the 

promised GD-ROM demo CD enabling access 

was not included in the box. 

A week earlier, customs officers impounded 

virtually the entire supply of Dreamcast launch 

NEWS 

bel ieved that a basic service will cost $5 per month, 

while unlimited access wil l be available for around 

$10. EA has also bought Kesmai, an online game 

developer and content provider. 

Eidos has revealed more about its ambitious 

Internet plans, following its £34m acquisition of 

Maximum Holdings. This us Internet group already 

attracts more than 3.5m hits per month to its various 

game sites. Eidos will use it to enhance the 

distribution and marketing of its online games. 

Despite posting losses of £114m in the six months 

to September, the latter half of 1999 has seen sega's 

share price rocket from earlier record lows. In particular, 

financial analysts' views on the company's reorganisation 

plans have been positive, with several analysts contacted 

by Bloomberg financial services upgrading their 'sell' 

advice to 'buy'. Sega stock rose 77 per cent in the 

days following the announcement. 

software due to a lack of 'country of origin' 

information on the packaging. 

Gamers who turned up on day one, mostly 

wooed by soul ca/ibur, were left feeling betrayed. 

Apart from no software, most retailers had no extra 

controllers, no VMUs, and a box displaying an 

empty promise of immediate Internet access. 

Many of those who did manage to buy 

units vented their dissatisfaction through Net 

newsgroups, making bitter comments about the 

CD player sitting by their television and the hole in 

their bank balance. The upshot of the fiasco was 

clear: one large retail chain reported five console 

sales over the first few days, while another 

notched up an impressive eight. 
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NEW VOODOOS CAST MULTI-CHIP SPELL 
Latest boards from 3dfx promise ultra-fast fillrate, thanks to multiple chip design 

,:. raphics boards giant 3dfx has used the Comdex 

1.::.1 exhibition to unveil its long-awaited Napalm 

technology. But its new boards will not be available until 

the end of March. 

The news comes hot on the heels of the release of 

boards based on rival firm Nvidia's GeForce chip, which look 

certain to dominate sales over Christmas. 3dfx's decision not 

to support hardware transform and lighting, the key feature 

of Nvidia's Geforce chip, demonstrates a stark contrast in 

approach between these fiercely competitive companies. 

3dfx hopes to persuade consumers that high fill rates and 

smooth graphics are preferable to more polygons and 

effects such as cubic environment mapping. 

Based on the VSA- HXl (Voodoo scableable Architecture) 

graphics chip, 3dfx and partner Quantum3D have designed a 

range of boards for gamers and high-end workstations. These 

range from the Voodoo 4 4500 (using one VSA-100 chip) to the 

$40,000 Heavy Metal GX+ CGI solutions (32 VSA-100 chips). 

3dfx has decided not to support hardware transfonn 
and lightning, the key feature of Nvidia's Geforce chip. 

This demonstrates a star1< contrast in approach 

New 3dfx CEO Alex 
leupp's promise to 
turn the company 
around relies on 
the future success 
of its VSA-100-
based boards 

between these fiercely competitive companies 

using 0.25-micron technology with 14m transistors per 

chip, each VSA-100 can support up to 64Mb of memory, using 

Intel's AGP 4x architecture and 32bit colour rendering. 

calculating two pixels per clock cycle, it can handle 333 

Mpixel per second - a figure that rises to 1.47 Gpixels in the 

four-chip set-up of the Voodoo 5 6000 AGP. 

Returning to the scan Line Interleave (SU) technology 

which 3dfx first demonstrated with its dual voodoo 2 board, 

it hopes to engineer a competitive product for each price 

point in the 3D graphics market. Boards will be based on 

one, two, four, eight, 16 and 32 VSA-100 chips. 

The boards will be shipped with 32Mb of RAM per chip. 

The single-chip voodoo 4 4500 AGP and PCI boards, the two

chip voodoo 5 5500 AGP. and the four-chip voodoo 5 6000 

The latest game to demonstrate the potential of the 
T-buffer's motion blur effects is Quake Ill: Arena 

AGP are designated for games. The much-vaunted T-Buffer 

technologies (allowing full screen antialiasing and motion blur) 

and its open source FXT-1 texture compression are supported. 

With graphic chips developing much faster than Moore's 

Law dictates, the biggest challenge 3dfx faces is the race to 

retail. Nvidia is committed to a six-month cycle, suggesting 

its next GeForce-based chip will surface in March. Matrox is 

expected to release details of its G400 successor at the 

Games Developer conference, also in March. There 

is much speculation concerning 3dfx's next-generation 

Rampage chip. Boards based on Rampage are 

expected to ship around August. 

The latest Voodoo boards (from left to right) : the cheapest option will be the single-chip Voodoo 4 4500, available in AGP and PCI. With 32Mb of RAM it is 
set to retail at $180 (UK price TBA). The two-chip Voodoo 5 5500 AGP will cost $300, while the gigapixel-per-second Voodoo 5 6000 AGP will clock in at $600 

◄ 08 £DG£
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NEWS 

SEGA INNOVATES AT WINTER COIN-OP SHOW 
Annual Japanese trade event sees AM divisions pulling together in push towards originality 

~ surge in sport games, puzzlers and music titles 

Ii.I on offer at Sega·s private winter show in Tokyo 

indicated the company's continuing quest to attract 

'light users· and female gamers into arcades. 

Software R&D#2 was one of the busiest 

departments at the annual event, aimed at introducing 

arcade operators to forthcoming coin-ops. 

F355 TWin still attracted plenty of interest, but the 

big driving game of the event was 18Wheeler- a us

based trucking simulation. Gamers choose from four 

vehicles and then race through ten stages from New 

York to San Francisco, avoiding heavy traffic. 

The handling is as heavy as you'd expect - partly 

due to the 48cm steering wheel - and a subwoofer in 

the seat provides a suitably meaty engine rumble. 

R&D112 also showed off Virtua NBA, a highly intuitive 

two-button (pass and shoot/block) sim, with all 29 

leagues from the rea l sport. Animation and background 

visuals are partocularly impressive. unsurprisingly, the 

game offers a link option for multi player games. 

Multiplayer party-style games are always a good 

Yu Suzuki's stripped-down Ferrari FJ55 Twin cabinets remain hot favourites with highly competitive 
Japanese arcade goers. Expect a UK release early in 2000. A DC conversion still appears some way off 

Ferrari F355 nn11n attracted p enty of mt r 
but the big driving game of the event was 1 BWheeler 

- a us-basea t ckinp s mulation Gam& o 
from four vehicles and then race through ten stages 

way of enticing those elusive non-hardcore gamers. Or 

at least that's what Software R&D 3 hopes. The team's 

Mars TV has groups of three players competing in a 

series of TV quiz shows on Mars. The objective is to 

become the most famous contestant, achieved by 

victory in the 1 s snappy mini-games on offer. 

Accompanying this was Touch 2, a touchscreen 

puzzle game based around logic problems. When 

you've finished the game, the machine prints out 

your IQ - perhaps a little too revealing for a 

night at the arcade. Elsewhere, Yuji Naka was on hand 

to show off samba de Amigo, which has just acquired a 

new tune - Euro hit 'Macarena·. 

Toshihiro Nagoshi (Oaytona, SCUD Race) and his 

software R&D#4 dept revealed to Edge that his team 

will unveil a major game at AOU next year, as will 

R&D#1. R&D#S held off the premiere of its Model 4 Star 

wars Racer until the major coin-op show. All the games 

on show at this private event were Naomi titles, 

reinforcing Sega's commitment to the format. 

The big game of the show. in more ways than one, was R&D#2's IBWhee/er. This behemoth of a 
trucking simulator even offers an appropriately sized steering wheel and forearm-busting handling 

(Top) Virtua NBA sees the franchise take on 
basketball, while Mars TV is for 'light users' 
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MILIA 2000 TO SHOWCASE EDGE WINNER 
Cannes festival set to promote victorious entry in co-sponsored competition 

r:I dge in partnership with 

1.3 Milia 2000 has launched a 

competition open to UK developers 

offering the chance to showcase 

a new piece of work at this year's 

exhibition in Cannes. 

The aim of the Edge/Developers 

@Milia 2000 competi tion is to select 

the best interactive project or 

application under development. 

Projects will be judged on originality, 

quality and variety of content, 

interactivity and navigation, graphics, 

video and sound quality, innnovation, 

and technological skills. 

The prize will include a return 

flight and accommodation for Milia 

2000, free registration, and an exhibition 

desk. To enter, see the competition 

entry form on p137 or visit the Edge 

Web site (http://fnetedit1/edge). The 

closing date is January 26. 

Milia 2000, in Cannes, will be the venue for much hobnobbing for 
the talented winner of the Edge/Developers@Milia2000 competition 

To encourage creative content 

development, Milia has announced an 

expanded program of events at the 

show, taking place at the Pala is des 

Festival from February 14-18. 

Developers on all platforms will 

have the chance to present new 

projects, network, and visit conferences 

aimed at helping them to learn about 

aligning their work with market needs. 

First-time exhibitors will have a 

chance to demonstrate their latest 

projects, for a charge of £350, at the 

Developer Villages. 

Milia 2000 opens with a Think.Tank. 

summit on February 14-15, with 

conferences geared to senior 

SNK SEEKS NAOMI ROMANCE 
Latest Fatal Fury to be last big title on Hyper Neo-Geo 64 

D he main attraction at SNK's recent private coin-op show 

was a new Fatal Fury title. subtitled Mark of the wolves, 

it features a whole new generation of fighters. It was originally 

designed as a 30 game, but SNK felt that the Hyper Neo-Geo 64 

board couldn't deal with the level of graphics it hoped to create. 

It is expected that this will mark the end for the technology 

on leading titles - SNK has now chosen Naomi as its standard 

platform. The game to benefit from this decision wil l be a new 

fully 30 King of Fighters title. It is expected to premiere at AOU. 

SNK also promoted links between arcade and Neo-Geo 

Pocket titles and hinted that the 32bit version of its handheld 

will be revealed later this year. 

executives from the interactive 

content industry. It is being billed 

as a groundbreaking event which 

will provide a wealth of new 

business opportunities. 

The Milia 2000 exhibition follows 

on February 15-18 and will showcase 

creative content and companies 

shaping the future of interactive 

game development. 

Midway offered game demos, including the latest title in 

the Beast Busters lightgun series. Invasion (see Alphas) allows 

players to use various vehicles throughout the action. The 

game's visuals are significantly smoother and faster than 

previous outings. It also revealed Sport Station, a single 

cabinet running both NBA Showtime and NFL Blitz. Mark of the Wolves and Midway's Invasion 
(above) proved draws at SNK's private show 

◄ 10 £DG£' 

Going for a swan 

Bandai's wonder swan has 

received a boost with news that 

Square will be releasing nine 

games for the format.The first 

four titles include ChocobO's 

Mysterious Dungeon 2, Final 

Fantasy I and Secret of Mana. 

Square also has plans to release 

original games for the wonder 

swan, some of which will 

support Wonder Gate, the 

wonder swan network, and the 

Wonder Wave, an adaptor that 

will be compatible with PS1 /2. 

Next gen Duke 

Take 2 continues its acquisition 

of top licences with the news 

that it will publish a Duke 

Nukem title for Playstation2. 

It will be developed by Space 

Inc, which created Time to 

Kill tor the PlayStation . This 

follows Take 2·s recent victories 

in the races to sign games 

based on Blair Witch and 

Austin Powers properties. 

64DD offline 

Despite the release of the 64DD, 

the hardware is still proving 

troublesome for Nintendo. The 

online service provider, Randnet, 

has delayed the rollout of its 

network services until early 

2000. The delay has been 

blamed on problems with the 

Randnet Disc that is used to 

connect to the service. 

Argonaut sets sail 

Jez San has confirmed that 

Argonaut and its technology 

division ARC will be floated on 

the UK stock exchange early 

next year. The announcement 

follows earlier speculation 

that Argonaut may have been 

the subject of a takeover bid. 

Online square 

Hironobu Sakaguchi, producer 

of the Final Fantasy series, has 

spoken out concerning his plans 

for an online universe: HSquare 

has already started research on 

a server-based online game." 

He also remarked that within 

six months he expected the 

technology to rival that of 

games such as Ultima 

Online and EverQuest. 



40 hours continuous playtime. 18 hot titles. 16bit colour power. 6 cool cases. 1 machine. Zero alternative . 
-------

SNK. ,, 
NeoGeo £59.99 Games £24.99. Available at Electronics Boutique, Game, HMV. MVC, Dixons, Currys, @Jakarta. Beatties and all good independent retailers. 





PRESCREEN 
EDGE PREMIERES INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT'S FRESHEST FACES 

Return of a medieval dilemma 
It's time to remember technology is just a means to an end 

~ thousand years ago, the hottest question 
I.ill among the intelligentsia was: how many 
angels could dance on the head of a pin? And 
strange as it seems, a similar line of inquiry 
now appears to be stirring controversy in 
the development community. 

Pubs around Guildford are resounding to 
heated debates about just how many monkeys 
can fit into an infinite polygon engine. There's 
plenty to mull over. Does the size of the monkeys 
count? And how is infinity defined - using 
traditional Euclidean geometry or Directx texture 
compression on a screen resolution of 1028x768? 
It's enough to get anyone scratching their beard. 

If only it were. The fact remains that far too 
much time is spent talking about the shininess of 
technology when the only th ing that matters is 
how a game actual ly plays - something that 
developers such as Elixir, Lionhead and Rare freely 
admit. No one talks about the GofdenEye engine, 
only how accomplished the game is. Republic: The 
Revolution and Black & White will succeed or fail 
on the quality of their gameplay, not the number 
of onscreen characters or polygon throughput. 

Fundamentally, technology should be invisible: 
something developers seem to be forgetting. Few 

people notice how clever a game's underlying 
code is. Unless it's stupid. 

But this current wave of technophilia 
seems symptomatic of the general turmoil in 
the industry. All hardware is undergoing a 
revolution. It's easier to argue what a certain 
technology can do rather than discuss how it 
could improve a player's experience. Who cares 
that Shiny's Messiah uses a realtime tessellation 
and deformation character engine? It's only 
important if it makes the body-shifting exploits 
of Bob the angel more believable. 

The same is true of the endless cycle of 
triumphant announcements concerning the latest 
engine licensees: Duke Nukem Forever to use the 
Unreal Tournament engine; American McGee's 
Alice Quake Ill. But does anyone really think that 
oaikatana will be as good as Haff-Life because 
they both rely on Quake II code? 

With this in mind, it's been an instructive 
experience compiling Edge's top 100 games. The 
only criterion was that games should be selected 
because of their continuing relevance, not 
because they were the first to demonstrate some 
new technological feature. Because great 
gameplay doesn't age like technology does. 

Many games boast impressive technical capabilities, including the likes of (from left to right) Messiah, 
Daikatana, and Republic. The crucial question, of course, is how well will the games actually play? 

Perfect Dark crazy Taxi Team Fortress 2 Zelda Gaiden 

(N64) Rare (DC) Sega (PC) Valve (N64) Nintendo 

With Jet Force Gemini and Variation w1th1n a genre is Following its two big It may be a case of more 
Donkey Kong 64 out the always something to be twitch firstperson of the same, but when the 
door, Rare should be able encouraged and true to its shooters, the stage 1s set quality of the original 1s so 
to pull out all the stops for name Crazy Taxi 1s nothing for TF2's sophistication. high this is one 'side story 
an Easter outing. But will if not innovative. Black Expect bigger levels and cash-in' that no gamer 
Joanna Dark outshoot 0077 cabs won't be the same. improved team structure. would refuse to buy. 
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PRE SCREEN 

PRESCREEN ALPHAS 
GRAN TURISMO 2 

Gran Turismo 2 just missed out on making it into this month's reviews section. Unexpectedly, 

the game should now turbo its way into the Japanese market before January, although UK 

code is still not expected to hit European retailers until at least the end of January. At Edge's 

most recent visit to SCEE's London HQ, it came to light that the technical data in the EU version 

has been written by Top Gear magazine journalists, another nod to authenticity. A further 

realistic touch is the in-game alloy shop, where a comprehensive selection of wheels from real 

manufacturers is available. Just watch all the Escort owners go for the three-spoke model.. 

HOT INCOMING PROSPECTS IN AN EXTENDED, END-OF-MILLENNIUM SPECIAL 

FORMAT: PLAYSTATION DEVELOPER: POLYPHONY DIGITAL, INC 



BLACK & WHITE 

PRE SCREEN 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: LIONHEAD STUDIOS 

With work on Lionhead's debut nearing completion, 

the various parts of the singleplayer game are coming 

together. so many new screens are being generated that 

they would not all fit in Edge's cover feature this month (see 

p42). This selection shows the scale of the new environments. 

They include snow-capped mountains, verdant forests, and 

rolling valleys. Spells are also developing apace - Edge is 

particularly looking forward to exploring the variety which 

sees a whole village join together to create an enormous 

beast. As for the creatures, the tiger still gets Edge's vote. 

£DG£
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PRE SCREEN 

BERSERK 

Based on a popular Japanese TV series, Berserk is set in 
medieval Europe, with the forces of good and evil battling 

for supremacy. As Gatz, a lone knight fighting for the good 

side, you set off to solve the mystery surrounding a curious 
disease that has put a village into quarantine. Set entirely in 

3D, you're free to roam the land in this thirdperson action 

adventure with your double-edged sword (which can be 

used for blocking and a variety of moves) and secondary 

weapons such as crossbows and pistols. combat looks 

bloody, and if the concept seems cliched to PlayStation or PC 

owners, to Dreamcast fans it could be a breath of fresh air. 

FORMAT: DREAMCAST DEVELOPER: ASCII 



EVERGRACE FORMAT: PLAYSTATIONl DEVELOPER: FROM SOFTWARE 

Initially developed with PlayStation1 in mind, From Software 

has recently upped the stakes. A realtime 3D action RPG, 

Evergrace's analogue control system resembles Zelda's in 

intuitiveness. Enemies can be spotted from a safe distance 

and avoided if so wished. The game is divided between two 

dimensions, each featuring its own central character. As 

in ocarina of Time, combat occurs in real time, but extra 

enemies attracted by the commotion may join the battle 

at any moment. Expect several types of magical spells 

plus weapon-assisted combat. A spring release is likely. 

PRE SCREEN 
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PARASITE EVE 2 FORMAT: PLAYSTATION DEVELOPER: SQUARE 

SquareSoft's sequel to its first foray into the world of digital 

horror adventure was due out in Japan last month. Aya, the 

game's central character, returns in a more action-packed, 

Resident Evil-like approach. A new lock-on feature helps 

players target monsters, but as some of them have a limited 

perception range, it is possible to sneak past them, Metal 

Gear Solid style. The wide array of weaponry returns and Aya 

boasts several forms of parasite energy. Her repertoire and 
magical powers increase with fighting experience. Evil 2 looks 

more than accomplished its predecessor; review next month. 
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PRE SCREEN 

THE BOUNCER 
Recently confirmed as one of 

Square's PS2 launch titles (the 

company is currently working on at 

least a further eight titles for Sony's 

128bit machine), The Bouncer 

continues to impress, with visual 

ambition and intriguing gameplay. 

Characters appear to interact 

with nearly every object featured in 

the game (most can be picked up 

and used as weapons), though how 

the game links the fight sequences 

with some of the more action

packed cinematic aspects (such 

as running and jumping on to a 

departing train) remains to be seen. 

If these sequences simply 

amount to cut-scenes, Square will 

have missed an obvious opportunity, 

although a tight timescale currently 

conspires against the company. 

FORMAT: PLAYSTATION2 DEVELOPER: SQUARESOF 



RIDGE RACER V 

V-RALLY 2: MILLENNIUM EDITION 
The Dreamcast version of 

lnfogrames' rally franchise features 

84 tracks, spanning 12 nations and 

involving 28 world rally cars. Like its 

PlayStation equivalent, a track 

generator and editor is promised, 

theoretically enabling an infinite 

number of stages and doing much to 

improve the game's lifespan. 

Technically impressive 

fourplayer action, first seen on 
Sony's 32bit machine, will make an 

appearance, as should new handling, 

improved dynamics, and revised 

sound effects. The graphical quality 

to date is best described as 

satisfactory, and will provide an 

interesting point of comparison 

against PS2's first driving games. 

PRE SCREEN 

FORMAT: PLAYSTATION 2 DEVELOPER: NAMCO 

The latest version of Namco's 

continuing racing saga is looking 

tasty. However, as one of 

PlayStation2·s launch games, 

Edge would be surprised to find 

that RRV is little more than a 

significant visual leap over 

current Playstation RR titles. 
There simply hasn't been enough 

time for PS2 developers to get to 

grips with the nuances of Sony's 

new hardware and be overly 

concerned with content. 

But as an indication of the 

potential harnessed within the 

128bit console, this appears to 

serve its purpose particularly 

well. Does anyone remember 

Ridge Racer on PS1 at all? 

FORMAT: DREAMCAST DEVELOPER : EDEN 



PRE SCREEN 

GIANTS 

BALDUR'S GATE II 
Following the million-selling success of the Advanced Dungeons & Dragons-based original, 

Baldur's Gate II continues the storyline while introducing 15 new NPCs and 130 new spells into 

the game world. Twenty extra kits and classes have been introduced too, making it the most 

complete computer game based on AD&D. 

Bioware's Infinity engine has also received a makeover, allowing it to support resolutions 

of up to 800X600, and 3D acceleration using the OpenGL APL The ability to play without the 

side menus open should ease the entry level, too. 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: PLANET MOON 

dreaded slippage. Still, with an Easter release now looking likely, it should provide the team 

with the necessary time to balance the three-way gameplay characteristics of Baz and his 

two Meccaryn sidekicks, Delphi the Sea Reaper, and Kabuto the eponymous giant. 

New information from Planet Moon reveals that Giants will have both day and night 

settings. Some will be more interested in the possibility of a romantic link developing between 

Baz and Delphi - and the fact that her dress has been redesigned to make it shorter. (Sigh.) 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER : BIOWARE/BLACK ISLE 
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SHOGUN: TOTAL WAR FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: CREATIVE ASSEMBLY 

Having missed its anticipated Christmas release, Creative Assembly has spend the past months polishing 

up Shogun's features list and adding a six-player online option to its massive ancient Japanese RTS. Based 

in the time when three warlords unified Japan, the game continues to look good, with thousands of 

warriors displayed onscreen. Control of troops and the flow of information could be an issue, however -

something that an intuitive, customisable interface, strategic Al, and easy-to-grasp shortcut for commands 

and battle formations will need to be able to handle. The expected retail release is now February. 

CRISIS ZONE 

◄ 24 £DG£
0 

FORMAT: COIN -OP DEVELOPER: NAMCO 

The third instalment of the Crisis series, zone replaces the usual pistol peripheral with a machine gun -

meaning the emphasis on accuracy is no longer as relevant. Presumably, a twoplayer version of the game 

is not offered as the challenge would be minimal. Most of the game remains faithful to its predecessor. A 

pedal mechanism still exists (though your character now carries a shield around with him so that hiding 

behind objects is no longer necessary), as does a time limit forcing you to either complete sections 

rapidly or reach into your pocket to dig out another £1 coin. A new twist, however, is the presence of a 





INVASION 

MEDIEVIL II 

FORMAT: COIN -OP DEVELOPER: WMS 

This latest lightgun coin-op shooter is based on the amusing premise that an alien race helped 

humankind thousands of years ago, hoping the former would rapidly develop their intellectual capacity. 

Intent on gathering human brains to be used as ultimate CPUs to pilot the invaders' machinery, the 
aliens have returned to harvest their crop. It's up to you, either alone or in the company of a lightgun

toting friend, to stop them. Four stages based on us cities await clearing before a fifth stage (based 

inside the alien mothership) is accessible. Ground and airborne units feature throughout and your 

chrome-plated standard gun can be powered up to launch missiles or gain an autofire capability. 

FORMAT: PLAYSTATION DEVELOPE R: SCE CAMBRIDGE 

Dan Fortesque resurrected a second time (this time at the hands of evil magician Lord Palethorne) and 

travel through 17 open 3D levels needing thorough exploration if his task is to be successfully achieved. 

set in a gothic version of Victorian London, the game has you visiting familiar locations such as Kew 

Gardens or Greenwich Docks, and the likeable features of the original title (puzzle-solving elements, vast 

range of weapons, plenty of well-designed enemies) have, of course, undergone further refinement. 





PRE SCREEN 

GUNLOK 

Rebellion's squad-based action RPG 

is certainly based on an interesting 

premise. Sounding like FFVII crossed 

with Millennium Soldier, the game 
revolves around Gunlok, the first 

robot to dream, as he seeks to 

discover his origin and release his 

robot brothers from slavery. And 

helping him through the 15 different 

environments are four customisable 

characters. The PC-only title is 

looking for a publisher and is 

expected to be released in April 

◄ 28 £DG£
0 

MILLE MIGLIA 

Based on the historic 1,000-mile race through Italy (a substantial portion of 

which consisted of perilous mountain roads responsible for numerous 

deaths), Mille Miglia features 18 classic cars (Ferraris, Alfa Romeos, Mercedes 

and Bugattis). An elaborate physics model and twoplayer mode are promised. 

STRIDER 2 

FORMAT: PLAYSTATION DEVELOPER: SCI 

FORMAT: PLAYSTATION DEVELOPER: CAPCOM 

While the coin-op (developed on Namco's PS-friendly System 11 board) 

is scheduled to hit Japanese arcades on Christmas Day, the PS version 

should follow soon after on two cos, one of them featuring the original 1989 

arcade version. Both are expected to be identical to their respective sources. 
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PRE SCREEN 

4 WHEEL n-tUNDER 

Developed for Dreamcast by 
Bordeaux-based Kalisto, this monster 

truck/off-road buggy racer promises 

to run at a constant 60fps by the 

time it's released. Long outdoor 

tracks, featuring plenty of shortcut 

potential and indoor stadium-like 
courses are offered. Although 

only four cars race at a time, the 

developer is confident the resulting 

improvement in Al counterbalances 

the lack of on-screen opposition. At 

this stage the handling is promising. 

105IX 

undergoing prolonged beta testing 

before it opens up to its potential 

one million online users, Segasoft's 

massive, persistent RTS PC game 

should appeal to the hordes who 
bought Tiberian Sun. 

Based on a C&C-style planet, 

players can choose either a 

firstperson, thirdperson or a top
down view, as they mine Transium 

for cash and make alliances to 

protect their bases from those who 

would attack when they go of/line. 

◄ 30 £DG£
0 

THIEF 2: THE METAL AGE 

Despite the recent mission pack, Looking Glass is enhancing its sneaky 
FPS with a proper sequel. Using an enhanced version of the Dark Engine 

(as used in System Shock 2), the development team is making main 

character Garrett a better thief, not a better fighter. And true to the 

subtitle, plenty of weird gadgets, like camera grenades, should help out. 

RING 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: LOOKING CLASS 

FORMAT: DREAMCAST DEVELOPER: KADOKAWA 

Based on a novel (which was subsequently released in filmic form), Ring is 

another survival horror affair. Two worlds (real and virtual) divide the game, 

and you're able to travel between both, naturally. Many items can be used in 



















PRE FOCUS 

All the lights are on. But no one's home. Edge (eventually) catches up with 
Attention to Detail Ltd, a developer whose first project involved a blanket, 
a camera, a ghettoblaster and a never-ending supply of credits .. . 

I 
I's fair to say that Edge's ATD 
visit starts weirder than most. 
Leaving the car in the designated 

area, Edge wanders into the barn-like 
building only to find the premises 
completely deserted. All the lights are on 
and the warm environment greets visitors 
wandering in from the cold. Assuming that 
some kind of refurbishment is underway, 
Edge negotiates two flights of stairs and 
arrives on the first floor only to be met by 
the same 'Twilight zone' esque scenes as 
downstairs. No chairs, no tables, no funny 
little plastic figurines or anime posters 
littering the environment. Nothing more 
than a symmetric arrangement of neon 
tubes and wall-mounted radiators. 

It transpires that this is indeed ATD's 
premises though only just converted and 
now awaiting the invasion of 70 
employees and an army of computers, 
monitors, mouse pads and wires. For the 
moment, ATD still resides in a complex of 
buildings around the corner, only part of 
which belonged to the company when 
Edge last visited in 1995. These shiny new 
premises, as ATD's managing director 
Chris Gibbs explains, contrast with the 
company's humble beginnings. 

"Activision wanted us to convert Atari 
Super Sprint from the arcade to the Atari 
ST," he recalls. The project was to occupy 
Gibbs and four university colleagues 
during eight weeks of their summer 
holidays at the end of their second year. 
However, while Activision was happy to 
send the quintet a "big truck full of Ataris 
and hard drives, some manuals and God 
knows what,"' the us publisher was 
unable to provide them with a SuperSprint 
coin-op until two weeks before the 
conversion was due. 

"So we went down to our local arcade 
in Birmingham and we had a blanket, a 
ghettoblaster and a camera," Gibbs recalls. 
·we had a chat with the guy running the 
arcade who was very sympathetic and 
pumped the arcade full of credits. we put 
a blanket over our heads and sat there 
and played the game through every track 
and we photographed every screen and 
had a ghettoblaster recording the music." 

For eight weeks every aspect of Atari's 
legendary coin-op was recreated with 
studious attention to detail and without 
any further support from Activision. "But 
we did it, we enjoyed it, we got it done on 
time," enthuses Gibbs. There was a glitch 
however. "We'd recorded all the music and 
put the tracks into the game but there was 
one left over. we scratched our heads and 
were up against deadlines. 

"We thought there must have been 
some secret track we'd triggered when we 
played the game that we couldn't 
remember. Finally, one of the other 
students came back from holiday, heard 
the track and he said, 'That's from Outrun'. 
It was the arcade game right next to 
superSprint and we'd picked up that track 
while we were playing." 

And that accounts for how it all began. 

we put a blanket over our heada sat there 
and played the game througr, every track 

and we photographed every screen ~nd 
had a ghettoblaster recording the music 

Early Edge readers may remember ATD 
featured frequently during the magazine's 
early years, though it wasn't because of 
Gibbs and co's splendid ST supersprint 
conversion. As the company responsible 
for debugging the Jaguar hardware, ATD 
was one of the first developers to get its 
hands on Atari's '64bit' technology. 

Base technology 
''Very soon after we talked with Edge we 
were working on Jaguar CD - we did 
BattleMorph [sequel to ATD's early Jaguar 
title, CyberMorph) for Jaguar CD and Blue 
Lightning [a 64bit conversion of the Lynx 
game) - and it was totally apparent that 
that technology was being eclipsed," Gibbs 
states. 

·1 remember Sam Tramiel [then head 
of Atari) calling and saying, 'Hey, Chris, you 
know this Battlemorph, can you put loads 
of textures into it?' because they'd seen 
[Total Eclipse) on the 3DO and it was all 
beautifully textured, for its day, and there 

MD Chris Gibbs (right) 
and technical director 
Fred Gill. Olympics 
project producer Nigel 
Collier looks at lead artist 
Pat Fox's work (far left) 
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we were with Gouraud-shaded polygons 
on the Jaguar. And Jaguar CD, well, it was 
just another storage medium, it wasn't 
changing the technology." 

"The base technology didn't change at 
all and they were pushing it as a massive 
leap forward in the power of the Jaguar," 
Fred Gill, ATD's technical director and one 
of its founders, jumps in. "But Atari 
textured one of its own internal games, 
and it ran at about 5-6fps," he adds. "It 
wasn't bothered about gameplay, the 
game had to be fu lly textured just so that 
it could compete with all the other 
emerging technologies. It was a real 
shame," laments Gill, who's quick to praise 
his company's better handling of the 
situation. "We steered away from that 
battle, thank God, and it worked really well 
for us. we were able to keep frame rate up 
to 1 s-2ofps which considering the amount 
of gameplay that was going on in 
Battlemorph was quite impressive." 

Contractually compelled to complete 
its work with Jaguar CD, ATD missed the 
first wave of Playstation and Saturn 
development but was then quick off the 
mark with Blast Chamber, an Activision
published action concept focusing on 
fourplayer action - then an apped area of 
the Playstation market - released in 
October 1996. By its own admission, too 
much focus was spent on the multiplayer 
aspect to the cost of the oneplayer game. 

The departure of two of the four 
founding members to pursue personal 
interests around this time allowed ATD to 
refocus solely on game development, 
renouncing the technological side of the 
proceedings (mainly video decompression 
techniques) that had formed part of the 
operation since its inception. 

The bigger picture 
In February 1997, ATD became part of the 
GBH group (Geoff Brown Holdings Ltd), 
which currently comprises fellow 
developer Silicon Dreams Studio (which 
ATD will soon face in a Quake II 
competition) and motion-capture 
specialist Audio Motion. ATD and Geoff 
Brown had dealt with each other 
previously - us Gold had distributed the 
ATD-developed NightShift and Indiana 
Jones & Fate of Atlantis for LucasFilm 
Games in the UK in the early 90's. 

Joining GBH gave ATD an insight into 
Geoff Brown's vision of a developer which 
did more than just create games - one 
which looks after the PR elements, looks 
at licences, and marketing, which ATD 
had not considered unti l then. 

The transformation was evident. 
Roffcage, a highly playable if occasionally 
frustrating futuristic racing title (7 /10, E69), 
marked the developer's first release for 
GBH. At the time, the 15-strong team was 
bigger than any of ATD's previous projects 

Stage 2 offers more tracks, more 
vehicles and better visuals (PC 
version shown). There is much 
focus on the multiplayer aspects 

but it also marked the beginning of the 
company's application of a new model of 
development. 

Gibbs explains: "The way we work is 
we have a five/six month period where 
you are trying to get the core technologies 
right. That's what you might call the 
prototype period. What we actually 
produce here is a concept document 
that's 30 or 40 pages long. It's not a sales 
document, it is a document that holds the 
vision of the game and rules out what it 
isn't. Then we do a number of things in 
parallel. we do a more detailed design 
document that tries to get to the nuts and 
bolts of the game, what specific gameplay 
elements are in there, what do things do .. 

"Level descriptions, walk-throughs, 
power-ups, when they appear .. 
absolutely everything that we can detail," 
adds Gill. "It's the production bible. If 
anybody's got a question, they can go to 
that document and everything that they 
want should be there. And it's a live 
document - some things you try don't 
work so you have to come back, revise 
them and work out the impact." A strict 
risk analysis policy dealing with technical 
and gameplay issues is applied during this 
prototype phase and if the team is not 
comfortable after the prototype period 
then the project is terminated. 

one of Alp's current developments, a 
motorcycling title, has used this principle. 



"The key issues for us were, 'Okay, let's 
look at all the competitors, why aren't 
motorbike games reviewing as highly as 
other racing games with four wheels? 
Where is the missing bit of fun? How do 
we solve that? can we solve that?'," Gill 
reveals. "Within the prototype phase, 
initially four months, we solved a lot of 
problems. What we actually ended up with 
was another prototype phase - we raised 
some more issues. so that at the end of 
the prototype we have a method for 
generating all our in-game assets and also 
we know how long each of the phases 
takes and that can all be fed into the 
scheduling which happens at the end of 
the prototype. we've got very few risks in 
that product now. We're very comfortable 
with it in terms of our schedule estimates 
and what the gameplay is because we've 
already got it up and playing." 

Whi le ATD isn't allowed to disclose 
anything else concern ing its motorcycling 
game, it is a lot more forthcoming about 
its next release, Rolfcage Stage 2. Gibbs is 
quick to tackle the issue of sequels. 
"People buy sequels," he says. "And usually 
people buy more of a sequel than they do 
of the initial product . And they'll go on to 
buy a third one as well. The onus is on the 
developer to come up with more creative 
things they can do with the idea. 

sequels. sequels. sequels. .. 
"Take Rolfcage, because that's what we 
know. In the first one we had a car that 
could flip upside down and stick to walls 
and ceilings, and we could destroy 
scenery. It was essentially a racing game 
involving those elements. What we've 
done with Stage 2 is produce more of a 
Rolfcage 'party pack' - a big selection of 
games that you can play with that vehicle. 

There's more racing than there was in 
the first one, but there are 15 other game 
modes for one and two players, so the 
motivation for playing it isn't just to 
win a race. I'm confident that what 
we've got in Rolfcage Stage 2 is a sequel 
that could never be criticised as, 'Oh, 
that's just the same thing with different 
track design'." And having had a taste 
of Rolfcage Stage 2, Edge would have 
to agree with him. 

In addition to the motorbike title, 
Ro/fcage Stage 2 and a "Playstation2 only 
[project] that concentrates.very much on 
characters." ATD's other focus is on its 
Olympics-licensed products. Involving 
around 25 of its employees and to be 

released on "every format," this is possibly 
ATD's most ambitious venture to date. 
Collaborating with the Olympic committee 

in Lausanne, Switzerland, the developer 
has been granted access to an 
unprecedented amount of information. In 
addition to an antipodean 'research' jaunt 
for some fortunate team members, all 
forms of official Sydney 2000 Olympics
related imagery have been made available, 
including official blueprints of all stadium 
buildings (which of course would pose a 
security threat if let out of the office, 
which explains project producer Nigel 
Collier's vigilance as Edge's photographer 
wanders around the office). The amount of 
legal paperwork that has required signing 
is allegedly astounding. 

Yet even with this amount of 
information, the title is an impressively 
accurate representation of the world's 
most-viewed sporting event. Everything 
from roof girders to the position of 
cameras is exactly as it is in real life and 
this authenticity extends to the way the 
characters are animated. It will be 
intriguing to see how the final product 
turns out when it's released next summer. 

so this is where ATD is at the moment 
"We are 70 people right now, we've three 
pretty full major teams and our plans are 
to have one more team. we won't go 
beyond that," admits Gibbs, "because the 
development doesn't require it for the 
projects we've got in mind for the next 
few years. We're part of a development 
group and the philosophy of that group is 
to have development studios and, if I 
speak with my GBH hat on, we would then 
lock at starting up another studio rather 
than take either ourselves or Silicon 
Dreams and expand it further. 

"So I'm very comfortable with the day 
to-day-running, the atmosphere of the 

PRE f FOCUS 

Second time around for PS, the emphasis isn't solely on racing (and 
there is still plenty of that) but on the additional types of game offered 

All Sydney 2000 Olympics imagery has 
been made available, induding official 

blueprints of all staduim bulidings (a 
security threat if let out the office) 

place. one more team would be a nice 
balance - for a good portfolio of products. 
we·ve got our Olympics stuff going on for 
the next few years and it would be silly of 
me to say that there are other genres that 
we're just going to stick to or we're going 
to avoid. Our games come from our 
people and we like to keep creativity at 
the forefront of what we're trying to do. 

"There's no getting away from it, I 
think. If you like computer games, you like 
computer games we've been doing it for 
12 years and we played them before then, 
you know. And I don't think we'll 
ever stop doing that, really." 

Expect an unprecedented amount of detail when ATD's Olympics
licensed game turns up next year just before the real event begins 

£DG£.41 



BLACK & WHITE 

Black & 
IF THE DESIRE TO LOOK AFTER A PET IS PECULIARLY HUMAN, THE URGE TO CONTROL A 200-FOOT-HIGH 

TURTLE MUST BE STRANGELY GODLIKE - BUT THAT'S THE DRIVING FORCE BEHIND PETER MOLYNEUX'S 

GARGANTUAN MONSTER CLASH . WELCOME TO THE OVERSIZED WORLD OF BLACK & WHITE 

B;i~ wi 
·11t11wo, ldi1 who11•0.,.,n• c i1. 

Even the finished artwork 
displays the stark choices 
each player will have to 
face, to be good or evil 

Format: PC/ GBC 

Publisher: Electronic Arts 

Developer: Lionhead 

Release: April 

Origin: UK 

D he office sounds like a zoo and looks 

like a circus. Bellows and cries 

emanate from PCs and people are 

wandering around wearing animal masks. 

You expect Desmond Morris to peer through 

the blinds and start taking notes: 'The 

computer programmer is a strange beast, 

prone to flights of fantasy ... ' 

Metaphorically at least, it's all in a day's 

work for the inmates at Lionhead. They may 

not normally wear masks to work, but to 

develop the most impressive game in the 

world they are hand-rearing animal avatars, 

teaching them the ways of life. 

They are instructing their creatures 

about existence - eating. sleeping. 

defecating. Then they are adding the higher 

level actions that define man - love, religion 

and communication. At the centre 

of the melange, the inventor of the god 

game is about to don a pig mask and 

join in the fun. 

More than most, Peter Molyneux 

understands the urge to nurture. When it 

came to pets, the other kids tangled 

with rabbits and kittens, but he's always 

had bigger plans. 

"I once kidnapped a baby kangaroo 

from Windsor Safari Park," he confesses. 

"It was a long time ago, but my sister 

and I picked it up and bundled it into 

the back of the car." They got halfway 

home before a loud banging in the boot 

alerted their parents to the extra cargo. 

It's exactly this feeling that drives Black & 

White. Wouldn't it be great to have a cool 

looking 200-foot-tall creature who will 

unconditionally love you? 

Key to the game are the creatures' 

abilities to mimic their god's behaviour. 

While you can teach a creature to do things, 

the surprise is it will learn independently 

by watching what you do. Just like a 

child, it will try to do the things its 

pa rent does. 

And as suggested in the game's title, if 

you are a good god, your creature will also 

be good. Its physical appearance will morph, 

its colour taking on a holy golden hue. 

Conversely, evil deeds will turn a creature 

into a terrifying monster, complete with 

spikes and claws. 

''The creatures reflect people's 

personalities," says Molyneux. Lionhead is 

now testing its creatures. Persistent minds 

push the limits of the Al code, while 

the artists work out the extremes of 

body morphing. 

"Andy (Robson - head of testing) is a 

vicious bastard," Molyneux claims. 'When 

he's on the football pitch he taunts people 

and sure enough his creature is a little 

bit vicious and can't be trusted. Jean-Claude 

(Cottier - 3D programmer) is the nicest 

person and his creature is lovely 

to deal with." 

Black & White is more than a glorified, 

3D Tamagotchi-style personality test, though. 

It takes the best bits from resource

management games, RPGs and god 

sims, and mashes them together. 

Molyneux is now calling the game the 

world's first god RPG. 

He states: "Black & White is an RPG 

where you are a god: you play as a god and 

the choices that you have are of a god. 

"It always aggrieved me in god games 

that there was this beautiful world but 

there was always distance between you 

and the world - you weren't a physical 

presence," he continues. 

"The creature is your physical 

representation in the world. He's the star 

of the show.• Indeed, one of the striking 

aspects of the game is the bond 

that develops between players and 

their creatures. 

'We did have a discussion about eating 

cows earlier today, didn't we?" coos 

Molyneux when he loads up his current 

favourite character, a tiger. The tiger picks up 

a cow, looks at it and then drops it, 

disinterested. The lesson that cows are for 

eating seems to have been forgotten. 

"He's got a really nice purr," Molyneux 

demonstrates by stroking the tiger's belly 

with the onscreen hand icon. "He has also 

developed a little bit of a personality," he 

continues, the hand icon moving down the 

creature's abdomen. 

"As he gets older he gets a little bit 

more sensitive about certain regions'.' The 

tiger's purr turns into a roar and he angrily 

tries to move out of the way. "You used to 

like it when you were a little baby," 

Molyneux gently chides. 

A virtual paradise 
For all its technology, the most common 

criticism levelled at Black & White is a 

perceived general lack of a specific plot. 

"At the start you go through a very 

simple sequence where you get dragged 

into this land through the prayers of its 

people," says Molyneux. 

"The land is called Eden, and before you 

arrive, it is a beautiful world, full of natural 
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The effects of evil will be obvious, as demonstrated by this fearsome wolf. 
In the finished game, the scenery will also morph to match playing styles 

beauty and wonder. The little people who 

live there lead an idyllic life without war 

and discord. 

"It soon becomes clear that there are 

also some animals with powers that allow 

them to grow to enormous sizes. The first 

creatures you come across are three that 

walk out of the forest: a tiger, a cow 

farm, which is a special creature that leaps 

up at your hand. You can click on this 

creature and transfer the mind of the 

creature you currently have into the 

mind of the turtle. 

"So you have the baby turtle and a l 00-

foot ape. When you transfer the mind, the 

ape shrinks down and the turtle grows up. 

And you see all these cuts appear on the 

turtle - where all the scars were on the 

original ape'.' 

These challenges, as they are called, 

drive the plot, pushing the player to make 

moral choices. 'The little people in Eden 

pray to you," Molyneux says. "The way you 

react to these prayers dictates what you're 

like in the world: 

The first challenge demonstrates this. A 

woman comes out of her house, falls to her 

knees and starts to pray. Her brother is lost 

in the forest and she is asking for your 

help to save him. 

'What would you do7" Molyneux asks. 

Before Edge has a chance to answer, he 

has capriciously picked up the woman in his 

hand and tossed her into the sea to drown. 

These challenges can give rewards, but 

there is no correct way to complete them. 

AS THE SEA LEVEL DROPS AND MORE OF EDEN IS REVEALED, IT 

BECOMES APPARENT THERE ARE OTHER GODS - INCLUDING AN 

OVERALL GOD WHO WANTS TO DOMINATE THE WHOLE WORLD 
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and an ape. They all leap up trying to grab 

your hand icon, and you get to chose one 

of them," says Molyneux. 

These represent the three classes of 

animal in the game - aggressive, passive 

and neutral. Later you have the odd 

chance to change your creature. 

"At one point you will discover a turtle 

farm," explains Molyneux. "Inside are two 

farmers with a problem. Their son has run 

off and they need him back. They pray to 

you and ask you for your help. 

"Whatever way you chose to react, 

eventually you get one of the turtles in the 

■ cow 

■ Giles Jermy - spell programmer 

■ GOAT 

■ Andy Robson - head of testing 

■ LION 

■ Russell Shaw - head of music 

■ BEAR 

■ Mark Healey - artist 

■ TIGER 

■ Scawen Roberts - 3D programmer 

Playing as a good god and answering the 

woman's prayer may result in the village 

worshipping with more fervour and 

unlocking a new spell. Dropping some 

villagers off a mountain could similarly 

increase the amount of worship 

received by literally putting the fear of 

god in the remainder. 

Moral aspects of the game are also 

highlighted via a struggle over your 

conscience. The place-holder graphics 

show a devil and an angel figure. 

They fly around the screen offering 

advice on what course of action should be 

taken from their own extremist viewpoints. 

It's likely that their visual form will become 

more esoteric in the final game. 

The bigger picture 
Players won't realise as they play, but Black 
& White is broken down into three different 

books. The first is simply about discovering 

the world, getting a creature and solving 

initial challenges. The second is triggered as 

the sea level drops, revealing more of Eden. 

It becomes apparent then that there are 

other gods and an overall god who wants 

to dominate the world. 

"The third book is about the fight 

between your way of thinking and that of 

the other god," Molyneux reveals. "If you 

decide to be truly evil he will be truly good 

and vice versa: 

And although that battle will conclude 

the single player game, there will be a lot 

more to Black & White. Most importantly, 

creatures can be saved and ported into 

multiplayer games, gaining experience as 

they go. There will even be a chat-enhanced 

version, called Black & White: The Gathering 

(see p48). And Lionhead has big plans for 

its wonder game. 

"I can't talk about what we are planning 

after Black & White, but the persistent thing 

about the game is your creature," says 

Molyneux. "He is more persistent than any 

world that is created because he is truly, 

personally yours." One concrete plan is to 

support on line aspects of the game and 

create a separate, five-person company 

called Black & White Ltd. 

Beyond all issues of plot, gameplay and 

the challenges, the creature is Black & 

White's killer app. The question is simple: 

wouldn't it be great to have a cool-

looking 200-foot-tall creature who 

would unconditionally love you? 

Or put it another way. Wouldn't it be 

great to steal a baby tiger or turtle from a 

zoo and take it home? And who knows, 

Lionhead might include a kangaroo, ~ 

just for old time's sake. L...:::J 
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TRIBES OF EDEN 
The eight tribes are crucial to completing Black & White. While 
it's been said it will be possible to play without a creature, the 
tribes are the game's basic resource. Without their worship it is 
impossible to cast spells. 

Organised into villages, each individual has a specific role and 
lifespan. Babies will be born and funerals held when important 
leaders die. But each village must be persuaded to believe in your 
godly power before access to their magic is granted. The more villagers 
that come to your citadel to worship, the more powerful you become as a 
god. But as spells are cast the worshippers become increasingly tired. They must be 
fed and given time off to enjoy themselves. One leisure activity that's available is 
football (right). Give them a football and watch an 11-a-side game, complete with 
spectators, commence. 

Villages aren't completely loyal. Other gods can convert your followers and sap 
your power. And if you are not careful your creature could be worshipped too, with 
villagers taking him food, not bringing it to the citadel. 

The simplicity of Black & White's interface is impressive. 
The onscreen hand icon is the only ingame tool. It is 
controlled by mouse movement. To move around the 
world, you simply pull the ground towards you. Any part 
of the world can be interacted with using the hand. 
Villagers, rocks and trees can all be picked up and 
carefully placed down or hurled high into the sky. 

A KIND OF MAGIC 
The key to every god's power is the ability to use spells - defensively to 
heal and feed their people, and offensively to attack other creatures and 
tribes. Each of the 20 spells is represented by an icon, located on the 
citadel and activated using a gesture system. Clicking on the shield icon 
and then tracing a circle around the boundaries of a village will cause a 
blue forcefield to appear over it. A magic lores! can be created wherever 
the mystic sycamore seed falls to the ground. This defensive spell slows 
attackers by forcing them to visit every tree in the forest before they can 
pass through. A more aggressive spell is the skeleton army (right). It's 
important to understand that spells can only be cast within the territory 
you control. They also take time to power up, 
giving opponents time to cast counter spells to 
protect themselves. 
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AZTECS 
WITH A HISTORY Of lNE 
HUMAN SACRIFICES, ITS NO 
SURPRISE THAT THE AZTECS' 
MAGIC REVOLVES AROUND 
EXTREMELY BLOODTl,IRSTY 

JAPANESE 
THEIR SPECIAL PONERS 
HEIGHTEN THE MENTAL 
ASPKIS Of MAG!C -
CONTROL OF .v\PANESE 
TRIBES PROMDES ACCESS 10 
ILLUSIONARY SPELLS 

TIBETANS 
THESE ARE THE M05f 
MYSTERIOUS TRIBE. ALL THAT 
IS KNONN ABOUT THESE 
PEOPLE IS THEIR MAGIC, 
CONCENTRATED IN THE 
MYSTICAL REALM 

AMERICAN INDIANS 
THE NAlNE AMERICANS ARE 
THE M05f PEACEABLE AND 
HELPFUL TRIBE ON EDEN. 
THEIR MAGIC DRAWS ON 
STRONG TRIBAL LINKS AND 
IS HIGHLY POSITM 

::. 



NORSE 
THE VIKING TRIBES HAVE 
COIIITROL OF FEARSOME 
MAGIC THE TRUMP CARD IN 
THEIR ARSENAL 15 THE 
lERRIFYING ABILITY 10 
SUMMON A SKELEIDN ARMY 

CELTIC 
THE GINGER-HAIRED CELllC 
TRIBE PROVIDES PONER 
OVER EDEN'S WEATHER THE 
CEL1S' WORSHIP OPENS UP 
LIGHTNING AND SIDRM· 
BASED SPELLS 

GREEKS 
EVERY GAME MUST HAVE ITS 
AVERAGE OW<ACTERS. THAT 
ROLE 15 PLAYED BY THE 
GREEKS. SADLY THEY 

TRUE 10 HISTORICAL FORM, 
THE EGYPTIANS LCNE 10 
BUILD STRUCTURES. THEIR 
MAGIC ALLONS \DU 10 
BUILD A DEFENSM: WALL 
AROUND \DUR KINGDOM 

WORK OFA GOD 

PERFECT BEAST 
Just as Asimov had three rules of robotics, so 
Lionhead has three fundamental rules that 
control a creature's actions. They are: 
1. I will not do anything that will cause me to 
die (incidentally the creatures are immortal) 
2. I unconditionally love my god and 
everything I do, I will do to please him 
3. I will try to achieve my god's ambition 

Each creature must be taught the basics 
of life, such as eating and toilet training. They 
can even be named. But as they grow up 
they will learn to cast spells by watching their 
god's behaviour and that of other creatures 
as well. This is crucial as, unlike a god, a 
creature's power to cast spells is not limited 
by location, nor does it need people to 
worship it. If your creature sees you trying to 
attack another village it will lumber over and 
start casting spells as well. 

There will be few things more awe 
inspiring in Block & White than a creature 
marching into one of your villages and casting 
the skeleton army spell. 

Another key aspect of the creatures is 
their ability to morph. Starting in neutral 
shades and shapes, their physical 
appearance and Al will warp depending on 
the playing style of their god. And they will 
display different physical attributes such as 
fatness, thinness, strength and weakness, 
depending on how much exercise and 
food they receive. 

BLACK & WHITE 

There are 22 creatures in the game but 
only one type is playable at any time 

RESTING PLACE 
The citadel (below) is the hub of a god's power. It marks the centre of 
their territory. Built by villagers, it is the place they come to worship and 
chant. As the game progresses, its visual appearance mirrors the success 
of its god, becoming either larger and more powerful or progressively run 
down. On its battlements are displayed the icons for all the spells 
that are available. 

The citadel functions as a guide to the history of Block & White as 
well. It's possible to go inside and check out a multitude of rooms. 
There's a creature room containing portraits of the creature at different 
stages, such as the first time he learned to eat. This room also contains a 
list of things he loves and hates. The challenge room displays the state of 
all the challenges that have been set up. Other rooms give access to the 
usual game options such as screen resolution and level of sound effects. 

While Block & White offers a relatively freeform playing experience, Lionhead is aware that one criticism levelled is a lack 
of structure and plot It will, however, be punctuated with 72 different challenges. These events will force players to 
consider how to react to specific events within their world. Not all of the 72 will be available. Different challenges will be 
triggered depending on the playing style and telegraphed using cut scenes (right). 

One of the earliest examples concerns the prayers of two rich pig farmers. The village is low on food and they are 
using the situation to drive up prices. Some villagers have taken to sneaking into the farm and stealing livestock. The 
farmers pray for your help to stop this. It's not an obvious choice : either one decision condones the stealing as it 
punishes the farmers' greed while the alternative ignores the pain of the villagers. An alternative is to kill both the 
farmers and the thieves. These are the kind of moral dilemmas Block & White throws up. 

£DG£
0 
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BLACK & WHITE: THE GATHERING 

MORE THAN JUST A GAME, PART OF THE ONLINE ASPECT OF BLACK & WHITE 

LINKS INTO TWO OF THE MOST POPULAR CHAT PROGRAMS ON THE NET 

D wo months before the release of 

Black & White, Lionhead will take the 

brave step of releasing an online version. 

Known as The Gathering, it will be a free 

10Mb download. 

Launching with two se,vers, one in the 

UK and one at Origin in the US, it will allow 

users to go into a cut-down Black & White 

environment. Each landscape will support up 

to 32 users and will remain persistent as 

long as one person remains logged on. 

Players will need to choose one of 

nine different creatures. Each has a preset Al 

personality. After its retail release, you will be 

able to upload your own personal creature 

into The Gathering. Crucially, you will also be 

able to save the creature's experiences 

and then take them back into the 

singleplayer game. 

These worlds comprise several different 

zones, mirroring some aspects of Black & 

White. The fighting zone, for example, will 

contain rocks that can be thrown at rival 

creatures to practise combat, whereas in the 

competition zone you will be able to train 

your creature on running tracks. The play 

zone contains a village with chess, go boards 

and other activities. There will also be a 

magic zone containing different spells. 

The aspect of The Gathering that 

Molyneux is most excited about is the way it 

will link in with popular chat programs - in 

particular AOL instant messaging and ICQ. 

"The Gathering actually looks at your 

AOL and your ICQ friends list while you're 

playing,· he says. "There's this little menu on 

the left-hand side of the screen which is the 

same as AOL and ICQ friends. It tells you 

whether they are on line and whether they 

have The Gathering. If they do have it, you 

can send them a message. If they haven't 

got it you can email it to them.' 

Within the game, any text message typed 

into your computer will appear as a speech 

bubble coming from your creature. 

,_.J -·---·---

Part chat, part Black & White, The Gathering has the potential to reach millions of 
users, taking text-based programs into a world of creature avatars and glorious 3D 

"The incredibly cool thing is that if you 

and I are chatting away and another 

creature arrives but we really don't want 

anyone else to intrude, we can slap that 

creature away and continue our private 

chat," Molyneux explains. 

Even more adventurous, the technology 

is in place for creatures to lip synch to words 

in realtime. This most recent development 

will not only support voice communication. 

"When I say 'hello', my creature will say 

'hello," boasts Molyneux. 

Chat services like ICQ and AOL messaging 
will be integrated into The Gathering 

This raises some bandwidth issues, but as 

games such as Cryo's Fireteom are already 

supporting audio, it's obviously a technology 

whose time has come. 

"Do you build a project with today's 

technology or do you build it for 

tomorrow's?" asks Molyneux rhetorically. 

True to his passion for making Black & 

White a real mass-market game, he adds: 

"The only rule is don't make people with a 

slow machine and slow connections suffer. 

There are more sub P200s out there than 

there are post P200s.· 

AOL owns ICQ and over 500m users 

worldwide have subcriptions to the 

company's chat facilities. 

If The Gathering manages to attract just 

a tiny percentage of this userbase it will be a 

phenomenon giving Lionhead some serious 

se,ver problems. 

This is now the bottom line for Black & 

White. Bigger than Quake Ill just doesn't 

come close. Bigger than ICQ? Now 

you're talking. 
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News Sega's New Challenge Conference; 64DD 
An audience with ... Ex-Bullfrog boss Les Edgar 
Prescreen Ready 2 Rumble Boxing, Winback 
Prescreen spotlight Ferrari F355 Challenge 
Testscreen Outcast, Dungeon Keeper 2, V-Rally 2 
Features Mr Tetris - Henk Rogers; G@me On 

ISSUE 75 SEPTEMBER 1999 

News Kessen readies for NGPS; PAL Dreamcast 
An audience with .. . Richard Darling 
Prescreen Jet Farce Gemini, Vagrant Stary 
Prescreen spotlight Calin McRae Rally 2 
Testscreen Dina Crisis, G-Police 2, Kingpin 
Features Hooray for Hollywood; Develop! '99 

ISSUE 76 OCTOBER 1999 

News Developers respond optimistically to 
DevCon '99, Sony's UK PlayStation2 roadshow 
An audience with ... UbiSoft's Michel Ancel, 
France's answer to Shigeru Miyamoto 
Prescreen Star Gladiator 2, Off the Raad, 
Jet: X, Star Wars: Force Commander, Vampire: 
The Masquewde, Wild Arms 2, Breath of Fire 4 
Prescreen spotlight Titanium Angel Rayman 2 
Testscreen Trick Style, Saul Calibur, Shad<:NVman, 
Unreal Tournament, Airforce Delta, Dorkstone 
Features Fourteen-page Dreamcast pre-PAL 
launch special; Inside Silicon Valley, UK, the 
heart of Britsoft; Game patches: the truth 

ISSUE 77 AUTUMN 1999 

News Sony unveils PlayStation2 in Tokyo - Edge 
was in attendance to grab the first images of the 
hardware and software, plus details of the 
corporation's plans for world domination 
An audience with .. . NOA president Howard 
Lincoln, and videogame legend Shigeru Miyamoto 
Prescreen Eternal Arcadia, Runabout 2, Super 
Runabout, Legend of Dragoon, Funballs, MDK2 
Prescreen focus Space Channel 5, SOF 
Testscreen Jet Force Gemini, Final Fantasy VIII, 
Ready 2 Rumble Boxing, Homeworld, Draken 
Features Spaceworld '99 report; ADSL's gaming 
potential explored; The Usual Suspects - six 
leading industry creatives discuss gaming's future 

ISSUE 78 NOVEMBER 1999 

News Dreamcast finally hits European shores -
Edge reports on Sega's successful launch; Milia 
2000 prepares for its biggest showing in cannes 
Prescreen Gron T urismo 2 & 2000, Metropolis 
Street Racer, Roadsters, Giga Wing, Virtual On 
Oratorio Tangrom, Jet:X, Crazy Taxi, Parasite Eve II, 
SWAT 3, Phantasy Star Online, SNK Vs Caprom 
Prescreen focus Republic, Vampire 
Testscreen Rally Championship, Biohazard 3, 
Tomb Raider: TLR, Hydra Thunder, FI Work/ 
Oiampionship, Tay Commander, Win Back, FI '99 
Features Edge reports from the autumn Tokyo 
Game Show; PC 3D: the next generation explored 

ISSUE 79 DECEMBER. 1999 

News Mobile phone gaming gears up; Dreamcast 
enjoys soaring Euro start; BT rethinks ADSL pricing; 
N64 finally gets online in Japan; BAFTA awards 
Prescreen Medal of Honor, Munch's Oddysee, 
Spider-Man, Daikatana, Wheel of Time 
Prescreen focus Bungie's Oni and Halo 
Testscreen Donkey Kang, Unban Oiaos, The 
Nomad Saul, GTA2, Age of Emipres II, Supreme 
Snowboarding, Extreme Biker, Turok: Rage Wars, 
Bangaiah, Rayman 2, Crash Team Racing 
Features Console Wars II: Edge lays bare 
the next-generation battleplans of Sony, Sega, 
Nintendo and Microsoft; Videogames as art? 
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100 BEST GAMES 

STEVE JARRATT 

EDGE'S LAUNCH EDITOR 

I 

) 
Mercenary (C64) One of the first, true 3D 
action games. Even though it was just 
wireframe, it managed to generate a 
tremendous ambience and sense of mystery. 
Elite (C64) Tradin& shootin& docking - all 
simple stuff, but ridiculously entertaining. 
X-Com (PS) Shamefulf,, overlooked but 
incredibly playable strategy title. 
Tetris (GB) How can your top ten not include 
this? Played it to death, still love it (especially 
1n the challenge mode where the space shuttle 
takes off). 
Street Fighter II (SNES) At the time this was 
simply the best one-on-one beat 'em up you 
could get - and the SNES version was far 
superior to the earlier Mega Drive version 
Tomb Raider (PS) Forget the girl, forget the 
tits - praise the game's designers instead for 
this stunning and immensely captivating 30 
platform adventure. One of the only games 
I've played for an entlfe Saturday, from 
breakfast till bedtime. 
Ridge Racer (PS) What a top racing game. It 
looked gorgeous and played beautifully. Finally 
beating the Black Devil car was a huge relief .. 
Ocarina of Time (N64) What a fantastically 
atmospheric title. I loved playing this, still haven't 
finished it - wh1ch probably says more about 
me than the game. I will. .. when I get time. 
Super Mario World (SNES) Probably the 
best 2D platlormer of all time. Wonderfully 
inventive and challenging. Played to 
completion - and I'd still play it now. 
GoldenEye (N64) Unsurpassed firstperson 
shooter. Tremendously challenging oneplayer 
mode, and still gets played in fourplayer, years 
after it arrived. 
Plus Super Mario 64 (N64), Banjo
Kazooie (N64), Impossible Mission 
((64), Defender of the Crown (ST), 
Mario Party (N64), Doom (PC), and 
about I 00 (64 games - I'm sad enough 
to still think it was the best games machine 
ever, for its time. 

Syndicate 

Format: Amiga 
Publisher: Electronic Arts 
Developer: Bullfrog 
Date: 1993 

Edge issue. n/a 

100 Super Punch Out!! 

Format: SNES 

Publ isher: Nintendo 
Developer: In -house 

Date: 1994 

EdgeIssue:01 

099 Solomon's Key 

098 

097 

Format: Coin-op 
Manufacturer: Tecmo 
Developer: In-house 

Date: 1986 

Edge issue· n/a 

Time Crisis 

Format: Coin-op 

Manufacturer: Namco 
Developer: In-house 

Date: 1996 

Edge issue: n/a 

Choplifter 

Format: C64 

Publ isher: Broderbund 

Developer: Dan Jolin 
Date: 1982 

Edge issue. n/a 

----==-
Dreamcast Ready 2 Rumble Boxing recently 
proved how attractive the sport of pugilism can 
be in game form, but Nintendo was there years 
earlier with a title even more ridiculous in its 
conception, and more satisfying to play, too. 

If publishers cannot manage to take the Tetris 
formula and tweak it to fashion a convincing 
puzzle game, what chance do developers have 
working from the ground up? Ask Tecmo: this 
enormously clever videogame is one of a kind. 

This is arguably the best ever lightgun game -
chiefly due to the simple-yet-revolutionary 
addition of a 'duck' pedal allowing you to hide 
behind obstacles during firefights. A relentlessly 
exhilarating example of a much-maligned genre. 

Taking its cue from Defender, Choplifter took a 
fantastical wartime scenario and threw it into a 
fast-paced airborne shoot 'em up environment 
where rescuing hostages became a ridiculously 
compelling pursuit Simplistic but groundbreaking. 

096 Phantasy Star 111 : Generations of Doom ------

094 

Format: MD 

Publ isher: sega 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1991 

Edge Issue· n/a 

NBA Jam 

Format: SNES 

Publisher: Acclaim 
Developer: Iguana 
Date: 1994 

Edge issue· n/a 

This epic and engrossing adventure kept Mega 
Drive owners shut off from the outside world for 
long periods of time as they battled their way 
through three generations of characters in an 
experience that rivals some of Square's finest. 

This cyberpunk action strategy title takes concepts from the usual 
sources (Blade Runner, Neuromancer et al) and builds them into a 
compelling game of corporate subterfuge, violence and strategy. 
The action - which has you controlling a megacorp attempting to 
exert bloody control over a futuristic city - is involving and addictive. 

Iguana's SNES version of NBA Jam is sti ll one 
of the most addictive multiplayer experiences 
available. Matches between four skilled 
individuals often reach proportions rarely 
attained by even the freshest multiplayer titles. 



100 BEST GAMES 

Strider 
,---------------------------------------

Format: Coin-op 
Manufacturer: Capcom 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1989 

Edge issue: n/a 

Wipeout 

They certainly don't make them like this any more. Why7 Because 
the levels of action evident in a game such as this simply cannot be 
conveyed within a 3D environment. Strider is a showcase for fast
paced, pyrotechnics-drenched action, ramming set-piece after set
piece down the gamer's throat. A benchmark in 2D arcade gaming. 

092 MARTIN HOLLIS -~----- DIRECTOR, GOLDENEYE 

Format: PS 

Publisher: Psygnosis 

Developer: In -house 

Date: 1995 

Edge issue· 25 

Boulderdash 2 

A fusion of supreme audio and visual content, 
Wipeout heralded a new, distinctive era in 
game production. Psygnosis' Liverpool studio 
at its best, this initially unfriendly racer succeeds 
in delivering convincing gravity-defying action. 

091 - ----------· - -- ---

Format: C64 
Publisher: First star software, Inc 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1985 

Edge issue: nla 

Paradroid 

Format: C64 

Publisher: Hewson consultants 

Developer: Andrew Braybrook 

Date: 1986 

Edge issue: nta 

Asteroids 

The wonderful thing about Boulderdash (which 
has you running around a subterranean arena 
searching for diamonds) is the open, complex 
gameplay, with hundreds of ways to complete 
each stage, none of them obvious. Timeless. 

The high point in Andrew Braybook's coding 
career, Paradroid mined a rich seam of SF 
infiuences to deliver an experience unlike any 
that had preceded it. If ever a game deserved 
bringing bang up to date, surely this is it. 

089 ,--------------------------------

Format: Coin-op 
Manufacturer: Atari 

Developer: In-house 
Date: 1979 

Edge issue: nta 

Lemmings 

It doesn't get much more primal than this. And 
that's the reason why Asteroids still stands up 
today: with such a limited number of factors 
coming into play, but each balanced so perfectly 
against another, classic twitch gaming is assured. 

088 -==-=---Format: Amiga 

Publisher: Psygnosis 

Developer: DMA Design 

Date: 1991 

Edge issue· nla 

Nemesis 

Format: Coin-op 

Manufacturer: Konami 

Developer: In -house 

Date: 1985 

Edge issue: nla 

An innovative and addictive puzzler that 
encourages leftfield thinking. Who'd have 
thought that guiding small mammals from one 
side of a level to another could ever be content 
for classic gaming? Yet that's just what this is. 

087 

The first in the series (aka Cradius) remains 
the most finely tuned of the lot. Konami set 
out a number of templates with this title, which 
stands as one of the most convincing updates 
of a proven standard - in this case Scramble. 
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Exile (BBC) The 20 sci-fi side-on platform
style graphic adventure carried to the absolute 
extreme. Particle systems, flocking speech, and 
real puzzles for nuclear physicists. 
NetHack (Unix) Unfettered by sound and 
graphics the gameplay triumphs in this 
odyssey lhrough automatically generated 
dungeon mazes and the entire menagerie of 
Brewer's Phrase and Fable as played by all 
lypographical symbols. 'You cannot pick up the 
+2 cursed wand of polyrnorph because you 
are levitating. Your cat dies'. 
Repton 2 (BBC) This 2D push-and-collect
'em-up was so sprawling and puzzle heavy it 
hurt my head for years. Despite my mapping 
sofu.vare and other reverse engineering I have 
still nol collected all 4,744 diamonds. The I 6 
bars of Scott Jophn argue persuasively against 
music in videogames. 
Minefield (PC) A tense combination of logic 
and luck. Best played with a time limit 
The Sentinel {C64) The grinding sound was 
spine chilling and being absorbed by an alien 
is definitely one of my least favourite things. 
Sokoban (Mac) 'Less is more' applied to the 
pushing puzzle game. Many levels are 
obviously impossible - right up until the 
moment you solve them. 
Super Bomberman (SNES) The multiplayer 
game ate my lunchbreaks and then broke my 
hand. So addictive it should be illegal. 
Lemmings {Amiga) The small spntes 
overloaded my few cuteness receptors -
never have so many cared so much about 
so few pixels. The gameplay itself was 
incredible mostly because of the capability 
for environment modification. The haunting 
music stays with you forever. ('How much is 
that doggy in the window?') 
Elite (BBC) A world changer with 
astronomical scope, many graphical 
innovations, and intelligent compromises 
bet\oveen reality and entertainment. A unique 
blend of murder in the far distance, shopping, 
and wandering the galaxy trying to pronounce 
the exotic (unpronounceable) place names. 
Computers good. Narcotics bad. Fugitive status. 
Thargoid ambush. Military lasers. Alien items. 
Right on, commander!!! 
Zelda Ill: A Link to the Past (SNES) 
I am not worthy. 



100 BEST GAMES 

Legend of the Mystical Ninja 

Format: SNES 

Publisher: Konami 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1991 

Edge issue nta 

DAVID DOAK 

PROGRAMMER/DESIGNER, 
FREE RADICAL DESIGN 

Bomberman (SNES) Probably the best 
multiplayer game ever. What more can I say? 
Super Mario Kart (SNES) Somehow the 
cheating saccharin characters don't matter. 
Zelda 111: A Link to the Past (SNES) 
Unfolds beautifully. Precisely crafted levels set 
in an inspired mirror world which remains a joy 
to explore right through to the end. 
Zelda IV: Link's Awakening (Game Boy) 
Helps to make the thuml,.cramping hours 
squinting at that tiny screen 1ust fly by. 
Xpilot (any box with X Windows) A 
triumph of gameplay over graphics - massively 
multiplayer, Internet-server based, and 
configurable long before everyone else 
1umped on the bandwagon. Go on, delete 
your Windoze, install Linux and give it a try. 
Monkey Island I & II (PC) Quirky humour 
seldom misses and still the pinnacle of point
and--click adventuring. 
Defender (coin-op) The discerning addict's 
choice for a supenor GO-second fix - which is 
about how long I last. 
Missile Command (coin-op) What trackballs 
were invented for - plus adrenochrome 
graphics and a choice of LED-equipped firing 
buttons but Just never quite enough time to 
decide exactly which one to fire from. 
Space Duel (coin~op) A take on the Asteroids 
theme with the added insane genius of linking 
two players together to create the videogame 
equivalent of a three-legged pub crawl. 
Peter Pack Rat (coin-op) A platformer with 
loads of embelhshments. It was all we had 
down our college bar for ages. 
Laser Squad (Spedrum) Tum-based 
perfection in 48K. The asymmetry of 
'Assassins' scenario with two players is still 
a masterpiece. 
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086 xenogears 

Format: PS 

Publisher: Square Electronic Arts 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1998 

Edgeissue:67 

--Basic in presentation terms compared to the 
mighty Final Fantasy series in its PlayStation 
guise, Xenagears' more classical approach 
remains wholly convincing. And when it does 
innovate - with mecha combat - it really shines. 

Despite numerous sequels - in 2D and 3D - Konami never quite 
recaptured the magic that marked this out as a landmark in 16bit 
videogaming. Released at a time when mainstream gamers had little 
idea of just how inventive Japanese designers could be, Mystical 
Ninja oozed wit and flair. A truly memorable gaming experience. 

084 Thrust 

Format: C64 

Publisher: Firebird 

Developer: Jeremy Smith 

Date: 1985 

Edge issue: nta 

083 Super Pang 

Format: Coin-op/Various 

Publisher: Mitchell Corp 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1990 

Populous 2 

Format: Amiga 

Publisher: Electronic Arts 

Developer: Bullfrog 

Date: 1991 

Edge issue: n/a 

Marble Madness 

Format: Coln-op 

Manufacturer: Atari 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1984 

Edge issue: n/a 

080 NHL '98 

Format: PS 

Publisher: EA 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1997 

Edge issue; nta 

__Ill 
When the concept of cheap software was still in 
its infancy, one title more than any other proved 
that E2.50 could still but an awful lot of game. 
Inspired by Gravitar, Thrust's classically tricky 
gameplay truly separates the men from the boys. 

If some of the titles here prove how complexity 
can benefit gameplay, the likes of Super Pang 
show how the most basic (and, truth be told, 
daft) of premises can result action to die for. 
Another triumph for single-plane gaming. 

----==-
Two tribes share a single landscape, the player 
acts as one tribe's god and aims to dominate 
the planet. The control system, which has you 
manipulating the environment is revolutionary. 
The near chess-like gameplay still entices today. 

A beautiful game not in only in concept (control 
a marble over surreal obstacle courses via 
trackball? Genius), but in audio and visual terms, 
too. A true coin-op legend: rarely again would 
one machine stand so far apart from its peers. 

==-While the latest version offers an overly cluttered 
representation of the world of ice hockey, EA 
perfected its series back in 1997 with superb 
presentation supported by great visuals, excellent 
sound effects and, crucially, tight gameplay. 



Gauntlet II --Format: Coin-op 

Manufacturer: Atari 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1986 

Edge issue· n/a 

Chu-Chu Rocket 

Format: oc 

Publisher: Sega 

Developer: In-house (Sonic Team) 

Date: 1999 

Edge issue 80 

Return Fire 

079 

As today's game designers have discovered, 
multiplayer is where the hottest action is at, the 
addition of human-versus-human interaction 
bringing a magic factor 'X' into the experience. 
Atari knew this in the mid-'80s: this is the proof. 

A stupefyingly simple concept supported by cute visuals ends up 
delivering one of the most addictive console multiplayer experiences 
around. Hardly surprising considering the gameplay-driven Sonic 
Team is behind the project. No Dreamcast owner with more than 
two friends should miss out on this utterly fabulous experience. 

077 
-------------------------- - -------Format: 3D0 

Publisher: Studio 3D0 

Developer: Baron RK Von wolfshield 

Date: 1994 

Edge Issue: 19 

Bomb Jack 

Galaga 

Format: Coin-op 
Manufacturer: Tehkan 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1984 

Ellff/ ISSU!!: n/a . . " 

Format: coin-op 

Publisher: Namco 

Developer: In-house 
Date: 1981 

Pac-Man 

Format: coin-op 

Publisher: Namco 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1980 

Rampart - Format: Coin-op 

Manufacturer: Atari 

Deve loper: in-house 

Date: 1990 

If there's one thing Trip Hawkins' format could 
do, it was take existing concepts and make them 
look a whole lot more welcoming. Thus, 
Microillusions' Firepower became the supreme 
game of warfare it always promised to be. 

In some respects a natural successor to Poc
Man, Bomb Jack is the quintessential game of 
high scores. With tight play areas and scarily 
devious enemies, this is the kind of experience 
to remind designers how to engineer 'drive'. 

075 

The static-screen vertical shooter came of age when 
Namco used this to update its seminal series of space 
combat that started with Calaxian. Retaining a simplicity 
necessitated by hardware, Ca/ago offers up a venerable 
chal lenge that stands the test of time like few others. 

A game that, 20 years since appearing, still delivers levels 
of enjoyment surprisingly close to those of its heyday must 
be something special. A stupidly simple concept, Namco's 
1980 arcade title may not quite offer Tetris-like levels of 
addictivity, but it certainly stands on its own two feet. 

074 

On paper, the idea - take Tetris and meld it with 
castle-assaulting combat, over turns - absolutely 
reeks. And in the hands of a lesser developer 
the title may have stank, but an in-form Atari 
brought multiplayer gaming to new heights. 

100 BEST GAMES 

FREDERIC RAYNAL 

CREATIVE DIRECTOR, NO CUCH~ 

Manic Miner (Spedrum) This 1s the first 
game that really amazed me. For me, It was 
the real beg,nrnng of platform games. 
Alien 8 (Spectrum) First puzzle game in 3D. 
I fell 1n love with isometric 3D through this one. 
Marble Madness (coin-op) I literally wore 
out my fingers with ,ts trackball. 
Nibbler (coin-op) I did a version of this 
caterpillar game on every computer I owned. 
Zelda 111: A Link to the Past (SNES) 
Action/adventure is my preferred type of game 
and I learned so much from this one. 
Alone In the Dark (PC) Sorry, but it was the 
first big commercial game I created, where I 
was complelely free. I put everything I'd been 
loving in other games into 1t. 
Carmaggedon 2 (PC) I love car racing 
games. The gameplay was so different from 
other car games. Disregarding the gore aspect, 
the gameplay and the construction were solid. 
Little Big Adventure l: Twlnsen's 
Odyssey (PC) Sorry again. I love 3D 
action/adventure games. As I make games 
I want to play, this one is really my favourite. 
Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time (N64) 
Action/adventure again. No comment. 
Age of Empires (PC) The only strategy game 
I like. I wish that all games were as well done 
than this one. 
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100 BEST GAMES 

HIDEO KOJIMA 

DIRECTOR, METAL GEAR SOLID 

Super Mario Bros (Famicom) The game 
that showed me for the first time the simple 
but deep enjoyment of games (action games 
in particular). I wouldn't have joined the 
videogame industry if I hadn't seen this. 
Xevious (coinaop) Till then backgrounds 
were always black or the universe. In this 
game, however, there was green vegetation 
and a detailed world created. This taught me 
that it was possible to create a world in the 
game medium. I bought the Farnicom console 
to play this game at home. 
Portopia Murder Case (Famicom) This 
Enix game taught me that one can tell a story 
and develop plots around a scenario in the 
game genre - a very impacting moment very 
different from then-conventional action games. 
Outer World (Super Famicom) An 

independent film-esque game with 
outstanding world details, effects, gameplay. 
Very strong influence of the 'writer'. 
Operation Wolf (coin-op) My favourite 
gun shooting game that got me really excited. 
(I personally thought Operation Thunderbolt 
was more exhilarating.) 
Legend of Zelda Ill : A Link to the Past 
(Super Famicom) My favourite game by 
Mr Miyamoto 

Mercenary 

Format: C64 

Publisher: Novagen 

Developer: Paul woakes 

Date: 1986 

Edge issue· n/a 
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072 Contra 111 

Format: SNES 

Publisher: Konami 

Developer: In-house 

Date : 1992 

Edge issue: nta 

071 Shinobi 

Format: Coin-op 

Manufacturer: sega 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1987 

Edge Issue: nta 

070 Grand Theft Auto 

Format: PC 
Publisher: Gremlin 
Developer: DMA Design 

Date: 1997 

Edge Issue· 52 

069 Exile 

Format: Amiga 

Publisher: Audiogenic 

Developer: J smith/P Irving 

Date: 1991 

Edge issue: n/a 

068 The Sentinel 

066 

Format: C64 

Publisher: Firebird 

Developer: Geoff crammond 

Date: 1986 

Edge Issue: n/a 

super Sprint 

Format: Coin-op 

Manufacturer: Atari 

Developer: In -house 

Date: 1989 

Edge issue: n/a 

Balls-out action gaming at its most gratifyingly 
base. Konami has tried time and again to 
resurrect the spark evident in this masterful 
twoplayer scrolling shooter, but this Japanese
produced Cryzor update remains the daddy. 

With some of the most considered gameplay 
you'll ever see in an action title, Shinobi sits 
uncomfortably alongside other Sega titles of its 
era such as Space Harrier. Without doubt, the 
king among 2D scrolling actioners of the '80s. 

Bucking the trend for 3D environments, CTA 
excels in finely tuned gameplay and offers a 
cartoon-like top-down view of a crfme-rife city. 
DM.A:s immensely entertaining game hooks 
all those prepared to venture into its world. 

Part Lunar Jetman, part science lesson, Exile 
remains an untouchable title, if only because its 
component parts hang together so convincingly. 
An adventure driven by action, this is one of the 
most absorbing experiences ever realised . 

A minimalist, almost sinister-feeling experience, 
The Sentiners reputation as a milestone in 
cerebral gaming is well deserved. Mild chess 
influences play out over an insane amount of 
hypnotic levels to create a legendary challenge. 

The feeling of tumbling into a living, breathing alternate universe has 
rarely been evoked as convincingly as in Mercenary, even despite 
the game's natura lly limited wireframe-3D environments. Dark 
humour - running at odds with the technology on display - is just 
one layer of this most rich of 8bit space adventure experiences. 

Furious threeplayer action in a title that even 
when released offered little visual impact to 
speak of. Yet what it lacks in aesthetics (or car 
dynamics, for that matter) it more than makes 
up in playability. As a package, it has few peers. 



Head Over Heels 

Format: Spectrum 
Publisher: Ocean 
Developer: J Ritman/B Drummond 
Date: 1987 

Edge issue: n/a 

Defender --
Elite 

Format: Coin-op 
Manufacturer: Williams 
Developer: Eugene Jarvis 
Date: 1980 

Edge Issue: n/a 

Format: BBC model B 
Publisher: Acornsoft 
Developer: In house 
Date: 1984 

The Need For Speed 

Format: 3DO 
Publisher: EA 
Developer: In-house (EA Canada) 
Date: 1994 

Edgeissue:16 

Virtual Fighter 2 

Format: Coin-op 
Manufacturer: sega 
Developer: In-house (AM2) 
Date: 1995 

Edge issue. 28 

sonic the Hedgehog 

-== Format: MD 
Publisher: sega 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1990 

Sensible Soccer 

Format: Amiga 
Publisher: Renegade 
Developer: Sensible software 
Date: 1992 

Edge issue. n/a 

100 BEST GAMES 

Patently inspired by Ultimate's Knight Lore and Alien 8, Head Over 
Heels manages to surpass both by delivering a world in which the 
eponymous characters must conspire in order to succeed. Level 
design is rarely anything short of delightful, while the graphics bear 
detail whose bitmapped charm outstrips any number of polygons. 

A celebration of stark, neon sprites driven at 
warp speeds, Defender still rocks the bells 
today. The game's unconventional control setup 
serves only to cement its reputation as the 
quintessential old-school arcade-goers title. 

064 

063 

Elite still offers something unique: totally open 
gameplay. You get a spaceship, a few hundred 
credits, and a galaxy - what you do with them is 
your business. Elite flatters rather than replaces 
the participant's imagination. A true one-off. 

3DO's version of EA's franchise was not only 
the fi rst but easily the best, and it still outshines 
many of today's driving titles. Why no one has 
properly updated the concept (realistic road 
racing among civilian traffic) is remarkable. 

062 

061 

Taking advantage of Model 2's rendering 
performance, VF2 added ultra-smooth fighter 
movement and subtle texture maps to an 
already formidable gaming concept. This is 
the beat 'em up genre at its most hardcore. 

The sequel's levels may benefit from better 
design, but the Sega mascot's original platforming 
adventure delivers the best gameplay. Inspiring 
environments, hidden rooms and more: Sonic 
gracefully span his way into videogaming history. 

- ---- ---.---.. 
060 

TOBY GARD 

CREATIVE DIRECTOR, 
CONFOUNDING FACTOR 

-... 

Ultima Underworld (PC) Excellent level 
design, nice story and great character 
advancement in a 30 engine that was 
years ahead of it cime. 
EverQuest (PC) The first online game 
to really wipe out a significant part of my 
social life. 
Super Mario 64 (N64) You have to get all 
120 stars. The game is so good it leaves you 
no other option. 
Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time (N64) 
There are simply too many good bits to even 
start describing. 
Full Throttle (PC) Ben is probably the 
coolest game character ever made, and 
funny to boot. 
X-Wing (PC) The template for all the other 
space battle games of note ever since. 
Power Stone (Dreamcast) The first 3D 
fighting game that actually plays in 3D 
instead of just using a 30 engine. 
Stunt Island (PC) An old PC game where 
you set up your own stunts and then filmed 
and edited them together - endless fun for 
people who want to be directors. 
Spindiny (Spectrum) Great physics-based 
gameplay with really imaginative, cunning level 
design - on the Spectrum. 
Bomber Man (SNES) There is nothing better 
than to chill out with friends playing a bit of 
Bomber Man. 

Having completed Microprose Soccer, Sensible looked at what 
Anco was doing with Kick Off, then fused the two, drew back the 
game camera, threw in a selection of carefully considered extras, 
and came up with an instant classic. After all this time, still regarded 
by some to be the ultimate representation of the beautiful game. 



100 BEST GAMES 

CHRIS KINGSLEY & 
JASON KINGSLEY 

CTO & CEO, REBELLION 

1. Space Invaders (coin-op) We still 
remember playing it the first time, seeing the 
invaders get faster and faster as you shot more 
of them. And it was in colour, too. Well, 
coloured gel over a monochrome screen 1 
2. Paradroid (C64) This had all the classic 
ingredients. Just a brilliant game. 
3. Adventure (Atari VCS) This had three 
dragons (red, yellow and green). You could 
carry a sword and a chalice (but not at the 
same time) - the chalice really looked gold 
because of the cool colour cycling. Still got it 
and play it occasionally on our Atari VCS. 
4. Star Raiders (Atari 800) Has to be one of 
our all•time favourites. We remember reading 
about this and the amazing new Atari 800 
home computer in a Maplin catalogue. We still 
have a working copy on our still working Atari 
800, and we still play it. Most amazingly of all, 
they got the whole game into SK! 
5. Wizard of War (Atari 800) This was an 
excellent maze arcade game. We got the Atari 
800 version as soon as it came out It was one 
of the first twoplayer games, and it really 
showed the potential for multiplayer gaming. 
6. Defender (coin-op) Probably one of the 
most difficult arcade games to master because 
of the number of controls, but it had great 
graphics and a lot happening on the screen. 
7. Sinistar (coin-op) Has to be on the 
favountes list A fiendishly difficult arcade 
game, but one of the first games with speech 
in it. It was total panic when you heard 'I 
hunger' and 'I am Sinistar'. 
a. Xevious (coin-op) This was a very cool 
arcade game, with great graphics. It was just 
great fun to play. 
9. Scramble (coin-op) This inspired us both. 
Chris even wrote a version of this on his 
Commodore PET. 
to. Early text-based adventure games like the 
Pawn and Scott Adams' titles. 

outRun 

Format: Coin-op (deluxe) 

Manufactu rer: Sega 

Developer: In-house (AM2) 

Date: 1986 

Edge issue n/a 
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058 Daytona USA 

Format: coin-op 

Manufacturer: Sega 

Developer: In-house (AM2) 

Date: 1994 

Edge issue: 07 

057 Death Tanks 

Format: Saturn 

Publisher: BMG Interactive 

Developer: zombie 

Date: 1997 

Edge issue: n/a 

056 Micro Machines 2 

Format: MD 

Publisher: codemasters 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1994 

Edge issue. 15 

055 Speedball 2 

Format: Amlga 

Publisher: Renegade 

Developer: The Bitmap Bros 

Date: 1988 

Edge Issue· nta 

054 Stunt Car Racer 

052 

Format: Amiga 

Publisher: Firebird 

Developer: Geoff Crammond 

Date: 1988 

Edge Issue: n/a 

Bubble Bobble 

Format: Coin-op 

Manufacturer: Taite 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1986 

Edge issue· nta 

Forget the limp Saturn conversion - coin-op 
Daytona is the only way to travel. With eight 
cabinets linked (and, crucially, seven friends 
available to play against), the Sega driving 
experience reaches levels of near nirvana. 

.. 
As a bonus game shipped as part of Egyptian
themed firstperson shooter Exhumed, Death 
Tanks is extreme multiplayer console gaming par 
excellence. Horrendously limited visuals hide 
unfussy design that is simply to be marvelled at. 

If games were measured by simplicity above all 
else, the Micro Machines series would surely be 
the most critically acclaimed of all time. Largely 
irrelevant in oneplayer mode, with three friends 
instalment number two is manna from heaven. 

Truly a product of its time, making use of the 
graphical capabilities of the day's 16bit micros 
and a spirit of innovation yet to be tainted by 
commercial pressures, Speedba/12 is that rarest 
of breeds - a future-sports game that works. 

Ahead of the realism of FI GP, veteran coder 
Geoff Crammond made this demanding 
futuristic racer based on series of twisting, 
turning, looping circuits all narrower than a 
supermodel's waist. Challenging and compulsive. 

The ultimate coin-op experience? Perhaps. It's certainly true that, in 
its deluxe incarnation, OutRun changed gamers' perceptions of the 
potential of arcade gaming to a larger degree than anything since, 
such were the overwhelming levels of audio-visual it threw at you. 
Finding such a beast is difficult nowadays, but well worth the effort. 

An action game that managed to garner a huge 
female following? Yes. While girls were waiting 
for their boyfriends to finish playing Street 
Fighter II they were indulging in this, one of the 
most compulsive platform games ever created. 



sonic Adventure 

Format: DC 

Publisher: Sega 

Developer: In-house (Sonic Team) 

Date: 1998 

Edge issue. 68 

100 BEST GAMES 

Sonic's first 'proper' venture into 3D is a success. It may have lost 
some of the original Mega Drive series' character, but Adventure 

proudly displays the hallmarks of Sonic Team, with frequently 
masterful touches of imagination and graphical flair that does justice 
to Sega's 128bit technology. Rough edges aside, a dreamy title. 

R-Type _________________________ ___,!._o_so_! -= -- - ---- -----
Format: Coin-op 

Manufacturer: lrem 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1988 

Edge Issue· n/a 

Robotron 2084 

Format: Coin-op 

Manufacturer: Williams 

Developer: Eugene Jarvis 

Date: 1982 

Edge issue n/ a 

secret of Monkey Island 

Format: PC 

Publisher: Activision 

Developer: LucasArts 

Date: 1990 

Edge issue. n/a 

Ultima Online 

Format: PC 

Publ isher: Electronic Arts 

Developer: Origin 

Date: 1997 

Edge issue. 54 

R4: Ridge Racer Type 4 

Format: Playstation 

Publisher: Namco 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1999 

EdgeIssue:68 

wave Race 64 

Never bettered - by its own successors or those 
that sought to steal lrem's crown - R-Type is a 
relic from the '80s worth preserving. Its powerup 
system has never been bettered in terms of 
ingenuity. Scrolling shooters don't get any better. 

If you had to provide a representation of twitch gaming at its most 
intense, you'd be best advised to choose this, an absurdly busy 
shoot 'em up whose ability to race pulses is without equal. 
Extremely crude, its two-joystick control system fosters a relationship 
between man and machine unmatched by any other coin-op effort. 

Point-and-dick adventure which makes fabulous 
use of simple graphics to create memorable 
characters and atmospheric locations. But the 
story provides the laughs. Everyone has their 
favourite part, and like a classic film, it's timeless. 

048 

047 

Meridian 59 may have got there first but Ultimo 

Online brings all of Origin's comprehensive 
understanding of roleplay gaming to the online 
scene. Open gameplay, a huge world and rich 
detail mark out this slab of 'virtual reality'. 

The fourth instalment in Namco's popular arcade
styled racer combines its astounding technical 
aptitude with tried-and-tested RR gameplay 
mechanics. Not necessarily a game for GT lovers, 
Type 4 is nevertheless an exhilarating drive. 

046 

045 

DAVID PERRY 

PRESIDENT, SHINY ENTERTAINMENT 

I. ColdenEye (N64) The learn in Rare that 
made this game were obviously hardcore 
gamers that got a chance to make a game. 
2. Wave Race 64 (N64) I love a simple 
(yet impressive) game that friends can play 
without a giant learning curve. 
J. Tekken J (PS) Still my favourite 
fighting game. 
4. Command & Conquer (PC) Time stood 
still when I first sat down to this game. 
S. Jetpac (Spectrum) This was one of the 
first 'smooth movement' sprite games. It was 

also fun. (In lhose days.) 
6. Sonic (Mega Drive) 1t was a real kick in 
the pants to everyone that thought they were 
making impressive Genesis titles. 
7. Driver (PC) I like games lhat reward you for 
being a crazy-ass, not just for clinical driving. -==------ 8. Moon Cresta (coin-op) l used to love this 
machine as a kid. 
9. Stunt Car Racer (Amiga) I loved it - a 
very dangerous track to be trying to race on. 
Took ages to perfect. Format: N64 

Publisher: Nintendo 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1996 

Edgeissue:39 

I 080° Snowboarding and Wave Race share an 
exceptional control system which makes them 
leader in respective genres. Again Nintendo's 
understanding of balanced structure and 
gameplay value results in a jawdropping game. 

10. Populous (Amiga) Peter Molyneux 
making great new genres as usual. 
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Star Fox 64 

Format: N64 
Publisher: Nintendo 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1997 

Edge issue: 46 

Secret of Mana 

Format: SNES 
Publisher: Squaresoft 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1993 

Edgelssue: 04 

X-Wing VS TIE Fighter 

Format: PC 
Publisher: LucasArts 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1997 

Edgeissue: 45 
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The original had more impact in its realm, of course, but if you really 
want to experience the closest thing to taking part in 'Star Wars' -
style dogfights, nothing emulates the sensation quite as expertly 
as this Miyamoto-produced 64bit update. As ever, there are plenty 
of hidden bonuses here to keep you powering up time and again. 

043 Sega Rally 
----

Format: Coin-op 
Manufacturer: Sega 
Developer: In-house (AM3) 
Date: 1995 

Edge Issue. 18 

Despite the obvious limitations of cartridges, their use can so often 
reveal the true potential within a developer, and rarely more so than 
with Secret Of Mana, one of the most beautifully crafted console 
games of the '90s. Graphics, music, story, gameplay, balance - the 
16Mbit SNES cart conveys every element in a dreamlike manner. 

041 1080° Snowboarding 

~ 
Tetsuya Mizuguchi's finest moment? There have 
been few games since which have conveyed 
the feeling of sliding a rally-spec car through 
beautifully rendered tracks with such aplomb. 
The coin-op version remains the most engaging. 

Format: N64 
Publisher: Nintendo 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1998 

Edge Issue: 57 

Only let down by cheap Al routines, I 080° often 
offers moments of pure videogaming magic. 
The feeling of surfing down the side of a 
mountain through various types of snow has yet 
to be captured with the same magnificence. 

Hidden & Dangerous 

Format: PC 

Publisher: Take Two Interactive 
Developer: Illusion Software 
Date: 1999 

Edge issue: 73 

This combination of LucasArts flight shooters gets closer than any 
other 'Star Wars' licence to making the player feel a part of the film. 
Lacking in the singleplayer department, X Wing vs Tie Fighter is a 
multiplayer tour de force. For fans, getting together with friends and 
taking on an Imperial Star Destroyer is a near-religious experience. 

038 Doom 11 

Format: PC 

Publisher: GT Interactive 
Developer: Id Software 
Date: 1994 

Edge issue: 14 

----~-The surprise PC hit of the year, Hidden & 
Dangerous drew on the best of Commandos 
and Quake. Too hard for some, its squad-based 
action manages to balance tactical decisions with 
tense gameplay in historically accurate missions. 

If any title cemented the PC's reputation as the 
extreme games machine, it was Doom II. More 
gory and more puzzling than the original, it 
proved both addictive and innovative, elevating 
head id coder John Carmack to genius status. 



Bust-a-Move 2 

Format: PS 

Publisher: Acclaim 

Developer: Taite 

Date: 1996 

Edge issue: 34 

Colin McRae Rally 

Format: PS 

Publisher: Codemasters 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1998 

Edge issue: 61 

PilotWings 64 

Format: N64 

Publisher: Nintendo 

Developer: In-house/Paradigm 

Date: 1996 

Edgeissue·Js 

International Track & Field 

Format: PS 

Publ isher: Konami 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1996 

Edge issue. 34 

castlevania : Symphony of the Night 

Format: PS 

Pub lisher: Konami 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1997 

Edge issue: 51 

Resident Evil 

Format: PS 

Publisher: capcom 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1996 

Edge Issue: 33 . 

ISS Pro Evolution 

Format: PS 

Publisher: Konami 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1999 

Edge1ssue: so 

100 BEST GAMES 

Originally driven by SNK's Neo-Geo MVS, Taito doubtless did not 
know what it was starting when it unleashed the first Puzzle Bobble. 
Now, countless sequels and home versions later, the format has 
touched the lives of even the most unlikely looking videogamer. 
Confused by the number of versions out there? Plump for this one. 

There were rally games before Codemasters' 
entry into the world of off-road competition, 
and several contenders since, but Colin McRoe 
Rally still delivers the most accomplished mix of 
realism, excitement, structure and gameplay. 

036 

035 

While the SNES original introduced the concept, 
it's this N64 successor that delivers the better 
game experience. PdotW,ngs 64 not only 
remains one of Nintendo's greatest creations but 
a stubbornly and marvellously different one, too. 

Tiresome for one player, but add a multitap 
and three joypads and IT&F becomes one of 
the rnost compulsively competitive videogames 
ever. The sight of four adults furiously jabbing 
at buttons even makes it a spectator sport, too. 

034 

033 

Not the most beautiful title to have graced Sony's 
32bit machine, Konami's first and only PlayStation 
outing for its Costlevonia series is a massively 
overlooked title that is beautifully balanced and 
extraordinarily engrossing. Hunt it down now. 

Not as graphically accomplished as its sequels, 
the original Resident Evil still offers some of the 
most shocking experiences to videogamers, 
capturing the essence of classic horror flicks. 
The result is a frighteningly involving affair. 

032 

031 

Convincing visuals, exceptional attention to 
detail, a wonderful control system, outstanding 
responsiveness, and unparalleled Al combine to 
make this the definitive football game from the 
world's master of the sport in digital form. 

GARY PENN, 

CREATIVE MANAGER, DMA DESIGN 

Bomberman (PC Engine) I'm enamoured 

more by the basic rules and the toy itself than 
any specific exploitation. I guess the defining 
moment would be the original PC Engine 
version - accessible and fun for five players of 
any age, gender or ability. 
Defender (coin-op) Apart from Robotron 
nothing comes dose to Defender's extreme 
demands for mental and physical dexterity and 
synchronicity. There's a steep learning curve 
but at the top awaits an exceptional reward: a 
distinctive hypnotic trip. 
Doom (PC) There's no denying its lingering 
influence on style, content and production 
values on the PC. After this 1 lost all interest in 
contemporary interpretations of 'war with sticks 
for guns', like Quake and Unreal. 
Elite (BBC) Undeniably a considered, 
powerful illusion of a 'living' universe - the first 
'freeform' environment with focused set-pieces 
- and capable of suggesting so much to so 
many. It's always impressed me and yet bored 
me shitless at the same time. 
Parappa the Rapper (PlayStation) 'But it's 
only Simon Says'. So what? What's done with 
the concept is always more important than the 
concept itself. Here is a delightful rarity which 
offers accessible, amiable fun for all the family. 
Pokemon Blue/Red (Came Boy) Banal 
fantasy roleplaying with turn-based combat 
made entertaining and accessible to all. 
Staggering. Such a considered compendium -
and such considered execution and delivery of 
the repertoire. 
Populous (Amiga) I never enjoyed playing it 
that much but I can't help but admire its 
presence. lt was a defining moment - an 
inspiring means of playing with digital toys -
and it heralded a new pigeonhole: the god sim. 
The Sentinel (C64) Abstract. Surreal. 
Atmospheric. lmmersive. Challenging. Scary. 
Unique. (And The Sentinel Returns stank like 
rancid cheesy cabbage fish.) 
Super Mario Bros It's the 'Mario Universe' -
the toy set and its consistent, ingenious 
exploitation that's remarkable. But if push 
came to shove ... Probably 3. Or World. 
Or perhaps 64. 
Tetris (Game Boy) Oh, it seems so simple .. 
but it's so easy to get the rules wrong and end 
up with an inept interpretation (as so many 
clones consistently demonstrate). It 
revolutionised the 'puzzler' and continues 
to inspire. It will live forever. 
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Soul Calibur 

Format: DC 
Publisher: Namco 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1999 

Edge issue. 76 

PAUL DAVIES 

MR HARDCORE 

NiGHTS 
Final Fantasy VII 
Tekken 3 
Pac-Man 
Ghouls 'n' Ghosts 
Super Mario Kart 
Street Fighter II 
Cunstar Heroes 
Pokt?mon 
Super Mario World 
These games are ones that l've been most 
obsessed about I did my 4th year English 'talk' 
on Pac-Man, when I was 14. I almost lost my 
job al EMAP for all the Tekken 3 coverage 1n 
eve (true). I own lots of Pokl!mon music 
CDs ... and listen to them! Tom Guise and I 
invented lyrics to go with the victory tunes to 
Super Mario Kart: 'Tommy 1s the bes, 
there's no doubt about it, better than all the 
rest. .. ' (for Luigi) ' ... nonetheless Tom-is-the
best' (and he is). We also based our life's 
philosophy on that game at the time. You 
know, you think you're ahead and you get too 
confident. then someone gets the proverbial 
lightning bolt and it's all over for you. (Some 
people get all the hghtmng bolts 1n hfe, and it's 
usually the losers.) I cned when Aerith died. I 
cry every time I think about how beautiful the 
message for kids is in NiCHTS, though I 
expect that kids think it's a load of crap. I know 
where every chest is in Ghouls ·n· Ghosts. 1 
conducted many important discussions about 
the team with my editor, Andy McVittie, when 
we did Nintendo Magazine. And that bit at the 
end of Cunstar Heroes where Green refuses 
to fight Red and Blue ... my god, how 
awesome was that! And I don't want to tell you 
what Super Mario Wor1d means to me -
that's probably scary/boring/irrelevant. 
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029 Starcraft 

Format: PC 

Publisher: Sierra 

Developer: Blizzard 
Date: 1998 

Edge issue. 59 

02s Tempest 2000 

Format: Jaguar 

Publisher: Atari 

Developer: Jeff Minter 

Date: 1994 

Edge issue: 08 

One of the few games to better its arcade paren~ Dreamcast Soul 
Calibur is the most beautiful-looking beat 'em up ever conceived. 
Crucially, though, it supports its visual prowess with the usual 
gameplay values associated with a Namco production. Supremely 
balanced, and with an inordinate amount of oneplayer lifespan, too. 

Taking the Warcraft legacy into space, Blizzard's 
RTS didn't have the most revolutionary control 
system, but the balance between the in-game 
three alien races is masterfully accomplished. The 
multiplayer still beats most of today's RTS games. 

--==-The original arcade game, though still big on 
playability, fa ils to capture videogamers the way 
Minter's masterfully updated version does with 
its beautifully psychedelic visuals and whacked
out sound effects. Playability in undiluted form. 

027 Anna Kournikova's Smash Court Tennis 

Format: PS 
Publisher: Namco 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1999 

Edge issue· nta 

Sim City 2000 

Format: PC 

Publisher: EA 

Developer: Maxis 

Date: 1993 

Edgelssue:07 

NiGHTS: Into Dreams 

,--
Format: Saturn 

Publisher: sega 

Developer: In-house (Sonic Team) 

Date: 1996 

Edge Issue: 36 

024 Final Fantasy Tactics 

The latest member of Namco's Smash Court 
family (only rivalled by the SNES's Super Tennis) 
inherits all of its ancestors' playability. Matches 
between four able players deliver some of the 
most intense videogaming experiences around. 

~ 
With double the map size, Sim City 2000 is a 
good-looking game of almost unparalleled 
depth. In fact it's more of a Lego set combined 
with a town-planning tool. Lord knows how 
Maxis makes that combination work so well. 

The game that should have saved the Saturn, 
NiCHTS is a beautiful and compelling 
experience, taking the fluid, trippy atmosphere 
of Sonic into a weird, hyper-colourful dream 
world. Wholly unorthodox, and better for it. 

.-
Format: PS 

-------------~~=====• 
Publisher: SquareSoft 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1998 

Edge issue: 57 

For anyone who appreciates a more cerebral 
videogame challenge, Square's most notable 
console wargame is the hardcore gamer's 
choice. Not for those solely familiar with FFVII 
and its sequel, this is nevertheless pure class. 



X-Com: Enemy Below 

GP2 

Format: PC 
Publisher: Microprose 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1985 

Edge issue. n/a 

Format: PC 

Publisher: Microprose 

Developer: Geoff crammond 

Date: 1996 

Edge issue· 31 

Total Annihilation 

Format: PC 

Publisher: GT Interactive 

Developer: cavedog 

Date: 1997 

Edge issue. 52 

Tomb Raider 

Format: PS 

Publisher: Eidos 

Developer: core Design 

Date: 1996 

Edge issue. 40 

0 2 3 

Building on the impressive foundations of the 
original turn-based strategy shooter, this version 
adds tougher enemies and larger more visually 
appealing environments to create a garne the 
likes of which we wi ll probably never see again. 

Grand Prix was excellent. Grand Prix 2 is 
astounding. Still without equal (presumably 
Grand Prix 3 rnay give it a run for its money), 
GP2 has consistently remained ahead of fierce 
competition when it comes to Fl sims. 

022 

021 

The blueprint laid down by Command & 

Conquer and stretched in every direction. True 
3D backgrounds allow players hide behind hills, 
and the 150 units, 50 singleplayer missions and 
massive online support make it a classic. 

Tomb Raider: The Last Revelation may be more 
technically sound, but none of the successors 
match the astonishment felt in the original as a 
new room was unveiled, a rock facade scaled 
or a highly dangerous dive accomplished. 

020 

100 BEST GAMES 
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1. Civilisation {PC} My favourite game of all 
time. Embodies the 'just one more turn' edict. 
Absolutely seminal. 
2. Elite (BBC) Its vision still hasn't been 
equalled. Way before its time and an 
incredible achievement. 
3. Carrier Command (Amiga) Diverse 
and fearlessly original. The balance of strategy 
and action was perfect and the Al impressive. 
4. Dungeon Master (Amiga) Great design. 
lmmersive with incredible depth, before 
its time. 

5. Populous (Amiga) Created a whole genre. 
One of the most original games of all time. 
6. 5peedball (Amiga) My favourite sports 
game and probably the most instantly playable 
game ever. 
7. Rebelstar (Spectrum) The forerunner to 
Laser Squad and then the X-COM series. 
Superb gameplay and balance. Inspirational. 
8. Doom (PC) One of the best multiplayer 
games ever. A phenomenal landmark game. 
9. Stunt Car Racer (Amiga) Most fun and 
imaginative racing game ever. Superb in single 
player, even better with two. 
10. M.U.L.E. (C64) A quirky game, 
nevertheless one of the coolest of its time. 
Fantastic gameplay in multiplayer. 

Tekke:..:.n..:3 _________________________________________ _ 

Format: PS 

Publisher: Namco 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1998 

Edge issue 58 

super Mario Kart 

Format: SNES 

Publisher: Nintendo 

Developer: In-house 
Date: 1992 

Edge issue. n/a 

Super Bomberman 

Format: SNES 

Publisher: Hudsonsoft 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1994 

Edge issue: n/a 

As the most complete package in Namco's standard-setting beat 
'em up series, Tekken 3 is a lesson in playability. Irrespective of the 
developer's technical achievements, the game offers supremely 
crafted gameplay and like all Tekkens is both accessible to 
newcomers and can still represent a real challenge to veterans. 

The N64 version may have its supporters, but when all is said 
and done, it fails to stand up to the majesty of the 16bit original. 
Yes, CPU-controlled drivers cheat like nobody's business, but that 
simply makes the experience all the more compulsive, and 
ultimately rewarding. Twoplayer sessions are delights to savour. 

Ignore the sequels, which try too hard to add 
novel touches and ruin what was an already 
near-flawless structure. Fourplayer Bomberman 
is magnificently frantic, free-for-all gaming built 
from the ground up with ingenious mechanics. 

017 
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Metal Gear Solid 

Format: PS 
Publisher: Konami 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1998 

Edge issue· 64 

Super Met roid 

Format: SNES 

Publisher: Nintendo 

Developer: In-house 
Date: 1994 

Edge issue 09 

Final Fantasy VII 

Format: PS 

Publ isher:squareSoft 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1997 

Edge issue: 51 
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First previewed in E46, Hideo Kojima's stealth 
masterpiece is the most convincing example of how 
close a videogame can get to Hollywood's finest while 
matching its narrative with superlative gameplay. 
Technically flawless, visually arresting, never anything 
less than thoroughly engrossing, and still surprising 
players until the very last 'level', Metal Gear Solid is 
an experience that only fully reveals itself to players 
prepared to take their time with it. Solid stuff indeed. 

01 s Super Puyo Puyo 

Format: SNES 

Publisher: Banpresto 

Developer: compile 
Date: 1994 

Edgeissue.07 

After Tetris, the race was on to take the proven 
falling-blocks concept, give it a spin, and hope 
for dear life to somehow replicate its magic. The 
only truly convincing example is this, a blob
strewn affair with manic twoplayer gameplay. 

There has rarely been a finer illustration of balanced 
gameplay dynamics than in Gumpei Yokoi's scarily 
immersive SNES adventure. And few games have either 
proved as rewarding or as effective in driving players 
forwards and left them with such feelings of emptiness 
upon completion. Super Metroid has a timeless quality 
only videogaming's elite will ever enjoy. In a world of 
polygons and three dimensions, this 2D scroll ing 
adventure puts most of today's videogames to shame. 

Likely candidate for the title greatest RPG ever, Final 
Fantasy VII brought the delights of quirky Japanese 
gaming into the western mainstream. Massive in size 
and capricious in its random battles, it wasn't an easy 
game to get into, but more than rewarded those who 
waded through the first few hours. The complexity of 
characters such as Aeris, Cloud and Sephiroth has yet to 
be matched, and more tears have been shed over its 
twisting, emotionally laden story than any other game. 



Civilisation 2 

Format: PC 

Publisher: Mlcroprose 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1996 

Edge1ssue· 32 

Pokemon 

Format: GB 

Publisher: Nintendo 
Developer: Game Freak 
Date: 1996 

Super Mario World 

Never before, and rarely since, has a game offered such 
depth, such staggering detail and such incredible 
historical accuracy. Civilisaaon 2 takes the foundations 
of the first game, provides a graphical overhaul and 
adds dozens of technologies and units - expanding a 
fascinating idea into an engrossing epic. There are so 
many possibilities, so many different ways to play, this 
is a truly timeless work. As Samuel Johnson might have 
said, a man who is tired of Civilisation 2 is tired of life. 

A triumph of the synergy between hardware and 
software, the Pokemon phenomenon now rules 
the world. Its mixture of Tamagotchi training and 
RPG adventure is as sophisticated as anything 
on 'proper' consoles. Nintendo's biggest hit? 

011 
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->-----------------------Format: SNES 
Publisher: Nintendo 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1991 

Edge issue: n/a 

Half-Life 

The dawn of 16bit Nintendo technology needed 
something special in software terms to drive it, and, 
without the merest whiff of surprise, Shigeru Miyamoto 
and his team of obscenely talented engineers at NCL 
HQ were the ones to provide it. Graphics are functional 
yet consummately effective. Audio is typically twee. 
Gameplay? Gameplay is astonishing, engrossing, 
bewilderingly addictive. Any gamer who hasn't 
conquered Super Mario Worlds 96 levels hasn't lived. 

II 

<IX ID 
~ 

.-----------------------------------------

Format: PC 

Publisher: Sierra/Havas 
Developer: Valve 
Date: 1998 

Edge issue 66 

Despite using borrowed engine code (albeit substantially 
tweaked) This epoch-shattering firstperson shooter 
does something no id title has ever really achieved, 
providing a thrilling and densely plotted singleplayer 
mode. Guiding Gordon Freeman through the flickering 
corridors, sludgy air vents, and echoing mining tunnels 
of the Black Mesa complex is an unforgettable ride. 
And the multiplayer options are fantastic, too. On this 
evidence, Valve may yet conquer the PC gaming world. 
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Street Fighter II Turbo 

Format: Coin-op/ SNES 

Publisher: capcom 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1993 

In arcade or SNES incarnation, still the king of 
beat 'em ups, despite the graphical frippery 
that has since been thrown around by the 
likes of Namco and Sega. A game of such 
apparent simplicity, but underneath 
everything one of the deepest experiences 
ever burned on to silicon, Street Fighter II 
Turbo is a Zen-like experience. Like Quake II, 
this is videogaming as a sport whenever 
multiplayer sessions are indulged. Did 
Capcom realise what a durable title it was 
creating back in the early '9Ds? Because 
this will still be played in ten years' time. 

Edge issue: 01 

The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past 

Format: SNES 

Publisher: Nintendo 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1992 

Parts one and two on the NES were mere 
tasters for what was to come - although few 
could have expected instalment number 
three to be so preposterously engaging. 
Looked at from a design perspective, this is 
little short of a miracle, its countless 
components fitting together like some 
fantastical jigsaw in videogame form. Two 
particular marks of genius stand out - the 
relationship which exists between the Light 
and the Dark worlds, and the way your 
character grows as the adventure progresses 
- but everything in here is made of gold. 

Edge issue: n/a 

Quake II 

Format: PC 

Publisher: Activision 

Developer: Id Software 

Date: 1997 

Wa/fenste1n started it all, Doom tweaked it, 
and Quake brought true 3D. But it was 
Quake II that premiered advanced physics, 
complex Al, realtime lighting, ambient sound 
and, perhaps most important of all, 32-player 
online combat. It remains the most played 
deathmatch title in existence, chiefly because 
everything is so perfectly, artistically, 
intellectually balanced. Those who criticise the 
average singleplayer mode are missing the 
point - Quake II is meant to be shared, it's 
a culture in itself. A copy of John Carmack's 
code should be on exhibition in the Tate. 

Edge issue: 54 
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Gran Turismo 2 

Format: PS 

Publisher: SCE 

Developer: Polyphony Digital Inc 

Date: 1999 

A staggering selection of vehicles, superb 
track design, sublime structure, peerless 
technical aptitude, revolutionary dynamics, 
unprecedented level of realism, superior 
longevity and an unparalleled sense of 
immersion powered Cron Tunsmo into the 
all-time greats videogaming circuit. Amazingly, 
not only does the sequel improve on every 
aspect of its astounding predecessor but also 
manages to bring new elements of its own 
into the mix, making this the most complete, 
most engrossing and thoroughly convincing 
racing videogame the world has ever seen. 

Tetris 

Edge issue: 81 

Format: GB 

Publisher: Bulletproof Software 

Developer: In-house 

Date: 1989 

Reputedly the game that every coder 
wishes he'd 'knocked up in an afternoon', 
you can be sure that, even if the concept of 
slotting falling geometric shapes into a tidy 
pile at the base of the playing area had 
occurred to someone other than Alexey 
Pajitnov whi le they were having a soak in 
the bath, the result would not have been 
so convincingly rounded as how Tetris 
turned out. And that's the genius of it -
the number of pieces available seems 
spot on, the size of the 'well' feels perfect .. . 
everything just feels so right. Sheer brilliance. 

Edge issue: n/a 

Golden Eye 

Format: N64 

Publisher: Nintendo 

Developer: Rare 

Date: 1997 

When it was released some 28 months ago, 
ColdenEye revolutionised the firstperson
perspective genre. Until then, Doom clones 
were just that - brainless, albeit enjoyable, 
action fests with every release upping the 
graphical ante. But Rare's offering boasted a 
highly realistic, detailed setting while 
rewarding players prepared to use a little 
intelligence and a cautious approach when 
completing the inspirationally designed levels' 
objectives. One or two contenders may have 
come very close, but the resulting sense of 
immersion has not been equalled since. 

Edge issue: 48 
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Super Mario 64 

Format: N64 
Publisher: Nintendo 
Developer: In-house 
Date: 1996 

As Edge said in issue 76 (when looking at 
the games attempting to follow in Nintendo's 
carefully considered 3D footsteps), upon 
entering Super Mario 64 for the first time, 
every previous Mario game suddenly looks 
like a postcard from this place. Its vibrancy 
is almost tangible; it feels alive in a 
technicolour hyper-real sense. 

The subtle sound of chirping of birds 
and the sight of flittering butterflies as you 
take your first tentative, analogue-driven 
steps in Maria's new universe serve to 
captivate gamers as toy shop windows do 
children in the run up to Christmas. Where 
Ocarina of Time struggles to offer a welcome 
mat with its opening sequence, walking away 
from Super Mario 64 once you've made the 
little plumber leap and 'yahoo!' his way 
across the grassy plain towards Bowser's 
castle is simply not an option. 

As World had before it, 64 took a fresh 
set of tools and used them to build a brave 
new world whose boundaries seemed almost 
limitless. Accessing each new area was a 
genuine thrill, as the promise of more 
exploration loomed. What was through that 
door in the sunken ship? How can that grill in 
the moat be reached? What are these pink
hued panels dotted about the place for? 
Finding the answers to every question is 
an ineffably compulsive pursuit. 

Being broken down into such distinct 
chunks has brought criticisms of the game, 
but this structure allowed Super Mario 64's 

designers to create a selection of the most 
diverse environments imaginable. Granted, 
sand, lava, snow and ice are hardly the most 
groundbreaking elements, but in this context 
they feel as fresh as an autumn breeze. 

An adventure playground in digital form 
comprising the most wildly entertaining 
attractions imaginable, this is the best 
videogame of all time. Almost. 

Edge issue 35 
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Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time 

Format: N64 
Publisher: Nintendo 

Developer: In-house 
Date: 1998 

Nintendo-produced games may take longer 
to gestate than those from any other 
company (and the implications of this will 
have serious repercussions on the company's 
future), but it could never be said that they're 
not worth the wait. 

The company had already earned 
its wings in the polygon-crazy era of the 
mid-to-late-'90s with Maria's 64bit adventure, 
but taking Link, a character whose existence 
has always depended on something more 
than deftly jumping on opponents' heads for 
success, and reinterpreting every element of 
his world in 3D was a task which bore 
comparison to reinventing the wheel. 

When NC~s design teams congregate to 
chew over ideas and put together viable 
design concepts, they use vast office walls 
upon which they place scores of Post-It notes 
bearing scribbled ideas. They then mix and 
match individual elements until coherent, 
flowing structures appear. Like brainstorms 
conducted over pints of bitter in a pub, it is a 
low-tech approach to a crucially consequential 
aspect of the design process, and Nintendo 
must have kept a Kyoto stationer very happy 
during the three years that it took to bring 
Ocarina of Time from scraps of paper to the 
single most impressive slice of videogaming 
the world has ever had the joy of witnessing. 

Perhaps Nintendo's biggest achievement 
here is in creating a believable world, a 
collection of locations unimpeded by CD 
access and FMV cut scenes, brought together 
with a sense of cohesion that makes it the 
ultimate slice of fantasy 'virtual reality'. 

Ocarina of Time wasn't supposed to 
be this good, of course. Production delays 
suggest one thing more than any other: 
problems. But, with the assistance of the 
most humble of office stationery items, NCL 
succeeded in creating a game that will always 
be remembered as the stuff of legend. 

Edge issue 66 
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Bally Arcade 

The original Bally Professional Arcade was 
released in 1976 and quickly established 
itself as the first computer/console hybrid. 
Unusually, the most popular cartridge for 
the machine was its BASIC cartridge, 
which allowed users to write programs in 
the console's 4K RAM, and save them to 
cassette. Many gamers were attracted to 
the machine, too, thanks to its built-in 

Atari Video Pinball 

Like Pong and Stunt Bike, Video Pinball 
was a dedicated Atari unit which 
featured controls built as part of the 
console (making it an unwieldy beast), 
and at a time when gamers would buy 
just about anything so long as it bore an 
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When it all began, audio was blips and graphics blobs, but the '7Os saw gaming hardware begin to get into its stride 

1976 

version of the arcade classic, Boot Hill. 
The huge success of Atari's VCS forced 
Bally to cease production of the console 
in 1979, although the story doesn't end 
there: a group of enthusiasts bought the 
rights to the machine from Bally and 
re-released the console as the Astrocade 
in 1981, including the BASIC cartridge 
code built into the machine's ROM. 

Atari badge, it enjoyed no small 
amount of success. The company 
eventually turned the three titles 

1977 

into self-contained units for its Game 
Brain initiative, now one of the rarest 
machines on the collector's circuit. 

Fairchild Channel F 

Fairchild's Channel F may look like an 
old eight-track cartridge player, but in 
1976 it represented the state of the art 
in videogame entertainment. Simple 
versions of Hockey and Tennis came 
supplied on the Channel F's internal 

1976 

ROM, and Fairchild committed itself to 
releasing a new game for the machine 
every month. During its lifespan, 27 
cartridges were released, including 
groundbreaking titles such as the 
educational MathQuiz, and art title Doodle. 

1976 Atari Pong 
◄~---------------.----------------, 

One of a trio of standalone units Atari 
released in the mid-'7Os, Pong took the 
coin-op concept and transferred it lock, 
stock and barrel into the home. The 
unit's chief restriction was its immovable 
controllers, presumably incorporated in 

Magnavox Odyssey 2 

The second experiment into console 
hardware from Dutch electronics giant 
Philips, the Odyssey 2 was released in 
Europe as the Videopac G7OOO. With a 
touch-sensitive (some would say thump
sensitive) keyboard as standard, it was 

this fashion in order to make the console 
experience as close as possible to the 
arcade original. Coleco delivered a Pong 
clone at around the same time, and both 
companies enjoyed enormous success, 
shifting several million units worldwide. 

1978 

supposed to appeal to adults seeking to 
give their children something more than a 
'mere' games machine. In the absence of 
wide-scale software support, however, the 
console was always destined to come off 
second best to Atari's all-conquering VCS. 



Atari VCS/2600 

The machine that made videogaming as a 
hobby in the home, and a fortune for 
Atari, the VCS (Video Computer System) 
also brought about the console crash of 
the early '80s. Because it was so easy to 
develop for (90 per cent of its games 
were created as one-person projects), 

Ingersoll TV Game 

The success of Pong led to a deluge of TV 
games. By the late -'70s there were over 
50 companies building simple non
cartridge machines, including Radofin and 
Binatone. Most TV games were based on 
the same range of chips, courtesy of 

Sinclair zxao 
Having enjoyed success as a pioneer of 
calculators and digital watches in the 
consumer electronics market, Clive Sinclair 
gave birth to his first personal computer in 
1980. Despite offering a smidgen less 
than l K of onboard memory, and a lack of 

1978 

a surfeit of under-par titles swamped the 
format, eventually resulting in consumer 
apathy. In its heyday, however, the VCS 
attracted the biggest names, playing host 
to licences from the likes of Namco and 
Taito, and gave birth to one of today's 
most powerful third parties, Activision. 

1979 

General Instruments - the wide use of 
its AY-38500 chip meant there was often 
little to distinguish one machine from 
another. This Ingersoll R-1800 is worthy 
of note thanks to its spherical controllers 
and offensively orange casing. 

1980 

graphics beyond simplistic blocks, the 
machine soon found favour with the type 
of hobbyists and electronics enthusiasts 
that keep Maplins in business today. It's 
no coincidence that Sinclair sold more 
ZX80s in kit form than ready assembled. 

Atari 400 

By the end of the '70s Atari had decided 
to refocus its efforts into producing a 
range of computers. When released in 
1979 the Atari 400 offered hi-resolution, 
colour graphics, and three-channel sound. 
However, due to its small memory (16K) 
and limited touch-sensitive keyboard, its 

Mattel lntellivision 

Toy company Mattel felt obliged to grab 
a slice of the console market as it 
burgeoned in the late '70s. The result was 
a machine more sophisticated than Atari's 
VCS, with graphics of a higher resolution, 
and even an optional speech module. 

1979 

bigger, 64K brother, the 800, accumulated 
more sales. A comparatively high price 
and VCS incompatibility let the Apple][ 
steal a march on the home-computing 
sector in the US. Intriguingly, however, the 
400 and 800 offered four joystick ports as 
standard. How's that for being there first? 

1980 

However, in designing the lntellivision, 
Mattel also created the world's first 
console joypad, a 'rockable disc' affair 
which alienated some users who equated 
videogames with joysticks. Despite this, 
the machine enjoyed some fine software. 

£DG£
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Now that Atari had successfully blazed a tra il, the early 'Bos saw ha rdwa re design and production shift into top gear 

Sega SC3000H 

Sega released three different machines 
before the Master System. First was the 
SG 1000, a simple, cartridge-based 
console released in Japan in 1981. Poor 
sales led to development of the SG3000 
console, compatible with a wealth of 
hardware peripherals, including a steering 
wheel and keyboard. Finally the Sega 

Mark 3 filled the gap between the 3000 
and Master System. Its games were 
delivered on cards, and are compatible 
with the Master System Mk 1 via a slot 
in the machine's front. The SC3000H 
was an all-in-one computer version 
of the Japanese console, developed 
solely for Australasia. 

Texas Instruments Tl-99/ 4A Q 1 

Another calculator company seeking a 
taste of the home computing boom, Texas 
Instruments released this format to a 
largely unreceptive audience. Despite its 

impressive specs (cart compatibility, 
speech synthesis, three-channel sound 
plus white noise), the Tl-99/4A's Pascal
based OS repelled large-scale support. 

-

Emerson Arcadia 

Despite being released in 1982, the 
Arcadia relied on '70s technology to 
drive its games. Its library of 23 
cartridges contains no titles worthy of 
note, just simple interpretations of games 
from earlier systems. The Arcadia relied 
largely on its aesthetics to gain customer 

\ 

appeal, but the misguided use of tight 
telephone wire between the console 
and controllers meant players usually 
tugged the machine around the floor 
during use. A very similar machine 
was released in Europe under the 
guise of the Grundig lnterton. 

Epoch Cassette Vision/ 
Super Cassette Vision 

Before Nintendo set foot in the hazard
strewn world of console production, 
Japanese company Epoch had the market 
pretty much to itself. Its first machine, the 
Cassette Vision, was a cartridge-based 
console with no external controllers; 
instead players manipulated onscreen 
action v,a four analogue paddles on the 
front of the console. The Cassette Vision 

Sinclair ZX81/ZX Spectrum 

A year after the ZX80, the ZX8 l became 
the first massmarket computer to hit the 
UK. Its 1 K memory could be easily 
upgraded to 16K, and early software 
houses such as Quicksilva provided 
simple coin-op conversions and adventure 
games. Sinclair managed to sell over a 
million machines in the fi rst year of 
production. By the end of the ZX81 's 
brief lifespan, the ingenuity of British 
programming was beginning to shine 
through, achieving the impossible: hi-res 
graphics. The following year, with limited 
colours, tinny sound from an internal 

Commodore VIC-20/C64 

It may have generated graphics using 
pixels like house bricks, but Commodore's 
3.SK VIC-20 was more than a match for 
its competitors when it launched in 1981, 
not least because of its ful l keyboard. 
Always destined to play second fiddle to 
Sinclair's machines in terms of popularity, 

8 

enjoyed considerable success in Japan, 
outselling imports of the Atari VCS. When 
Nintendo finally showed its hand with the 
1983 release of the Famicom, Epoch 
launched an updated version entitled the 
Super Cassette Vision. While relatively 
unsuccessful, Epoch's machine fea tured 
a similar specification to Nintendo unit, 
and games licensed from Taito. 

speaker, and a cassette loading system as 
standard, the ZX Spectrum went head to 
head with the Commodore 64. At half its 
rival's price, and significantly more 
accessible from a home coding 
perspective, the Spectrum enjoyed 
phenomenal success, selling over five 
million units and surviving as a viable 
format for over ten years, from jerky 
interpretations of Scramble and Galaxian 
in 1982, to smooth conversions of Street 
Fighter II and Sim City in 1992. As a 
breeding ground for UK coding talent, 
there is no more significant machine. 

1ga11s2 

the machine was complemented in l 98X 
by a more potent machine, the C64, with 
its positively 'elephantine' 64K of RAM. In 
the 8bit computer wars, if the Spectrum 
was the everyman's PlayStation, then the 
C64 was the N64 - something of a luxury, 
with slicker but more expensive games. 



Acorn BBC/Electron 

The spod's format of choice, the BBC 
series drew phenomenal attention from 
the education system thanks to its 
intelligent design and the Beeb's 
corporate endorsement, but it granted 

Orie 1 

Powered by a 6502A CPU, this was the 
Spectrum's most serious rival before the 
C64 gained a foothold. With a keyboard 
like pieces of Wrigley's Extra (or Beech 
Nut, as the comparison would have been 

Jupiter Ace 

Conceived by two ex-Sinclair Research 
employees, Steven Vickers and Richard 
Altwasser, the Ace was always destined to 
forage for attention while higher profile 
formats were simply granted it by default. 

1982,83 ,. 
users a wealth of legendary software, 
including, most famously, Elite. The 
Electron, its sawn-off little brother, turned 
up under the Christmas tree of many an 
unhappy kid who'd pined for a C64. 

"""T --.. 
in 1982), this was a truly unconventional 
machine (its version of BASIC even 
offered ZAP and PI NG commands to 
generated sound effects). Its successor, 
the Atmos, did little to sell the Orie brand. 

a 
Eschewing BASIC in favour of FORTH 
proved a fundamental error, as the great 
unwashed was in the process of accepting 
Beginner's All-Purpose Instruction Set as 
its native computer tongue at this point. 

CBS Colecovision 

Any gamer wanting to seriously impress 
friends in the early '80s had little choice 
but to plump for this, the first machine to 
be marketed as being capable of bringing 
the quality of the arcade into the home. 

Camputers Lynx .,___ 

It wasn't enough that it came from a 
company with perhaps the most 
unintentionally amusing name in the 
home computing world; the Lynx was also 
overpriced, which ensured it would never 

Dragon 32 

Released by Welsh company Dragon Data, 
this was intended to be a serious rival to 
the machines of Sinclair and Commodore, 
but its unconventional 6809E CPU and 
analogue joystick ports ensured it only a 
marginal presence throughout its relatively 
short lifespan. Dragon 32 users quickly 
became acclimatised to the machine's 
predilection for the colour green, a hue 

~ ·===== 
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........... .............. 
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Mattel Aquarius . .__ 
Using a tweaked version of Mattel's 
lntellivision technology, the Aquarius 
offered some interesting software on 
cart, but thirdparty coders dismissed it, 
making it possibly the most unsupported 
of all home computer formats. Expansion 

A close (but not perfect, as was routinely 
claimed) conversion of Donkey Kong 
wowed Saturday afternoon shoppers in 
Dixons, but at E 150 the console was 
never as accessible as Atari's VCS. 

1982 
sell in numbers big enough to generate 
major software support. A Z80A-driven 
machine, its RAM could be expanded to 
192K, an unheard-of figure in early-'80s 
computing in the home. 

1982 
----, 

that was to give the format's 
software a distinctive, if somewhat 
nausea-inducing, edge, but software 
support was not nearly as reliable. 
Microdeal, one company extremely 
committed to the machine, released 
a bundle of cynically conceived clones 
starring Cuthbert, one of computer 
gaming's least likable heroes. 

modules and planned CP /M support 
simply highlighted Mattel's inexperience 
in the field. But the company pressed 
on, designing two more iterations of the 
hardware, neither of which would 
ever make it to market. 
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MB Vectrex 

The most innovative console to come out 
of the '80s, Milton Bradley's all-in-one 
monochrome console was the preserve of 
the more specialist gamer, who 
understood that a lack of sprites simply 
served to make this an intriguing platform. 

-
Amstrad CPC464 

After its success in the budget hi-fi sector, 
it was little surprise when Alan Michael 
Sugar Trading (Amstrad) introduced a 
computer whose sole intention was to 
grab market share from Commodore and 
Sinclair. Despite its relative expense (a 

Memotech MTXS 12 

Following its success in the 8bit 
peripherals market, supplying add-ons for 
the ZX81 and Spectrum among others, 
this was Memotech's largely unsuccessful 
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Like some other gaming technologies 
before it, the Vectrex used acetate screen 
overlays as a token gesture towards 
bringing colour to its games, which 
included Armour Attack, Scramble, and 
the synthesised speech-laden Spike. 

1C.84 

factor brought about because the machine 
was compatible only with dedicated 
monitors, mono or colour versions of 
which came bundled), Amstrad's 
machine, later followed by the likes of the 
6128, swiftly became a huge success. 

bid to carve out a niche of its own with a 
stylish, impressively specced unit. In the 
face of dominance by the big three, this 
became just one more format for the bin. 

JVC MSX 

It was the unlikely form of controller 
specialist Spectravideo that, along with 
Microsoft's Japanese arm, attempted to 
introduce a home computing standard 
with the MSX (Microsoft extended) 

Sharp MZ700 

Like its bigger brother, the MZ80a, Sharp's 
machine offered a number of extras built
in as standard, but it had an enormously 
difficult time convincing its target 
audience (families and parents who 
sought to 'balance their cheque book' 

Atari 800XL 

In 1984 Atari relaunched its range of 
computers with the 800/ 1200XL 
machines. While the restyling and 

Nintendo Famicom/ 
Entertainment System 

Consumers knew videogame class even in 
the early- to mid-'80s, and it was Shigeru 
Miyamoto software such as Super Mario 
Bras that made Nintendo's 8bit platform a 
phenomenon, not the technology itself. In 
the face of Sega's better-marketed Master 
System, the format did not explode in the 
UK, but in the territories that really 

., 
concept. Endorsed by the likes of Sony, 
Toshiba and Yamaha, the format gained 
mass acceptance in the east, where it 
played host to great software, but was 
largely overlooked in the west. 

1983 

using the 'wonders of computing 
technology') that it was a platform with 
a future. Nevertheless, the machine was 
pushed hard by clueless department store 
assistants, who conveniently failed to 
mention its lack of development support. 

1984 

improved keyboard were welcomed, it 
was the new lower price which created 
an increase in sales, albeit not dramatic. 

---, 

mattered to Nintendo, Japan and the US, 
there was simply no stopping it. Despite 
attempting to give the console a shot in 
the arm with an ill-conceived Japan-only 
disc storage system, Nintendo did little 
wrong, and its lucrative licensing 
agreements ensured the company's 
profits swelled to titanic proportions. 



By th is point in the evolution of home computers and consoles, amazingly, some lessons still had not been learned 

Atari 65XE 1987 
~----------------r---------------,. 
The existence of the 65XE still now rather 
beggars belief. It must be assumed that 
Atari sought to offer videogamers a taste 
of home computing several rungs down 
from its ST series of the same era, but 
this market was already in rapid decline. 
As a gaming system the machine was in 
competition with the company's own 

Amiga AS00 

7800 console; as a computer it was 
hideously under-specced. It was in 
ploughing millions into launching products 
such as this that Atari showed tangible 
signs of losing the plot. Coleco's Adam 
system had famously proved that 
console/computer hybrids could not work, 
but no one at Atari had apparently noticed. 

1988 
~----------------,---------------,► 

The darling of the 16bit home computer 
scene, the AS00 was the accessible face 
of the Amiga world following the A 1000. 

Amstrad GX4000 

Going up against Atari's ST range proved a 
difficult battle at first, but massive success 
ensured that machines are still in use today. 

1990 
~----------------r---------------,. 
Released in 1990 with virtually no 
software support, Amstrad's console was 
virtually ignored even from the day it was 
released. Similar to Commodore's C64-

based GS console, it is either a brave or 
ill-advised company that would choose 
to pitch an 8bit console against the might 
of the Mega Drive and Super Nintendo. 

Sinclair QL 1986 
·~----------------,---------------, 

In 1986 Sinclair introduced the world's 
first 16bit home computer. However, in 
a grave error of judgement, instead of 
aiming the machine at the installed 

Spectrum userbase, Sinclair pushed the 
QL as a business machine, a decision 
which initiated the eventual demise of 
Sinclair home computers. 

NEC PC Engine/TurboGrafx 1986 j 88 ·~· -----------------.,------------'--~, 
NEC's first venture into the console 
hardware market was simply magnificent. 
Its absurdly diminutive machine quickly 
became the more serious Japanese 
gamer's hardware of choice, and it was 
the format upon which the grey import 

scene was built in the UK. With a custom 
8bit CPU under the hood, 64 hardware 
sprites, and support from some of Japan's 
most innovative codeshops, it was little 
surprise to see the format become the 
format of choice among connoisseurs. 

1988 Sharp Famicom Twin •~----------------.---------------, 
Sales of the 1988 Sharp Famicom Twin 
cannot do justice to the historical 
significance of the machine. This was the 
first and only occasion Nintendo licensed 
its hardware to a thirdparty manufacturer, 
and its lack of success may well have 

some relevance to the company's 
abandonment of Sony's CD version of 
the Super Famicom. The Twin is simply 
a Famicom and Famicom Disk System 
lumped together in one case, with a 
new operating system thrown in. 



Mega Drive/Mega Drive 2 1988 
'---------------~------------~. 
Mainstream America had long since fallen 
back in love with the console concept 
thanks to the NES, but it wasn't until the 
Mega Drive arrived that UK households 
really began to clutch the concept to its 

Super Famicom/SNES 

Despite trailing Sega's 16bit hardware to 
market by nearly two years, it didn't take 
Nintendo long to claw back market share. 
Its supremely capable SNES took Japan by 
storm thanks to software from Shigeru 
Miyamoto's teams within NCL and 

bosom. Easily accessible software such 
as FIFA, NHL and Sonic helped, while 
Sega's marketing campaign projected the 
kind of cool sensibilities that it has only 
recently revisited with its DC campaign. 

1990 

thirdparty developers such Enix and 
SquareSoft, and its PAL iteration, though 
dogged by non-optimised S0Hz releases 
(and DC owners think they have it bad), 
slowly overtook the Mega Drive to 
become the dominant 16bit console. 

Sega Master System/SMSII 
◄'----------------..-------------~ 

1986 

Distributed by Virgin Mastertronic when 
it hit the UK, the Master System's 
8bit architecture was comparable to 
Nintendo's NES, and Sega did its best 
in attempting to supply the machine with 

SNK Neo-Geo 

software to match the likes of Super 
Mario Bros. System sales kept up a good 
head of steam, resulting in a number of 
UK publishers jumping on board, until its 
16bit Mega Drive successor arrived. 

1990 
◄'---------------..--------------, 

If you really want to know whether or not 
you're a hardcore gamer, there's a simple 
test: have you ever owned a piece of 
hardware with an SNK logo on it? (No, the 

Neo-Geo Pocket Colar doesn't count.) 
Way ahead of its time, the Neo-Geo 
brought true coin-op power to the home 
- at a price of £200 per game. 

The hardware showcased elsewhere in this feature at least had a chance to live or die. Spare a thought for these ... 

Atari 'JagDuo' 

Shown at the 1995 summer CES in 
Chicago, this console was to be an all-in
one Jaguar-and-CD-drive unit. With Sony's 
PlayStation already available by this point, 
however, it didn't take Atari long to realise 
that such a format was dead in the water. 

3DO Ml Series 

Having summarily failed in his bid to 
deliver a format that would be a standard 
that would be to videogame hardware 
what VHS was to VCRs, Trip Hawkins 
pressed on with a new generation with 
M2. Result? A bunch of mere mockups. 
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Whether they exist purely in the minds of over-eager technicians, on the drawing boards 
of pent-up designers, or in actual prototype form, certain games machines are destined to 
remain at the conceptual stage. These consoles are the most famous examples of just that. 

early- ' 90s 

With Nintendo supplying the guts, all it 
needed was Sony to supply CD-ROM 
storage technology and the happy alliance 
would be sealed. Except one company did 
not have faith in optical storage, leaving 
the other to take the concept on its own .. 

1995 



Philips CD-i 

As a pioneer of the compact disc 
revolution, It was little surprise to see 
Phi lips make such bold strides in the 
pursuit of the format's potential outside 
of the audio rea lm. And how unfortunate 
it was to see the company deliver 

3D0 

Trip Hawkins' dream of creating a standard 
gaming platform, essentially the console 
equivalent of a stable PC environment, 
was laudable (and one that may still come 
into effect if Sony has its way), but his 
ambition exceeded the technology at his 
disposal. Despite being the fi rst console to 
convincingly throw around large amounts 
of texture-mapped polygons, the 
excitement surrounding the 3 DO rapidly 

Nintendo Virtual Boy 

How Nintendo gave the greenlight to 
this piece of hardware sti ll now remains 
a mystery. Utilising hardware from 
Massachusetts-based Reflection 
Technology, the machine produced 
a red-saturated, convincing 3D display. 
The machine was hardly suited to 

The most ambitious of ages, albeit one tainted by the ill-conceived promises of the 'multimedia revolution' 

1991 

technology so patently incapable of doing 
justice to that potential. Even playing host 
to a series of Zelda-themed titles 
(somehow licensed from Nintendo) was 
not enough to save the format from a 
grim destiny so eminently foreseeable. 

1993 

dissolved once it became clear what Sony 
and Sega had planned for their 32bit 
consoles. It did not prevent a number of 
intriguing 3DO titles coming to fruition 
(two appear in Edge's top 100), nor did it 
dampen Panasonic's spirits (the company 
produced a top-loading version of its 
R.EAL Player to complement its original 
front-loading design), but the format sadly 
proved an ultimately fruitless exercise. 

1995 

extended periods of use, but then few 
gamers minded, since only a paltry 
number of VB titles were worth investing 
any time in. The late Gumpei Yokoi, who 
oversaw the machine's design and 
production, left Nintendo following the 
machine's abysmal reception at retail. 

Fujitsu FM Towns Marty 

A little brother to the super-expensive FM 
Towns, the Marty used CD storage as 
standard, which alone created a heady air 
of excitement around the machine. 
However, in Japan it merely attracted 

• Atari Jaguar 

Reading this magazine six years ago, you'd 
be forgiven putting down a deposit for 
Atari's ambitious 64bit console. But this 
was a time when texture-mapped polys 
were rare elements, not the stock in trade 
of every Tom, Dick and Harry codeshop in 

• Amiga CD32 

Commodore really should have known 
better. Its first multimedia machine, the 
CD-TV, had died on its backside, while the 
technology with which it proposed to drive 

1991 

hobbyist users, and despite - or perhaps 
because of - playing host to Psygnosis' 
Microcosm, one of the first FMV-dnven 
console games, it attracted little interest 
here on import. Something of a curio, then. 

1993 

existence. The lustre faded from the 
Jaguar in spectacularly rapid fashion; 
regardless of the value evident in the likes 
of Cybermorph and Tempest 2000, the 
hardware began to date almost by the 
week. Another Atari failure, then. 

1993 

its push into the console realm (an Amiga 
1200, to all intents and purposes) was 
already showing its age. But the company 
battled on - to eventual, predictable ruin. 

£DG£.81 ► 



If the hardware showcased over the last nine pages demonstrates innovation, consider another bunch at least as remarkable 

Coleco Total Control 4 

In 1981 Coleco took LED tabletop gaming 
to dizzy heights with the interchangeable 
TC4. While the four accompanying 
cartridges include new screen overlays, 
they do little to modify gameplay. 

Epoch Game Pocket Computer 

Seen by many Otaku as the inspiration 
behind Nintendo's Game Boy, the chunky 
GPC fits neatly into the divide between 
the MB Microvision and Nintendo's 
machine. The 75x64-pixel screen is 
adequate enough to provide puzzle and 
simple action games, but a lack of 
consumer interest meant that, only four 
games were ever released for the unit. 

Supervision 

While Quickshot's 1989 rival to the 
Game Boy should be ashamed of its 
mediocre range of games, a bizarre 
TV adaptor became avai lable for the 
machine in the US, creating the first dual 
handheld and home console two-in-one. 

◄ 82 £DG£
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1981 
c--, 

1984 

1989 

Microvision 

The first ever LCD cart-based console, 
the Microvision boasted cartridges like 
Bow/mg and Pinball, all controlled via 
an analogue paddle at the base of the 
machine. Despite over ten cartridges 
being released, none bettered the 
packed-in Blockbuster, which thanks to 
the oversensit1ve controller still offers an 
incredible level of challenge. Unusually, 
the European Microvision is far superior 
to the US original, with proper plastic 
keys, and chrome-style nameplates. 

Entex Adventure Vision 

Entex released the unusual 
AdventureVision in 1982. Strangely, 
the machine uses a spinning mirror and 
red LEDs to create a 3D effect. The 
machine was famously unpopular and 
spawned only four cartridges, though a 
version of Defender did become available. 

Nintendo Game Boy 

The most successful videogame console 
of all time, Nintendo's portable wonder 
uses 8bit Z80 architecture that has been 
tweaked and refined since the first units 
hit an expectant Japanese audience along 
with what logically must be the most 
played game of all time, Tetris. 

PC Engine GT 

Arguably the most impractical handheld 
gaming device ever conceived, the 
PCEGT's most significant plus point was 
its complete compatibility with standard 
PC Engine titles. However, its high cost, 
and that fact that it required six batteries 
to get the unit up and running, meant that 
most users were of the extreme variety. 

1979 

1982 
---, 

1988 
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Amidar/Galaxian/Star Wars various 

Gakken's 1981 tabletop version of Amidar 
retains much of the playability of the 
arcade original. Coleco obtained official 
licences for the release of its range of 
arcade-like machines, and went on to 

Atari Lynx 

create undoubtedly the most accurate 
tabletop versions of all, including 
Calaxian. Licences have always driven 
portables, and with its 1978 Star Wars, 
Kenner typically skimped on gameplay. 

1990 
'-----------------,--------------,. 
Originally designed by software publisher 
Epyx under the codename Handy, the 
Lynx project was snaffled up by an Atari 
keen to break into the handheld market. 
The format played host to a number of 

Sega Nomad 

On the back of booming Genesis sales 
in the US, 1995 saw Sega release a 
long-awaited Genesis handheld. The 
Nomad's high-definition LCD screen 
and huge library of games couldn't 
outweigh the pain of the machine's 
high price, and stiff competition from 

decent coin-op conversions and some fine 
original titles, but despite the machine's 
technical capacity, restrictive battery life 
and weak development support outside of 
the US finally signalled its death knell. 

1995 

the Game Boy. Some may say the 
blatant Game Gear styling also did little 
to add kudos to the machine. To Sega's 
credit, though, it was even possible 
to play 32X titles on the machine, 
and Master System games were 
compatible via the official adaptor. 

Donkey Kong Jr/Donkey Kong 3/Lion/ 
Rainshower/Mario Bombs Away 1981-91 
◄'-----------------,---------------, 

The range of 60 Nintendo Game & 
Watch units ruled the world of LCD 
handheld gaming in a similar way to how 
the Game Boy does today. The first Game 
& Watch, Ball, was released in 1981, and 
despite initially slow sales the range 
continued until 1991 with the final 
widescreen game, Mario the Juggler. 

NEC PC Engine LT 

Designed by Nintendo visionary 
Gumpei Yokoi, at their height double
screen machines like Donkey Kong and 
Mario Bras sold in their millions. During 
their lifespan the range was continually 
re-invented, including the introduction 
of innovative colour LCD tabletop 
and Panorama machines. 

1988 
◄'-----------------,-------------~ 

Released in Japan in 1988 for the 
equivalent of £600, the rarest of all 
PC Engine incarnations includes a 

Sega Game Gear 

high-quality screen and built-in TV 
tuner. Truly the Rolls Royce of portable 
gaming systems, the LT is a fan's classic. 

1990 
◄'-----------------,-------------~ 

Essentially a cut-down Master System (an 
adaptor eventually made it possible to 
play MS games, to varying degrees of 
success, on the small screen), the Game 
Gear enjoyed a honeymoon period in the 

UK thanks to the availability of Sonic 
, and puzzle favourite Columns. In the 
face of Nintendo's super-durable Game 
Boy, however, the system's lifespan was 
always going to be limited. 
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Every issue, Edge evaluates the 

best, most interesting, hyped, 

innovative or promising games 

on a scale of ten, where five 

naturally represents the middle 

value. A game receiving a 

'seven out of ten', for example, 

is a very competent title with 

noticeable flaws but which 

should still appeal to a 

considerable range of players. 

lt does, after all, score two 

points above average and 

should therefore not be 

considered as such. 

Edge's rating system is fair, 

progressive and balanced. An 

average game deserves an 

average mark - not, as many 

believe. seven out of ten , 

He definitive monthly assessment of the world's latest videogames 

Dreamcast: the format that would be king (were it allowed) 

D f there's one type of reader correspondence that 
refuses to go away, it's the letter accusing Edge 

of having an anti-Sega agenda. To the freakish minds 
whose paranoia drives such allegations, the magazine 
you hOld in your hands was singlehandedly responsible 
for the failure of the Saturn, is guilty of producing anti
Dreamcast propaganda, and even brought about the 
departure of Bernie Stolar from SOA (probably). 

How could Edge possibly benefit by operating 
such policies? It could not. Which is why it does not. 

However, Sega does seem intent on making its 
128bit format hard to like. Requests for screenshots 
and product information from Edge and other 
specialist mags have not been met. Press discs haven't 
been sent out. System discs (which allow pre-master 
software to run on a DC) were slow to arrive. Modem
ready Euro DCs were delivered to the press three 
weeks after they were available in the high street. And, 
significantly, Edge has received a grand total of two 
phone calls from Sega Europe in the last eight months. 

(To its credit, Powerhouse PR, the independent 
company hired by Sega to provide general press 
support, sends out whatever Sega makes available -
usually game code - whenever it gets it.) 

But if the specialist press has a rough time, spare a 

thought for lifestyle publications: some journalists are 
still waiting to receive Dreamcast system discs, which 
makes putting together game reviews rather difficult. 

Consider how inept sega looked when, less than 
two weeks before it was intending to go live in the UK, 
it announced a 21-day delay. Add to this the absolute 
mess the company has recently made with its 
Australian launch, and you'd be forgiven for thinking 
there was a mole at work within the walls of sega HQ, 
engineering a maze of problems for the company. 

And yet despite everything, Edge's view of 
Dreamcast remains unaffected - as it rightly should. 
It is a great machine with some hugely promising 
software on the horizon. And healthy hardware sales 
have ensured a growth in development support, which 
is a positive sign for the machine's future. 

But as with any format, substandard software will 
not be tolerated. And despite being a relatively new 
system, Sega's machine already has its share of 
shovelware. This happens to every console. But still 
the letters come, claiming that Tokyo Highway Battle is 
on a par with Gran Turismo. Please, sega paranoiacs, 
do yourselves a favour - cut out the middle man: 
throw your letters straight into the bin the 
moment you've written them. Thanks. 

Sonic Adventure, Power Stone and Soul Calibur are out there and showing what Dreamcast can do, 
flying in the face of Sega's apparent efforts to make progress difficult for the capable 128bit format 

Videagames an the Edge 
some of the crustier picks from Edge's 100, all serving to stir up the office 

secret of Mana The Need for speed Shinobl Rampart 
(SNES) SquareSoft (3DO)EA (Coln-op) sega (Coln-op) Atari 
Simultaneous threeplayer The original and still the It popped out of nowhere Another simultaneous 
action-RPGs are hardly ten best, the rock-solid 3D0 in 1987, but this Rolling threeplayer title to warm 
a penny, but when the version of EA's ongoing Thunder in mnia garb Edge Towers this month, 
defining example is of series offers playability hastily attracted lovers of this forgotten Atari classic 
this quality, that's not a none of its successors has action gaming at its most divides loyalties among 
problem. sublime stuff. ever managed to match. polished. Scarily addictive. friends like few others. 
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HAlf-llff: OPPOSING fORCf 

A pitched exchange of ammunition over a broken bridge, a death-defying, 
two-rope swing over a chasm ... Opposing Force offers a wealth of set-pieces 

While Opposing Force's 
additions to the Half
Life cast of monsters are 
not outstanding, this 
creature (above) is fast 
and thoroughly alarming 
at close quarters 
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D here is a series of unspoken 
laws that mission packs for 

firstperson shoot ·em ups adhere to. 
It's fair to anticipate a few new 
weapons, to expect a couple of 
inferior assailants to make their 
unspectacular debut, and for 
familiar textures to be punctuated 
by fresh art. Less videogame 
creation, more preaching to the 
converted, the add-on pack is forever 
a satisfying but pale reflection of its 
inspiration. Or is it? 

Entwining its story with that of 
Half-Life, Opposing Force makes many 
casual references to its host title. 
Casting the player as one of the 
troops sent in to deal with the Black 
Mesa debacle, occasional familiar 
sights and references to scientist 
superhero Gordon Freeman 
lend it an air of credibility that 
many mission packs lack. 

Its tempo and progression are 
reminiscent of Valve's tale, too, 
offering little more than standard FPS 
fare at times - and then, suddenly, so 
much more. It's an acute yet 
seemingly elementary gameplay 
aspect so many firstperson shooters 
continuously fail to incorporate. 

The Black Ops personnel, the bane of Freeman in Half-Life, turn on their 
military peers in Opposing Force for fantastic cat-and-mouse battles 

Although its handful of new 
monsters are far from inspiring, the 
manner in which they are introduced 
is thoroughly atmospheric. In many 
respects, they typify Opposing Force 
in a curiously adroit manner. Taking 
the form of a narrative set-piece, 
these first encounters are almost 
entirely aural and allusive, rivalling 
comparable Half-Life moments. 
However, later you get to fight these 
creatures in an anticlimactic exchange 
of projectiles, and ten minutes on, 
they become just another alien genus 
appearing in predictable packs. 

Predictably, there are new 
weapons to play with. Chief among 
these is a high-powered machine gun 
which propels your character 

backwards when fired. Yet the most 
ambitious, perhaps, is a gun based on 
ceilings, hugging barnacles. Although 
it inflicts no damage it can be used to 
bridge gaps by attaching its telescopic 
tongue to any piece of organic matter. 
Sadly, unlike the grappling hooks that 
so enrich multiplayer Quake II, it is 
only of use when Opposing Force's 
designers have supplied the requisite 
scenery, general ly when they wish the 
device to be a solution to a problem. 

Likewise, the much-publicised 
ability to climb and swing on ropes is 
used sparingly. Given the basic nature 
of the physics which govern their 
movement, this is unsurprising. And 
it's hardly the most engaging activity. 

Visually, Opposing Force is no 



TESTSCREEN 

Format: PC 

Publisher: Havas 

Developer: Gearbox 

Price: £30 

Release: out now 

With its atmospheric lighting, the Half-Life engine (borrowed from id and tweaked to pieces in parts) is perfect for rendering 
situations such as those shown here. But stuck in an enclosed space with a seemingly invulnerable alien, death is inevitable 

less evocative than its parent title. 
Its set-pieces are just as well 
choreographed and despite an 
obvious over use of Half-Life 
textures, its locations are distinct. 
New character models, including a 
rotund Barney and a selection of 
soldiers with excellent facial 
animation, are also noteworthy. 

But once again this aesthetic 
competence is outperformed in many 
respects by a sensory peer: its use of 
sound is, like Half-Life, outstanding. 

The night-vision goggles replace 
Half-Life's atmospheric torch 

!There is a surfeit of independent Half-Life add-ons on the 
Internet. Opposing Force distinguishes itself by offering a 

markedly more professional, polished experien~ 

It must be said that there is 
a surfeit of indepedent Half-Life 
level add-ons on the Internet, but 
Opposing Force distinguishes 
itself by offering a markedly more 
professional, polished experience. 

At times, however, it suggests 
greater depth and more features 
than it actually possesses. Like 
Half-Life, supporting characters 
are introduced at regular intervals. 
Better still, it poses elementary 
puzzles to solve by using these 
human resources effectively, 
such as escorting an engineer 
to a locked door, or a medic to 
a wounded soldier. But then, 
abruptly, your character is 
alone once more, compelled 

by a trick of geography to leave 
companions behind. 

In aspiring to match Half-Life's 
remackable standards, Opposing 
Force is a more engrossing 
adventure than its many 
elementary, moribund peers. 

Of course, Valve did it first and, 
to be brutally frank, did it better. 
But developer Gearbox should not be 
disheartened. Even as a piggyback 
product its work rivals a number of 
standalone titles. It promises more 
than it ultimately delivers, but, as 
a child of Half-Life, it also 
delivers far more than most. 

Edge rating: 

Seven out of ten 

Knowing how best to 
use human assets is the 
key to solving certain 
puzzles. This, however, 
1s an under-exploited 
feature. Perhaps one 
for Half-Life 2? 
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Mf UAl Of HONOR 

Many of the characters animations are best demonstrated by the athletic 
ways in which the enemy soldiers die. (Above) The effect of a bazooka 

D n a year which has seen Quake II 
and Rainbow Six make the 

journey to Playstation, it's refreshing to 
play an original shooter that pushes 
Sony's hardware to its limits. And in 
such surprising ways. 

Wipeout 3 used hi-res textures and 
Dino Crisis offered polygonal 
backgrounds - but Medal of Honor's Al 
and character animation rank with the 
best of any game, on any hardware. 

One of the most tense and claustrophobic missions in Medal of Honor is 
fighting through dark, enemy-infested woods to infiltrate a fortress 

(Top) Going undercover 
requires the use of 
pass papers not a gun. 
(Above) Each sub-level 
objective is completed 
by placing bombs as 
shown by the red box 

It's a remarkable achievement, 
particularly when compared to some of 
Dreamworks' previous titles, such as 
Trespasser and T'ai Fu. 

The developer has obviously spent 
a lot of time worshipping at the altar of 
GoldenEye. Medal of Honor has a 
similar aiming system, mission 
structure and pace. 

You can't just burst into a room ful l 
of enemies and expect to walk away. 
And while it doesn't have the finesse of 
Rare's masterpiece, it's far more 
playable than the current clutch of 
firstperson shooters. 

Set in the period around D-Day, 
June 1944, the game follows the 
progress of Lieutenant James Patterson, 
a member of the American special 
force organisation, the Office of 
Strategic SeNices. 

There are seven missions, offering 
varied and authentic locations and 
armaments. Captain Dale Dye, 
Spielberg's consultant for ·saving 
Private Ryan: was also the game's 
historical adviser. 

These missions range from 
destroying a giant railgun to rescuing 
European art treasures and recovering 
papers from a captured intelligence 

!Later levels are more visceral and dominated by powerful machine 
gun nests and snipers that must be carefully located before they 

can be eliminated. Caution is crucial and the tension palpable _J 
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officer. Each one is spl it into multiple 
sections, creating 24 levels with their 
own objectives. These are relatively 
simplistic and involve little more than 
planting explosives on various 
pieces of mi litary equipment. 

But where Medal of Honor really 
impresses is its overall atmosphere. 
Even in the opening moments of the 
game when you are moving along 
French country lanes, enemies seem 
to pop out of nowhere. There's an 
undeniable sense of danger. 

some of the best touches are the 
undercover missions in which 
Patterson dons a German uniform. 
Players must carefully take out 
German officers with si lenced 
weapons in order to steal their passes. 
It is then possible to fulfil the objectives 
undetected. 



TEST SCREEN 

Format: Playstatlon 

Publisher: EA 

Developer: Dreamworks 

Price: £30 

Release: Out now 

There are only 12 different weapons in Medal of Honor but they are all authentically modelled. (Above) The Remington combat shotgun proves effective 
when used against vicious guard dogs in the sewers underneath a French town. Other weapons include the tommy-gun, hand grenades and a sniper rifle 

Later levels are more visceral and 
dominated by powerful machine gun 
nests and snipers which must be 
carefully located before they can be 
eliminated. Caution is crucial and 
the tension palpable. 

The sweeping musical score, 
recorded with Seattle Symphony 
orchestra, is powerful and the roar of 
guns provides necessary gravitas. 

There are hundreds of lines of well 
used dialogue, too. In one level, the 

The two flayer mode is solid but 
Medal o Honor is all about a 
great oneplayer experience 

Germans even use a loudspeaker to 
warn the American spy he is 
surrounded and should give up. 

The game's only fai ling is the usual 
one seen in us games. Health packs 
and ammo are generously supplied and 
levels can be successfully finished 
despite heavy damage. 

Technically, Dreamworks has really 
pushed PlayStation's capabilities. 
Character animation is fantastic. 
Soldiers lean around corners, firing 
their guns with one hand. They clutch 
their wounds when hit by a bullet or 
are blown backwards if caught by a 
shotgun or grenade blast. Some even 
die with their finger on the trigger, their 
guns firing randomly as they enter 
death throes. 

The Al is equally impressive, with 
soldiers running to set off alarms and 
alert their comrades, diving and rolling 
into cover when fired at, getting 
reinforcements and even throwing or 

kicking grenades back towards you. 
Only its relative brevity and ease let 
Medal of Honor down. Dreamworks 
seems to have significantly toned down 
the Al's toughness during its testing 
phase, compared with the previous 
version that Edge grappled with. 

Another quibble is the two player 
deathmatch which is solid rather than 
exciting. There are only seven different 
arena and five sets of weapons - it's 
certainly no Goldenfye-killer. 

But these are small fry compared 
with the overall experience. Like Hidden 
& Dangerous on the PC, Medal of 
Honor is a refreshing reminder that 
good, original games can still come 
out of nowhere. It may not have a 
big movie licence attached but 
non-N64 owners have a new 
game in their sights. 

Edge rating: 

fight out of ten 

The required snow level 
is set in Austria, where 
you have to stop the 
Germans blowing up 
Europe's art treasures 
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ZOMBlf RfVfNGf 

Though the game has only seven levels, most of them are generously lengthy. As Zombie Revenge occurs within the 
timescale of The House of the Dead, one of the levels takes place in and around the HOTD coin-op's setting (right) 

n ombie Revenge made its 
a original appearance on the 
monitors of Naomi-powered coin-ops 
back in 1998 as a side story to The 
House of the Dead series (set 
around the timeframe of THOTD). 

unsurprisingly, this is as faithful 
a conversion as DC The House of 
the Dead 2 was, which means there's 
little to tell coin-op and console 
versions apart in visual terms. Both 
feature reasonably animated zombie 
killers blowing the limbs off the 
impressively detailed undead, against 
complex, solid-looking backdrops. 

Admittedly, some of the boss 
characters you encounter throughout 
the game's seven extensive levels are 
oddly angular in appearance, but 

these are rare occurrences. Generally 
speaking, there are more than enough 
polys to go around. Visually, this is an 
accomplished title, then. 

In terms of gameplay, little has 
changed from the coin-op original, 
either. After choosing one of three 
zombie slayers, one or two players 
must shoot, punch and kick their 
way through to meet the inevitable 
baddest of bad guys. 

The three-dimensional 
environments allow a fair amount 
of freedom, and you must progress 
to each new section within an 
allocated time period . 

Throughout the game, many 
weapons lie around waiting to be 
picked up. There are dual handguns, 

!There are dual handguns, shotguns, machine guns, flame 
throwers, chain guns, grenades, remote mines, laser guns, 

pipes, axes, and even an insanely satisfying power dr~ 
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shotguns, machine guns, flame 
throwers, chain guns, grenades, 
remote mines, laser guns, pipes, 
axes, and even an insanely 
satisfying power drill. 

As you negotiate the levels, your 
character automatically locks on to 
the nearest zombie, and the longer 
you wait before firing, the higher 
the amount of damage you'll cause 
(the colour scheme of the target 
changes from green to red). 

Should you run out of ammo 
(or if you're looking for a more 
personal involvement with your 
undead foes), you can always resort 
to hand-to-hand combat. Simple yet 
effective combinations including 
throws can be unleashed with a few 
rapid button presses. It's an effective 
alternative. Get bitten by a zombie, 
though, and in typical B-movie style 
you become infected - it's then a 
good idea to pick up one of the 



Level four's sequence requires stopping 
a train while fending off zombies. Sadly, 
there are no other sections as 'complex' 

antidotes that are more than 
likely to be dropped by your 
lifeless adversaries. 

Resist the temptation to switch 
the game to 'free play' mode and 
zombie Revenge should provide you 
with a significant challenge, though 
hardly a diverse one. Other than 
having to pull a lever to stop the 
runaway train on which you are 
travelling before the time runs out 
(while simultaneously fighting off the 
armies of the undead in level four), 
it's a very standard, linear affair. 

The bosses are a varied bunch and reasonably accomplished. They're 
not the toughest, though, so tweaking the difficulty level is an option 

This is a regrettable residual 
effect stemming from the game's 
arcade parentage, and Sega has 
acknowledged this by including 
a number of home improvement 
options, although they ultimately 
fail in their bid to prolong the 
game's lifespan. 

Initially, the most appealing of the 
four is probably Fighting Mode, which 
pits two players against each other in 
an attempt at a one-on-one beat 'em 

up option. sadly, matches last little 
more than 15 seconds; the first 
player to pick up a weapon more 
often than not ends up as the 
last one standing. 

Gun Mode, meanwhile, sees 
one player go through the game 
with massively overpowered 
weaponry, whereas Bare Knuckle 
Mode sees hand-to-hand combat 
becoming more effective, and 

To its credit, Zombie Revenge offers a comprehensive array of wearonry, 
but they are not all as ludicrous (or as satisfying) as the power dril (left) 

ammo levels reduced accordingly. 
Finally, vs BOSS Mode (as 

in THOTD2) allows individual 
confrontations with the game's end
of-level bosses played against a timer. 

Of more interest, though not 
necessarily any more playable, are 
the four VMU modes you can 
download, including the necessarily 
simplistic zombie Fishing and zombie 
Doubt, although their existence hardly 
constitutes purchasing a VMU unit. 

Ultimately, zombie Revenge is 
a repetitive experience. But if you 
regularly play videogames in the 
company of a friend, and are prepared 
to pace your progress and learn some 
of the characters' more intricate 
moves, it's still capable of providing 
a taste of plain and simple, 
arcade-faithful entertainment. 

Edge rating: 

Five out of ten 

TESTSCREEN 

Format : Dreamcast 

Publisher: Sega 

Developer: In -house 

Price: ¥5 ,800 (£35 ) 

Release: Out now (Japan) 

March (UK) 

In true Sega coin-op 
form, the voice acting 
in cut-scenes is awful 
(top). Two of the home 
version's extra games: 
Fighting (centre) and 
VS Boss Mode (above) 
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CHU-CHU ROCKfl 

Format: Dreamcast 

Publisher: Sega 

Developer: In-house 

(Sonic Team) 

Price: ¥5,800 (£35) 

Release: out now (Japan). 

March (UK) 

The game's only real 
noticeable move into 
lD land occurs at the 
end of the level (once 
time runs out) when the 
camera decides to pan 
around the playing area 

'Chu-Chu fever' sees hundreds of 
mice invade the screen and await 
directions from players (right) 

n ffortlessly the most refreshing 
1:1 title to arrive at Edge's office 
this year. Chu-Chu Rocket presents its 
case by offering up one of the best 
multiplayer experiences coupled with 
sonic Team's usual attention to 
gameplay and a balance missing 
from other titles. 

The concept is brain-achingly 
simple - guide as many mice into your 
rocket as you can within the time 
allocation. Whoever has the largest 
amount of mice when the counter 
reaches zero wins. 

The control system is even 
simpler: move your colour-coded 
cursor around the board using either 
the D-pad or the analogue stick. Lay 
down directional instructions (up to 
three at a time) for the mice to follow 
by pressing one of the four buttons. 

Their position on the joypad 
corresponds to the direction you wish 
the mice to take. This means that x is 

Get one of the pink mice to board your rocket and a bonus event is 
randomly selected (left). Puzzle stages require a logical approach (right) 

left. B is right. Y up and A down. And 
that's it, you're ready to go. 

There are other elements to 
contend with, of course. cats wander 
around the board eating up mice with 
an insatiable appetite, and should a 
feline step aboard your rocket then 
the number of mice it consumes is 
immediately taken off your total. 

There are bonus mice, naturally. 
These offer players the chance to 
radica lly redress the ba lance of total 
mice captured by instigating a series 
of random events. 

Oneplayer mode offers a series of 
puzzle-based boards for you to clear 
(some of them fiendishly tricky) or the 
opportunity to play the main game 
against CPU opponents (whose Al 
level is selectable). 

But absolutely nothing compares 
with the thrill of competing against 
human opponents. Either in teamplay 
(two on two) or in a fourplayer free-

for-all. Chu-Chu Rocket is utterly 
addictive. It's also one of the most 
frantic videogaming episodes you're 
ever likely to engage in; not only is the 
pace relentless but the game itself will 
quickly degenerate into a treacherous 
environment in which your opponents 
will sabotage your carefully planned 
route. stealing your mice and sending 
a cat your way instead. 

Everything hangs in the balance 
until the very end - whether you're 
leading or trai ling by litera lly 
hundreds of mice there's no 
guarantee that your fortunes will not 
have u-turned by the time the 
whistle blows. 

Grab three friends, buy three 
joypads and load Chu-Chu Rocket. 
This is videogaming excellence 
in its purest form. 

Edge rating : 

fight out of ten 



flGHTING fORCf 2 

(Above) The environments maybe 
dull but Fighting Force 2's end-of
level bosses are bizarre. (Right) 
Even zombies make an appearance 

r.!I espite the success of Fighting 
1:1 Force, it always received a 
lukewarm critical response. At least 
core knew it had the advantage of a 
sequel to refine the concept. Gone are 
the confusing multiple characters and 
the thankless punch-kick 
combinations of the original. This 
time, the game revolves around only 
one character, Hawk Manson, while 
the beat 'em up action has been 
upgraded with an arsenal of weapons. 
The incentive is now to bang-bang, 
punch and kick. 

And the basic structure of the 
game is a great improvement. control 
is good with strafe, jump, side rolls 
and a firstperson mode included. 
There's even 180-degree rotation. 
The inventory system is well 
thought out as well. 

Each weapon type from handgun 
to knife, grenade and two-handed 
weapon has a specific location on 
Hawk's bod - as the shotgun is 
selected, he will reach and pull it off 
his back. This means Hawk can only 
carry up to five weapons, opening 
strategic quandaries about which 
weapons should be carried. 

Unfortunately, for all this, Fighting 

Force 2 is ultimately a dull game. 

There is a void where gameplay 
should exist. Across the nine levels, 
the only activity is to go into a room, 
destroy everything, collect the keys 
and any items and then open the next 
door and repeat, ad nauseam, until 
you reach the badly balanced end-of
level bosses. 

The lack of consistency in the 
level design doesn't help much either. 
In fact, sometimes it feels like playing 
a 'what's what of videogaming.' The 
jungle base bizarrely ends up with the 
skeletons from Tomb Raider IV and 
the chemical plant is overrun by 
Resident Evil-type zombies, while 
GoldenEye's automatic miniguns 
appear in the last two levels. 

There also seems to be a 
fundamental misbalance between the 
weapon and the beat 'em up aspects. 

There are so many guns stashed in 
the environments that there's no need 
to move in for hand-to-hand combat, 
and that's the only time there's any 
drama in the game. 

Other bugbears, such as over
sensitive falling damage, stupid Al and 
doors that can't be reopened once 
passed through, make an appearance 
as well. The result is a wasted 
opportunity. The signs were good, the 
foundations solid and Dreamcast's 
sparkling graphics and capable sound 
qualities are put to good use. But it 
feels as if Fighting Force 2 has been 
rushed out for Christmas. No polish. 
Little enjoyment. Who's going ~ 
to wait for the next instalment? L.::::J 

four out of ten 

TESTSCREEN 

Format: DC (version 

tested )/Playstatlon 

Publisher: Eidos 

Developer: Core Design 

Price: £40 

Release: Out now 

Character animations are suited 
to a beat 'em up, and there is a 
variety of blunt objects to use 

The reliance on guns in 
Fighting Force 2 is 
shown by its firstperson 
mode. They become 
more important in later 
levels to the detriment 
of hand-to-hand combat 
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TEST SCREEN 

INlfRNATIONAl TRACK & flflD 2 

Format: Playstation 

Publisher: Konami 

Deve loper: In-house 

Price: £40 

Release: January 

SFl ECT TRICK 
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For the women's diving 
(top) and gymnastics 
vault events, you must 
first select the move 
you wish to perform. 
The kayak race will test 
your concentration 
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IT&F2 introduces seven new events (in five new categories) but of all these only the men's weightlifting (main) is the closest 
to the original's gameplay ethics. Some of the updated events such as pole vault (above, left) have been over complicated 

m onami has done a Nagano. That 

..-:I is, it has taken a perfectly 

playable title (based on the 1997 

Winter Olympics and one of Edge's 
favourite mulitplayer ventures -

see Top 100 games, p52) and 

laboured over the clean, simple 

controls to the point where it 

interferes with play. 

There are improvements. There's 

Dual Shock support and graphically 

things look suitably advanced, with 

polygonal ly-modelled athletes 

moving about while some of the 

events are played out against a 

pleasant dusk or late evening setting. 

There's better presentation, too, 

both ingame (such as an overhead 

shot showing the position of your 

competitor's foot on the ground 

during a long jump) and 

throughout the various menus, 

wh ich also notify you of the 

controls for the next event. 

And, of course, there are 

new events. In addition to 

weightlifting, there's women's 

springboard diving, two cycling 

contests (sprint and 1 km time trial), 

a soo-metre kayak race and a 

women's gymnastics vault. 

A so-metre women's freestyle 

swimming competition replaces the 

1 oo-metre race found in the 

original Track & Field Playstation 

title. To these you can add the 

men's 100-metre sprint, long jump, 

pole vault, hammer throw and 

javelin, which are also from the 

tit le's predecessor. 

The discus, high jump, tr iple jump, 

shot put and 110-metre hurdle events 

are no longer featured. The problem 

is, that of all the new events, only 

weightlifting remains true to the 

essence of the arcade original. 

Yes, the cycling events offer the 

traditional button-bashing approach, 

but somehow they prove less 

engaging than the other events on 

offer (the 1 Km time trial, in particular, 

takes the concept a touch too far, 

and requires the player to maintain a 

gruelling pace on the controls for 

60-odd seconds). 

Elsewhere, the diving lacks a 

crucial dose of fluidity, pole vault 

is over-complicated, and swimming 

is drastically slowed down, 

which is more realistic but far 

less satisfying. Conversely, javelin is 

better, and kayak racing, while it 

possibly would have benefited from a 

little more vitality, is a good test of 

nerves. In fact, it requires surprising 

levels of concentration. 

All in all, International Track & 

Field isn't a bad game - with four 

players and a multitap it's a very 

enjoyable and competitive 

affair - but ultimately, given the 

playability evident in its predecessor, 

you can't help but end up 

expecting a little more than 

what's on offer. 

Edge rating: 

Six out of ten 



ISS PRO fVOlUTION 

It's hard to suitably communicate just 
how well-observed ISSPE's brand of 
football truly is. The sheer depth of 
its tactical awareness and its 
outstanding realism make it almost 
more revolution than evolution 

n s a representation of its real-life 
Iii inspiration, !SS Pro Evolution is 
virtually peerless. It is, without 
question, the most well observed, 
tactically astute football game of the 
millennium. Consistently playable and 
challenging as a oneplayer 
experience, its multiplayer credentials 
are equally comprehensive. 

Matches in Evolution are dynamic, 
multi-faceted events, and it has a 
depth that makes its contemporaries 
appear shockingly lightweight. Each 
player has a huge catalogue of 
characteristics to reflect that 
individual's area of expertise. Tony 
Adams, for example - referred to as 
Adamms, due to the lack of an 
appropriate licence - is tall, heavy, 
and adept at telling challenges. 

Michael Owen's misspelt alter 
ego, however, is diminutive and fleet 
of foot. In many other soccer games, 
the disparity in pace alone would 
render the Adamms of the virtual 

pitch impotent. !SS Pro Evolution, by 
way of exquisite Al routines and 
careful balancing, ensures that 
every strength has a natural foil of 
some description. 

With the ball at the feet of a player 
under your control, it's hard not to 

marvel at the intelligent movement of 
your team-mates. Wing-backs make 
overlapping runs and attacking 
midfielders drop back to provide 
passing options. Granted, it is possible 
to charge through entire teams on the 
'Easy· setting, but higher skill levels 
soon curtail this behaviour. 

Refreshingly, Evolution empowers 
players with strategic flexibility. If you 
wish to hoof the ball over the top, or 
opt for elaborate passing a la Evans
era Liverpool, it's your prerogative -
and the game will evolve and adapt. 

sometimes, a match can 
degenerate into a free-for-all, with 
misplaced passes allowing end-to-end 
mayhem. It's immensely gratifying, in 

this instance, to put a foot on the ball 
- so to speak - and slow the game 
down to a manageable pace. Of 
course, such intricate, authentic 
football does not come without an 
attendant cost. At times, your team 
can run 'on rails' to a noticeable 
degree - although CPU assistance is 
fairly transparent. 

Furthermore, it is not the most 
immediate of football games. But after 
just one week, few players would 
consider returning to the increasingly 
dismal FIFA, or its chasing pack of 
aspirant never-beens. What Evolution 

lacks, then, is a heavyweight licence; 
a through-ball into consumer 
consciousness. Without one, it will no 
doubt retain its role as a commercial 
runner-up. But, to paraphrase 
Keegan, Edge would just love 
it, just love it, if .. 

Edge rating: 

Nine out of ten 

TEST SCREEN 

Form at: Pl aystation 

Publisher: Konami 

Deve loper: KCET 

Price: £40 

Release: Ja nuary 

At first, Evolution's 
strategy pages are 
daunting - and 
perhaps rightly so. It 
allows almost pinpoint 
manipulation of any 
given formation 
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TEST SCREEN 

lHRASHfR· SKAlf & □ fSTROY 
Format: Playstatlon 

Publisher: Rockstar Games 

Developer: Z-Axls 

Price: £40 

Release: January 

Expect to bail far more 
often than in other 
skating titles (above) . 
Thrasher demands a 
more technical and 
cautious approach 
to the urban pastime 

Accompanying the on-screen big-air frolics is a selection of licensed music 
tracks including the likes of 'Rapper's Delight' and 'Talkin' All That Jazz' 

D t could be the result of many 
hours spent grinding the 

polygonal vertices of Tony Hawk's 
Skateboarding, but Thrasher's control 
system is odiously awkward. 

Or maybe it's just an indication 
that of the two games, Tony Hawk's 
developer Neversoft found the better 
solution (though, it has to be said, not 
the perfect one). Because here, 

controlling the skaters is overly 
convoluted. While a lot of practice 
makes it less so. it certainly isn't as 
intuitive or as fluid as it might be. 

Neversoft also managed to 
prise better skater animation out 
of the Playstation. While all the 
moves in Thrasher look like the real 
thing, there's a sluggishness to the 
action - as if things are not quite 
moving at the right speed - which, 
given the immediacy of acrobatic 
displays in Neversott·s game, can 
easily lead to frustration. 

Furthermore, although it could 
be argued that there's a certain 
grittiness to Thrasher's environments 
that lend it extra authenticity 
(something Take Two has obviously 
striven for), the overall visual impact 
is less than that of Hawk's. 

Thrashers level structure is a tad less adventurous than current genre
leader Tony Hawk's Skateboarding, with fewer 'secret' areas to explore 

so Thrasher trails Neversoft's 
game in a number of key areas. But it 
certainly has some strengths of its 
own, too. For starters, there is a wider 
trick repertoire on offer (extra moves 
are made available by playing through 
levels, each requiring you to reach a 
particular score before further access 
can be made). and while the control 
system does take a while to get 
comfortable with, it is a more 
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technical and less forgiving game 
than Tony Hawk's, which ups the 
challenge level considerably. 

As a more realistic game, you 
won't find your skater surging high 
into the air when taking off a ramp in 
Thrasher. And because there's less 
height on jumps, you're far less likely 
to land 900s on a regular basis. Things 
are literally a lot more down to earth. 

Also more authentic is the 
way you earn sponsorship 
throughout the game and get the 
opportunity to select different 
skatewear. This doesn't affect 
gameplay, but it's a touch which 
is likely to go down well with the 
skateboarding intelligentsia. 

Those prepared to break through 
the barrier set up by the control 
method will be rewarded with a 
skateboarding game that. while not 
in the Tony Hawk's Skateboarding 
playability league, offers a sufficiently 
competent gameplay/identity mix to 
recommend it to those so enamoured 
with the pastime that they simply must 
experience every available 
videogame interpretation. 

Edge rating : 

Six out o! ten 



TOMORROW NfVfR UlfS 

Of the activities on offer, the car 
sequence (top) probably hides its 
limitations best. Bosses must be 
shot 100 times (top right). Horace 
Goes Skiing offers more playability 
than TND's piste action (right) 

II omorrow Never Dies is one of 

those rare games that actually 

gets worse the more it is played. 

It's not difficult to see why it is 

being released alongside new 

Bond film 'The world IS Not Enough' 

or why it is being backed by a 

monumental £2m marketing 

campaign, which is allegedly the 

biggest yet for a videogame. 

TND is likely to need all the hype 

it can get to persuade gamers to 

pick up a copy. 

Inevitably (and sadly) the strength 

of the licence alone will shift many 

units, possibly to people who see 

this as some kind of GoldenEye 
substitute for the PlayStation. 

Hopefully, though, word of mouth 

will prevent many more from having 

the appalling misfortune of 

unwrapping this while sat around 

the Christmas tree. 

The level select screen is taken 

straight from GoldenEye, as are some 

of the mission elements and 

structures. The control system is 

shocking, the 3D camera frightfully 

erratic, the enemy Al risible and the 

collision detection outrageous. 

The motion capture is low grade, 

the cut scenes are unconvincing (and 

can't be skipped, even if you're 

replaying the level), the voice acting 

is uninspired and enemies magically 

regenerate (usually behind you, just 

to add to the frustration). 

Not only is the graphical quality of 

the desperately barren environments 

poor, but there are record-breaking 

levels of polygonal break up and the 

draw distance (particularly during the 

skiing sequences) leaves more than a 

little to be desired. 

The significant consequences of 

all the above is that you're left with a 

title which offers little in terms of 

fluidity of play and there appear to be 

no discernable gameplay rewards. 

There's no subtlety to TND's 

contents, no finesse to anything 

it does. At one point, for instance, 

after being left in an interrogation 

room with nothing but a pair of 

cufflinks in Bond's inventory, the 

developer still feels the need to 

drop a hint that the player shou ld 

use a gadget when close to the two

way mirror. No ordinary cufflinks? 

Quel/e surprise. 
In its defence, the sound effects 

are good (if not always in synch 

with the relevant onscreen action) 

and the overall presentation is 

reasonably accomplished. And with 

several modes of play, it offers 

plenty of variety. 

Ultimately, Tomorrow Never Dies 
has the appearance of your least 

favourite first-generation Playstation 

game. It doesn't, however, have ~ 

the balls to play like one. L-==:J 

Edge rating: 

Two out of ten 

TESTSCREEN 

Form at: Playstation 

Publisher: Electronic Arts 

Developer: Black Ops 

Price: £40 

Release: out now 

Street lamp flare is 
new (top), thermal 
vision isn't (centre) and 
collision detection is in 
a league of its 
own(above): think you 
can get through that 
gap? Think again 
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TESTSCREEN 

INUIANA JONfS & lHf INffRNAl MACHINf 

Format: PC 

Publi sher: Activision 

Developer: LucasArts 

Price: £30 

Release: out now 

Combat. for so long the weakest element of Lara Croft's escapades, is a real problem 
within The Infernal Machine. But at least LucasArts gets the rope swinging right 

Its engine may not 
provide a spectacular 
level of detail at close 
quarters, but Infernal 
Machine conveys a 
sense of scale with 
admirable aplomb 

l":I ntertainment software as a 
11.:11 means of instant gratification? 
Those were the days. As 3D engines 
consolidate their position as the de 
facto medium for gaming 
experiences, learning curves 
continue to rise. 

And the depth and sheer sense of 
involvement many developers seek to 
engender rarely lends itself to two or 
three-button interfaces. With few 
programmers external to the likes of 
Nintendo and Konami truly 
comprehending the worth of intuitive 
context sensitivity, awkward control 
systems, amateur camera work and 
bewildering button combinations 
are par for the course. 

Indiana Jones & The Infernal 
Machine must be, then, a positively 
hateful game. You can almost feel its 

Typically, Indy gets to use the occasional vehicle. These offer a welcome 
diversion, but are little more than that. And yes, there is a mine-cart ride 
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potential. Its engine is geared towards 
distance and scale, its vistas artfully 
insinuate sweeping magnitude. Its 
premise, though highly derivative and 
almost ironic, is equally worthy. 
Indiana Jones in a Tomb Raider-style 
adventure? wonderful. 

But any enthusiasm is tempered 
during early levels. It is, in short, 
blighted by an awkward, poor 
designed control system. From jumps 
to the simple act of walking through 
corridors, even experienced gamers 
will find their patience tested. 

Indy has a habit of moonwalking 
when caught against scenery and 
many of his (fairly disappointing) 
animation sequences are 
uncomfortably laboured. 

It would be unfair to level the 
accusation of ·counter intuitive' but 
many will voice that suspicion. 

Learn to live with its protagonist's 
inadequacies though, and The Infernal 
Machine becomes surprisingly 
compulsive. unusually 
for LucasArts, its storyline and 
voice acting will leave many feeling 
fairly indifferent, yet its puzzle 
content is excellent. 

Faced with a particular dilemma, it 
is enormously satisfying to craft an 
appropriate solution - and many of its 

Adequate cut-scenes punctuate 
play at set junctures 

puzzles are pleasantly challenging. As 
time and experience reduce the 
control-oriented inadequacies to a 
medium- grade irritant, negotiating 
platforms actually becomes enjoyable. 

Post-Tomb Raider, and with Metal 
Gear Solid and Zelda having set new 
standards for 3D control, The Infernal 
Machine presents an awkward 
dichotomy. Its basic play mechanics 
may be dated and lack subtlety, but 
the level design - first forays aside -
is of a high standard. This conflict is 
one that many mainstream gamers 
will certainly be frustrated with. 

Alongside the traditional learning 
curve, The Infernal Machine also has 
an acceptance curve - the period of 
time it takes for a player to become 
accustomed to its shortcomings. 

The rating, then, reflects its worth 
to players who have the patience to 
brave its inadequacies. Fair-
weather gamers beware. 

Edge rating: 

Six out of ten 
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Internet Programmers Unbelievable opportunity for C++. 

Java developers with games and internet background or 

interest. Superb benefits include action outings. adventure trips. 

free tickets for the footie, celebration parties. training courses in 

exotic locations etc. Work hard. play hard ethic, plus one of the 

best working environments around and flexible hours 

......... £40-S0k + Stock Options (Central LondonJ 

PCIPlayStatlon Programmers Premier developer. 

Maths/physics skills for dynamics & graphics related work. 

Preferably one published title ....................... £Neg (ScotlandJ 

CIC++ Programmers (x2J Small team environment. Action 

style product. 3D team players needed with good 

maths/physics . ........... £25-30k + Bonuses (East MidlandsJ 

Al Programmer New cutting edge technology company seek 

background in evolutionary Al/biology. fuzzy logic, route 

finding, flocking etc. Excellent opportunity to assist design and 

implement own comprehensive Al system. .. ...... .. .... .. .... . 

.... .... .. ...... ............. ............ £30-32k + Royalties (LondonJ 

Color Gameboy Programmers Many requirements nationally 

and a few home based options. 

Home Based Programmers (x6J Rapidly expanding 

developer with well established streetwise management team. 

PC PSX and Dreamcast conversion work. 3D skills essential 

.................. £Neg 

Senior Games Programmer 3D strategy game with unique 

control system. Game logic and Al responsibilities. Well funded 

new venture, several big name players already on board .. .. .. .. 

................................. £35k + Bonuses (South LondonJ 

Freelance PC Programmer Direct X skills required to assist in 

completion of famous cartoon character product. In house or 

home based option ........ .... .. To £40k + Completion Bonus 

Dreamcast Programmers Many opportunities nation-wide. 

Some with opportunity to work at the very heart of the 

development community - Japan/ ......................... £Excellent 

PlayStatlon 2 Programmers Project and vacancy notifications 

now coming through thick and fast. Call now and acquire 

valuable ·next gen· skills. 

PC Programmers (x2J Gothic adventure product. Small 

experienced team. Excellent prospects . ................ £30k (KentJ 

CIC++ Programmers (x3J Newly opened office of well 

PlayStation Programmer Action adventure/p/atformer. 

Immediate start 

. £High plus generous ·golden handshake' (South EastJ 

CIC++ Programmers (x2J Knowledge of physics and Al 

required for PC strategy product. Part of secure multinational 

empire. Small team environment, well managed and funded 

organisation.. .. .... .. .. .. .. £30k basic (LondonJ 

Programmer Progressive organisation with highly innovative 

product require high quality experienced programmer with C++. 

Al. Win32 and 3D. Neural Networks and Artificial Life Systems 

advantageous. Creative company with leading edge 

technology.. . . ...... £25-35k (LondonJ 

Maya/Alias Animators Sequel to best seller. Mo Cap 

knowledge beneficial. Large. secure and well respected 

organisation .. .. .... . £2S-30k + Bonuses (LondonJ 

Texture Artist Dpaint or Photoshop skills urgently needed by 

prestigious developer. 16 colour experience essential .. .. . 

.... .. .... .. . .... £22-28k (South WestJ 

3D Studio Artists (x4J Established studio. Racing/Rally 

product. Mainly modelling 

..... £ I 6-28k + Bonuses (North WestJ 

Character Animator Well known company. Create range of 

low poly humans and animals in Max/Character Studio 

....... .. .. .. .. .. ............. £24-ZSk + Bonuses (West LondonJ 

Home Based Artists Rapidly expanding developer with high 

work load. Good experience with 3DS Max. Character Studio 

and Photoshop essential. !Not 2D Gameboy workJ . ......... £Neg 

3D Studio Max Artists New project. PC Strategy game. To 

commence O I 2000 ............ £Neg + Bonuses (South WestJ 

3D Studio Max Artist (x2J Creative all rounders required for 

new, second project team. Share and develop ideas in an open 

relaxed environment. Award winning, influential products. 

Studio Manager New vacancy. International developer. 

Established development studio. Big job big wage ... 

. ............ £70-90k (South EastJ 

Executive Producer Internal and external responsibilities. 

Senior role working with some of the best known licences in the 

business... .. ...... £35-40k (NorthJ 

Producer Internal project manager required by hugely 

successful medium sized developer. Scheduling and tracking 

skills especially prized. Autonomous role. 

.. ... c£35k (South East, not LondonJ 

Producers - anywhere and everywhere. Seems pretty much 

everybody'.s seeking good producers right now. Projects slipping 

possibly? - Surely not/ (5 options in Midlands a/oneJ. 

Creative Director State of the art new media studio. 

Experience of gaming web design and high end creative 

applications (eg SoftimageJ advantageous .. 

....... . c£40k + 30% Bonus + Car etc (North WestJ 

Project Manager New vacancy at new studio. Head up and 

manage a small team of your own choice and create new game 

concepts . .. .. £35-42k + Bonus + Benefits (MldlandsJ 

External Producer Perform technical and gameplay advisory 

role for one of the industry'.s biggest names. Newly created 

vacancy ......................................... .. £30k + Car + Bonuses 

External Producer Famous name. highly successful and 

acquisitive company. Manage existing UK based portfolio of 

developers ............................... ...... . c£35k + Bonus (SouthJ 

Producers Position currently available at 3 separate 

organisations. All internal roles managing the development of 

quality products from initial design to final mastering to agreed 

costs and schedules. .. ...... £24-38k Basic (MidlandsJ 

Producer Good all rounder. preferably with technical bias 

sought for PSX2 futuristic blaster. Concept/design element in 

addition to scheduling. Big name company ... .......... .............. .. 

.................... £35-38k + Bonuses (LondonJ 

Sound Designers 3 vacancies. .. .. .......... .... .. ............ .. 

........................... (South West, North East and MidlandsJ 

Games Designers (x3J London based developer with strong 

product portfolio (no sports gamesJ seek 3D graphics experience 

for cartoon style arcade/adventure and new racing title. 

Immediate start. ... .. .. .. £22-26k (South EastJ 

Lead Testers High profile company. Experience of writing test 

plans needed. ...... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. c£18k (West LondonJ 

Games Designer Two vacancies. one North and one South. 

Both require first rate knowledge of what makes a good game 

established Midlands based development house. Graduate Exclusive to ourselves ............. £20•32k (South EastJ and excellent communication skills . .. .... .. £25k + Bonuses 

calibre candidates sought for platformer. City location .. 

............................... ... £Neg (South YorkshlreJ 

PlayStatlon Programmers (x2J Urgent requirement for 

action adventure myth and magic type product. Long 

established company !pre AmigaJ . to £35k (West MidlandsJ 

PlayStatlon Contract Programmer Home based or in house 

Well established company .......... .... £Neg 4-6 months 

Al Programmer. Ambitious. exciting company with unique 

technology developing highly original titles. Applicants require 

an up to date knowledge of latest Al techniques and a strong 

academic background .... .. .. .. .. .... .. ....... .. 

.. £Highly competitive + Profit Related Bonus (LondonJ 

Lead Artist Games experience and 3D S Max essential for 

senior role on sports product. Central location. USA owned 

company. Exclusive... .. .. £2S-30k + Bonuses (LondonJ 

3DS Max Artists (x2J Developer utilising cutting edge engine 

technology require min 2 years experience and character 

creation for R/T action adventure product. Motivated team in 

non corporate environment 

........ £High + Bonuses + Royalty (LondonJ 

Animator Interactive adventure product for PC based on well 

known mystical character. Small team environment. 3D Studio 

Max preferred . Well established organisation .. 

. to £24k + Bonus (MidlandsJ 

Games Designer RTS product. Superb opportunity for a new 

start ... £Neg + Visa (AustraliaJ Senior Producer + Sound 

Designer, Senior Programmers, Art Director 

P/ayStation/N64 development studio. 70 people. Big licence. 

Highly progressive company. Superb opportunities ..... . $ Neg + 
Royalties + Stock Options and Health & other benefits. 

3D Latest 3D technology .. £Excellent (Sydney & CanberraJ 

Programmer/Artists (USA) Well respected West Coast developer 

always in the market for "good Bnts" to join team in sunny ca/ifomia. 

Compar,,, works for major publishers, are British owned and are just 7 

miles from the beach .. 

....... $6S-80k + Royalties, Medical and Legal Fees 

Register by Sending a CV (8. examples where applicable) to: 
Aardvark Swift Consulting Ltd, Silicon House, Farfield Park, Wath upon Dearne, Rotherham, South Yorkshire S63 708 

Tel: (01709) 876877 Fax: (01709) 760134 Email: SLD@ardswift.demon.co.uk 

M@lrril~ ffl(g)fi"~ 'li>f@lfb@lrfilfbi~~ @lit www .@lrrrdl~w!lfir. fb(g). lLll~ 
Please indicate locational preferences and salary guidelines. All enquiries and applications will be treated in the strictest confidence. 





WE KNOW GAMES. YOU KNOW HOW. 









I■■ 
ENTERTAINMENT LTD 

We are currently recruiting talented individuals to work on our f**king 
awsome PSX2 and high-end PC games. We also need kick ass animators 
to b low minds in our FMV division, Mobius Light Entertainment. 

Coders: CIC++ and/or Assembler 

Artists: Lo/Hi-Poly Modellers+ Lo/Hi-Res Texture artists 

Animators: FMV and in-game character animators 
(motion capture experience an advantage) 

Level Designers 

Also required : talented gameboy programmer 

Published work, and a minimum 2 years industry experience a distinct 
advantage. Send C.V, showreels + disks to: 

Human Resource/Recruitment, Moblus Entertainment Ltd, 
St. Pauls House, Rlchardshaw Lane, Pudsey, Leeds, LS28 68N 

Cool studios 30 model, licence from huge movie. Must have experience. 
Art: modelling, texturing and creativity. All levels. 

e • I 
Deal with external developers. Project management role, crossed with 
a talent scout. Selecting 31d party developers, judging games, ensuring 
performance. Reviews & standards. Powerful company. 

Futuristic developer of real-time virtual reality worlds. Programmers must 
have min. 1 year commercial experience, maths, C++, MFC, 30, real-time, 
Al. Artists high poly, 30S Max, modelling & animations skills. 

I 
30 real-time strategy game with Al. 30S Max, modelling, low & high poly. 
Company with lots of £££. 

I 
Well established co. t:1ghtwave, 30S, Opaint. C,C++. All original titles. 
The thinking co. 

E-Mail: gordonh@mobiusent .corn 

The best co. Photoshop, 30S Max, Maya or Lightwave reqd. to work on driving 
game. Mega bonuses up to 50% salary + bens. New projects. 

'I 
Work on real-time 30 physical simulation software. Market leader with shares 
worth having. CIC++. 

UK's largest independent. Real time flight simulation using 30S Max. 
Opportunities at all levels. 30S Max. 

Original title, previous experience required. On-line gaming. 

. -
Wild co, variety games & platforms. 30 & 20 skills required. Training from 20 
available. Cutting edge. 

More openings nationwide 

Opportunities: 
Localisation, Sound/audio, Licence Handler, Sales, Marketing, PR. 

Send demo to: 

Change Ltd. 95 Felix Road, London W13 ONZ 
Tei: 0181 931 1749 

Email: monica@changelimited.freeserve.co.uk 
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Programmers, Artists, Deslgners,Producers OH MY 
We've Got deals that will make your head Spin 

~ ~ 
3D engine & Game Programmers 

12 months game programming or 1 game credit or better. Strong Knowledge of C,C++, DlrectX/3d, 
3dfx chlpset. We are also seeking 3d engine coders. Salaries from 18K to SOK+ profit shares etc. 

Al/Tools Proarammers 
12 months game Al programming or 1 game credlr'or better. Strong Knowledge of C,C++. 

Salaries from 18K to SOK+ profit shares etc. 

Playstation & Nintendo 64 Programmers 
12 months minimum coding on these consoles or 1 game credit or better. Yaroze Programmers welcome. 

Name your Price (£NEG) 

Dreamcast Programmers 
Only the best of the best wanted for this Babe. (£Neg + Prof'II Shares) 

3ds/Max,LW,Soft/Alias 3D Artist 
Skills all-round in Low & High Potygon modelling, animating, 

haraeter design & envlronments.1 SK to 35K+ {graduates Please call first) 

Desi_gner/Level Designers & 
Prodilcers Game Industry experienced only (£Neg) 

Game Teams Wanted 
If you are a team of Programmers and Artists wanting to develop 

for PC/PSX/N64, call us first. We are currently setting up teams. 
Game teams must have excellent track records & original game concepts. 

GameBoy Coders & Artists 
Graduate 3d programmers12Kto1aK+ 

We are seeking BSC/MSC grads with strong 3d graphics programmers skllls. 0 
Candidate must submtt 3d graphics programmed demo, this is compulsory. :,: 

Seeking Private Investors ~ 
for PC/PSX/N64 development ~ 

We are seeking private investors who can finance professional game teams .2 
developing 3D games for PC/PSX/N64 & Dreamcast. If you are Interested & want ~ 
to find out more CALL US. All teams have tracks records and 3d Technology. i5 

USE KRS EXCLUSIVELY a. 
Krystal is the only company in the entire UK who (apart from helping a huge number of § 

game people find cool jobs) have a team of consultants who work full-time in game design o 
and development, allowing us to communicate on a game-development level. 0 

WE SERVE GAMEL~~~~~~.!~ NJ'iu~~~s'i~~ LIKE THE OTHERS I i 
Recru iting at: London, Guildford, Essex, Middlesex, Warwick, Bristol, Somerset, ~ 

Banbury, Birmingham, Coventry, Derby, Nottingham, Staffs, Cheshire, ! 
Manchester, Leeds, York, Stockton on Tees, Newcastle, Liverpool, Knutsford, a. 

Sheffield, Dundee, Glasgow, Runcorn, and many other UK Locations. iii 

l~1Xr'ysi1afth(i<RS)nd

Jr t 
ONLY email: kassey@krystal-krs.demon.co.uk ~ 

' Tel: 020 8599 8691 • Fax: 020 8262 8696 o 
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Artists 

We are looking for talented individuals wlfi 
around skills to join our art department 

A prospective employee should be 
good skills in both 20 and 30 art 
have a good understanding of the 
standard packages such as 3D8 
Photoshop and be comfortable 
polygon and low colour images. 

Programmers 











To advertise in Edge Moves 

1am 

t: 020 7317 2628 

e: emma.le turenet.co.uk 
neil.abraham@futurenet.co.uk Free design service available 

We've placed people in top game jobs since the early 90 's. In fact, we've probably helped more development 
staff find 'THE RIGHT JOB' than any other agency in the UK. Our client base ranges from small software 
development teams to world-leading leisure software publishers. We have vacancies in most geographical areas 
of the UK as well as overseas opportunities. Below is a small selection of current national requirements. · 

Lots more vacancies at: www.zodiac1.demon.co.uk 
Programmers Artists 
Programmers £High + Big Royalties (Oxford) 
To work on high profile products (including a real time strategy and a football game) on 
Dreamcast, PlayStation and PC platforms. 
Programmers £28-45k + Overtime (Yorkshire) 
Urgently required to work on a choice of four exciting projects for the PC, Dreamcast and 
PlayStation platforms. Great company atmosphere! 
Al Programmer £25-35k + Big Benefits (Scotland) 
To work on a very high profile Real Time Strategy War game. 
Programmers £Large + Bonus (Warwickshire) 
To work on Official Olympic 2000 video game or the 'Rollcage' series. Countless 
opportunities. Hugely successful developer. 
1999 Graduates £Neg (Various Sites) 
CIC++, 3D maths/physics background desirable. Passion for games. 
PC/PlayStation Programmers c£25k (North West) 
Live life in the fast lane working on major new racing titles (fantasy and real life simulators). 
CIC++, maths/physics background. Great working atmosphere. 
Senior Programmers £Excellent!! (Australia) 
PC and Console programmers required to work on MA titles. Latest technology. Also a 
vacancy for a Games Programming Tutor. 
Programmers £25-35k + Big Benefits (Scotland) 
To work on high profile products across all major platforms. Current projects include a first 
person shoot 'em up, a racing project and a real time strategy game. Super working 
conditions. 

Artists £High + Bonus (Oxon or Warwick) 
3DS M;jx and Photoshop or similar texture package. To work on major sports title for the 
year 2000, an action adventure, a high profile football product or the 'Rollcage' series. 
Artists £High (South) 
3DS M.ax and Character Studio skills required by major developer located along the M4 
corridor. Initially responsible for working on a medieval RTS game for the PC. A previous 
product on the PC or PSX platform is desirable. 
Lead 3D Animator c£35k + Benefits (Scotland) 
3D Studio Max 2/2.5 and Character Studio plugins Biped and Physique required. Softimage/ 
M.aya experience also advantageous. High profile products. Unique working environment. 
Artists £25k (North West) 
Good low-poly modelling and texturing skills required to work on a Formula 1 racing game. 
Softimage and a similar (racing/flying) product background is desirable. 
Animators £Neg (Yorkshire) 
Proficient computer animators with good drawing ability. Lightwave or Softimage skills. 
Would suit recent graduate. 

To apply, forward your CV 
(& work samples where relevant) to 
Marie Harris, Zodiac Pursuit, Raines House, 
9 Edgerton Court, Tadcaster, LS24 9 Z. 
Tel: 01937 835700 Fax: 01937 531986 
Email: marie@zodiacl. d emon. co. uk 



-· -INNERLOOP 
lnnertoop Studio• • Norway - land of the midnight sun 

WantM 

aoanlmator 
308 MAX2 essential; solid animation background. 
land 18mples • excellent weight, timing & movement required .. ,... 
308 MAX2 essential, pref lnduatry experience. 
lend aample Inc. low poly charactera, bulldlnga and vehlclea 

Level dHlgners 
Must love :fd FPS action. level design and scripting In massive landaoapes 

3D programmer 
OpenGL and Dlrect3D; DlrectX; pref Industry experience. 

Game: Director ...... .. .. Scotland ... to £35k .••. ref 291 

Producer/Gir1s ..................... London .... to £40k .••. ref 394 

Producer/Electronics .•......••• London .... to £40k .•.. ref 395 

Executive Producer ............... North 

Associate Producers ... .... .... London .... . to £25k .... ref 409 

Producer x 4 . . .. London 

Producer .....•.• .Horth ...... to £35k .••. ref 375 

Producer .. . . ..... North ... ... to £30k .... ref 385 

Producer ....... .... ..... ..... ... . 

Internal & External Producers .Midlands .... to £35k .••. ref 294 

External Producer ..... . ... Midlands .... to £35k .•.. ref 363 

External Producer .......... London .... to £45k .... ref 310 
External Producer ............ South ..... to £40k .... ref 285 
Internal Producer ........... London .... to £35k .... ref 230 
Internal Producer ................ London .... to £30k .... rd 227 
Internal Producer ............ Scotland ... to £30k .... ref 229 
Internal Producer .................. South ..... to £35k .... ref 337 
Internal Producer .... . ..... West ...... to £40k .... ref 234 
Internal Producer . ............... London .... to £45k .... ref 217 
Internal Producer 
to£40k .... 

...... London 
...ref235 

Senior Designer ............. Hth London 
to £30k....... . .......... .. .. ref 283 
Lead Designer........... ..Scotland 
to £25k...... . ...... .. ..... ref 293 
Game Designer x 2 ..... ... ...... London 
to £30k ................................ ref 218 
Game Des~ner ................... Midlands 
Designer/ Level Designer ...... London 
Product Manager . ............... London .... to £25k 
Designer .... ..... ..... ................. South ..... to £30k. 
Level Designer .. ... ...... .. ..... South West .. to £20k 
Level Designer .... . .. .. South ... ... to £25k 
On Line Tester ......................... SE ........ to £21 k 
ltallan Tester .............. . ... London .... to £15k 
Contract C++ Coder ............ London ....... tbc ...... ref 383 

Senior/ Lead/ Programmers, C, C++, Ai 30, Console, PC, 

Network, Games, Multimedia and Film, nationwkte: 
recruitment to £40k basic. Ref 231 , 236, 248, 277, 282, 

292, 301 , 305, 306, 311, 3-44, 345, 349, 350, 359, 360, 

365, 367, 368, 372, 376, 379, 386,391, 397, 398, 399, 
400,401 , 402, 407, 412, 414, 416, 421 , 422 

Lead/ Artists, Animators, 3Ds, SGi, Games, Multimedia and 

Film, 3D, 20, PC, Conso4e, nationwide recruitment 
to £35k bask. Ref 232, 237, 279, 290, 302, 307, 312, 317, 

332, 334, 336,341, 343, 346, 355, 3S6, 361 , 362, 364, 
369, 387, 389,390, 396, 403, 404, 405, 406, 410, 413, 

41 5, 417, 418, 419,420, 423,424 



Game Director .. . ................. Scotland ... to £35k .... rd 291 

Producer/Girts .... . ........ London .... to £40k .... rd 394 

Produce:r/Ele:ctronks . . ... London .... to £40k .... rd 395 

Executive Producer 

Associate Producers 

Producer x 4 ..... .................. London 

Producer.. . .......... North ... ... to £35k ..•. rd 375 

Producer .•.......... ...... ..... ..... ... North ...... to £30k 

Producer ............................ London .... to £30k 

Internal & External Producers.Midlands .... to £35k. 

External Producer. . .... Mktlands ... to £35k. 

External Producer .... .... ........ London .... to £45k .... rd 310 

External Producer ................. South ..... to £40k .... rd 285 

Internal Producer ....... . ... London .. .. to £35k. 

Internal Producer .... . . .. London .... . to £30k .... rd 227 

Internal Producer .. ............. Scotland .... to £30k ... . ref 229 

Internal Producer ................ South ...... to £35k .... rd 337 

Internal Producer ................... West ....... to £40k .... rd 234 

Internal Producer ................ London ... . to £45k .... rd 217 

Internal Producer ....... .. ... .... London 
to £40k ....... ref 235 

Senior Oesigner ............. Nth London 
to £30k ................................. ref 283 

Lead Designe:r ..................... Scotland 
to £25k........... . ..... ref 293 

Game: Designer x 2 ..... London 

to £30k. . ................. ref 218 

Game Designer ... . ............... Midlands ... to £25k 

Designer/ Level Designer ..... London ... .. to £25k 

Product Manager ..... London ..... to £25k. 

Designer ............... South ...... to £30k .... rd 357 

Level Designer .................. South West .. to £20k .... rd 358 

Level Designer ...................... South ..... to £25k .... ref 371 

On Line Tester ....................... SE . ....... to £21k .... rd 408 

Italian Tester ...... . ....... London .... to £15k .. rd 374 

Contract C++ Coder ............ London ....... tbc ...... ref 383 

Senior/ Lead/ Programmers, C, C++, Ai 3D, Console, PC, 

Metwork, Games, Multimedia and Film, nationwide: 

recruitment to £40k bask. Ref 231,236,248, 277, 282, 

292,301 , 305, 306, 311 , 344, 345, 349, 350, 359, 360, 

365, 367, 368, 372, 376, 379, 386, 391 , 397, 398, 399, 

400, 401 , 402, 407, 412, 414, 416, 421 , 422 

Lead/ Artists, Animators, 30s, SGi, Games, Multimedia and 

Film, 3D, 20, PC, Console:, nationwide recruitment 

to £35k bask. Rd 232,237, 279, 290, 302, 307, 312, 317, 

332, 334, 336, 341 , 343, 346, 355, 356, 361 , 362, 364, 

369, 387, 389, 390, 396, 403, 404, 405, 406, 410, 413, 

415, 417, 418, 419, 420, 423, 424 

Programmers, Artists, Deslgners,Producers OH MY 
We've Got deals that will make your head Spin 

~ ~ 
3D engine & Game Programmers 

12 months game programming or 1 game credit or better. Strong Knowledge of C,C++, OlreclX/3d, 
3dfx chipset. We are also seeking 3d engine coders. Salaries from 18K to 50K + profit shares etc. 

Al/Tools Proarammers 
12 months game Al programming or 1 game credlr'or better. Strong Knowledge of C,C++. 

Salaries from 18K to 50K + profit shares etc. 

Playstation & Nintendo 64 Programmers 
12 months minimum coding on these consoles or 1 game credit or better. Yaroze Programmers welcome. 

Name your Price (£NEG) 

Dreamcast Programmers 
Only the best of the best wanted for this Babe. (£Neg + Profit Shares) 

3ds/Max,LW,Soft/Alias 3D Artist 
Skills all-round In Low & High Polygon modelling, animating, 

haracter design & environments.15K to 35K+ (graduates Please call first) 

Desi_gner/Level Designers & 
Producers Game Industry experienced only (£Neg) 

Game Teams Wanted 
ff you are a team of Programmers and Artists wanting to develop 

for PC/PSX/N64, call us first. We are currently setting up teams. 
Game teams must have excellent track records & original game concepts. 

GameBoy Coders & Artists 
Graduate 3d programmers12K101eK• 

We are seeking BSC/MSC grads with strong 3d graphics programmers skills. ;;; 
Candidate must submit 3d graphics programmed demo, this Is compulsory. x 

Seeking Private Investors ~ 
for PC/PSX/N64 development ~ 

We are seeking private Investors who can finance professional game teams £ 
developing 30 games for PC/PSX/N64 & Oreamcast. If you are Interested & want :;z 
to find out more CALL US. All teams have tracks records and 3d Technology. J! 

USE KRS EXCLUSIVELY i 
Krystal is the only company in the entire UK who (apart from helping a huge number of 0 

game people find cool jobs) have a team of consultants who work full-time in game design u 

WE s~:sr~~~n;,•~tt~~~~~ t~~~m;~~i~J~~~~ ~~7:e:;v~/~m;~~~~HERS) ~ 
KRS is a atster company of Supet3dPOWltf Stud• . ' 

Recruiting at: London, Gulldford1 Essex, Middlesex, Warwick, Bristol, Somerset, • 
Banbury, Blnnlngham, Coventry, Derby, Nottingham, Staffs, Cheshire, ~ 

Manchester, Leeds, York, Stockton on Tees1 Newcastle, Liverpool, Knutaford, ~ 
Sheffield, Dundee, Glasgow, Runcorn, and many other UK Locations. ·~ 

J~~i}fKr'ysi'afthfl<RS)nd

Jr f 
ONLY email: kassey@krystal-krs.demon.co.uk ~ 

' Tel: 020 8599 8691 - Fax: 020 8262 8696 ~ 



TRAINING AND COURSES O ADVERTISE CJ GLYN HUGHES ON 020 7317 264S OR EMA 

Please send a stamped 
addressed envelope with 
your ahowreel if you would 
like it returned . 

Specictlist cons11ltants to the Games Industry for experienced and Senior staff 
tjRE S1' 

~ 
~ = 
~ 

at next generation product? 
nd many abroad. 
ea N64, PSX, Alt Z8o, Mac, 

animators, human figure, 

DESIGN, 

BI 

glyn.hughes@futurenet.co.uk ~ 



d e V e I p videogame creation under the microscope 

Meeting the guv'nors: Player Manager 2000 interfaces with the real thing 

(Top) Paul Bracewell, of 
Fulham, keeps up to date 
with Elixir's Revolution, 
while Coventry's Gordon 
Strachan can't believe that 
last refereeing decision 

rffl ith the exception of David James' 

..a famous late-night/early-morning 

PlayStation habit, when it comes to 

computer games the closest most football 

stars seem to get is celebrity endorsement 

and hard cash in the bank. 

Even in the more sedate world of 

football management games, it's the likes 

of George Graham, Arsene Wenger and 

Kevin Keegan who get their faces on the 

box, with little actual involvement in how 

the game plays. 

But the final tweaking stage of Anco's 

latest game, Player Manager 2000, 

witnesses a role reversal, with the game 

being tested for accuracy by some of the 

league's more down-to-earth managers. It 

should, hopefully, result in a more realistic 

experience, although the testing process 

Watford and ex-England manager Graham Taylor attempts to get to grips with 
Anco's latest sim, Player Manager 2000, in its friendly PlayStation incarnation 

workstation 

has demonstrated the widely differing techniques used by real-life managers. 

Strangely, none of them admit to actually using a football management game -

but they have seen their kids playing them. Watford's Graham Taylor confesses 

that he is still getting to grips with the technological revolution of the computer. 

He plans his team tactics with a box of Tiddlywinks and a Subbuteo pitch. 

Fulham's Paul Bracewell has got straight to business, requesting the option 

for set team formations to be automatically applied throughout the game so he 

can set up an opening gambit for the first 15 minutes, then revert to a standard 

formation. At present, Player Manager 2000 allows you to change players' 

positions at any time, but does not allow preset formations. 

Gordon Strachan, manager of Coventry, has proved himself to be skilled 

operator, too. Playing against Derby, his Coventry team went down to nine men 

but some canny restructuring saw them snatch a 1-0 victory: a feat that Anco's 

testers haven't managed. (Graham Taylor blamed a 5-0 drubbing at the hands 

of Man Utd on old player specs.) 

Bracewell particularly enjoyed the three modes in which the actual game was 

displayed: ranging from simple topdown to an isometric side-on view. Fuelled by 

AI-Fayed's millions, Fulham want an eight-camera system at Craven Cottage, then 

the club can record all the players' game movements. 

The transfer mode, meanwhile, provoked some wry smiles. Managers had to 

list what attributes they want and their price, then see who's available. 'It's 

amazing that no players have come up [on the transfer list]," commented 

Bracewell, after his dream left-back failed to materialise for under £800,000. 

"It's like real life. If you haven't got the budget, you can't get the top players'.' 

He eventually found someone for £600,000. And the outcome' One change 

that Anco will definitely be making, as proposed by both Strachan and Taylor, is 

the ability to see an opponent's formation superimposed on yours, so that 

relative strengths and weakness can be easily asserted. 

"This is fantastic," reckoned Strachan. "I'm not going to tell my kids 

that, though - they'll want to play me'.' £ 

f1.1 series of experiments appears to be inspiring the revolutionary creations at Cyberlife Technology, as the company's Lisa de Araujo reveals to Edge. Staff at the 
developer responsible for artificial life sim Creatures 3 (which simulates the very processes and structures of life itself) clearly take their research very seriously indeed. 

Skeleton 'T11is poor developer 

topped himself after ,1 particularly 

hard milestone. Unfortunately, rt 

seems to be a common occurrence. 

Wre've been force-feeding the 

programmers to no availr 

Members of the development 

(ommurnty (c,an( ... or <Jthr-1VJ"P) 

,;irr~ inv,tf:'.d tr) emi-:111 \\0rk')tdt1on 

st1bm1ss1ons to edge@futurenelco.uk 

118 £DG£• 

Sea Monkeys "Even though we create 

artificial Ide forms at C.',{,erlrfe, we s!111 

support the undead realspace variety. 

Honestly, they are alive and there 

are five of them sw,mming even now! 

P,esumably they're pining for !he nver 

just outside the window" 

Dead Kenny "Finally, we haw. poor 

Kenny. We came up with a vanety of 

amusing W'¥, to kill Kenny and 

captured quite a few for our 

webcam. This was by far the best 

and we've sina, decided to 

presmie him for posterity" 



The trials of a start-up developer: part 18 

After co-founding Lionhead Studios with Peter Molyneux, Demis Hassabis set up his own development house, Elixir Studios. 
In the latest instalment of his exclusive diary, he sets out to explain the individual roles of the team behind Republic: The Revolution 

Bright ideas 

You've got a game idea, so how do 

you set about turning it into a game? 

And more specifically, who are the 

people that make games and what do they do day to day? 

Over the next few months I'll be discussing the roles of the 

different members of Elixir and their role in making Republic: 

The Revolution, our first game [see E78]. 

Elixir has two main designers - myself and Joe 

McDonagh. The role of a good lead designer is manifold. It 

is up to you to provide the initial concept for the game. It's 

essential that you have a strong vision. You then need a 

another can be a Scottie dog .. ."). To do this you need a 

good imagination and the ability to communicate your 

ideas to people. 

The mechanical side is much harder and the least 

understood part of the job. It involves writing the rules to the 

game, which is a process of enumerating and calibrating key 

game mechanics. How powerful is a rocket launcher in 

relation to an axe? How much money should a player pay if 

he lands on Park Lane with two houses and, crucially, are 

these costs balanced exactly across all the properties? How 

much money should a player receive for passing Go? 

This is where the designer has to make the hard yards, 

depth and soul. Being imaginative in your sources of 

research is also important. Hilariously, we ended up 

entertaining Kiev's professor of sociology for dinner in 

an attempt to enlist his help. 

Equally bizarre was the Soviet library we found in 

Brixton. Going by the vaguely sinister name of The Society 

for Anglo-Soviet Co-operation, it's a vast library of Russian 

books tucked away in dilapidated house in the roughest part 

of Brixton. Naturally our man convinced himself he'd found 

a den of spies and that they thought he was an undercover 

M16 agent. I think he'd been playing too many games. 

Another key design responsibility is the interface - one 

'Joe spent the first two months of the development in the British Library reading about the former Soviet 
Union - to generate enough information to create a living, breathing country that was to all intents real' 

design document, which is usually just a couple of pages 

long and outlines the key points of the game. You then have 

to persuade your team and your publisher that's it's going to 

be the game of the decade. 

You want the original vision to be inspirational enough 

to keep you going through the long months of development, 

and ambitious enough not to limit the team's creativity. 

A great game is the culmination of a great initial 

concept and then thousands of smaller but perfectly fonmed 

creative ideas. It's also the work of people who are making a 

game they desperately want to play. 

After the initial stage there are two important jobs a 

designer does. The first is to generate content for the game. 

The second is mechanical and involves creating the rules 

and subsystems that make the game work. 

The content side of designing is, perhaps, the most fun. 

If we use Monopoly as an example, the content part of the 

job would entail naming the streets, creating Community 

Chest and Chance cards and choosing the style of the 

playing pieces ("I know, one player can be a boot and 

often through the numbing grind of tweaking thousands of 

variables ("Hmm, yes, the axe is definitely a four-and-a

hair). It's for good reason that Joe is affectionately known 

as Spreadsheet Man. Some games require more design 

work than others. 

Republic: The Revolution is an enormous game and 

requires a lot of design for a number of reasons. Firstly, the 

minute a player tries to do something and can't is the 

minute he remembers he's playing a game. This game 

simulates an entire country - which means there's a lot of 

work to make sure this doesn't happen. Secondly, a game 

in the real world needs to be accurate, whereas a sci-fi or 

fantasy game doesn't. People notice and mind very much 

if you misrepresent the real world. 

On the content side, Joe spent the first two months of 

the development in the British Library reading about the 

former Soviet Union. The idea was to generate enough 

information to help us create a living, breathing country 

that was to all intents real. 

The fictional country of Novistrana features elements of 

Belorussia, Ukraine, Azerbaijan and 

Abkhazia among others. Getting to this 

point involved hours of poring over 

books with fascinating titles such as 

'Central Asia and The Caucasus after 

the Soviet Union'. 

The fact that the player may never 

discover that the country's main crops 

are barley and buckwhea~ or that 6.25 

per cent of the population works in 

machinery production, isn't the point. 

If a player only sees two per cent of 

everything we've put in, this implies that 

the other 98 per cent is present and 

correct. This reinforces the illusion of 

reality. These little details give a game its 

of the purest tests of design skill. We have a principle 

here called the parent test, the ultimate challenge. This 

involves sitting one of our parents down in front of a game 

and seeing if they can pick it up within ten minutes. It's a 

pretty stringent test. 

Other than imagination and creativity there are other 

skills that help you become a decent designer. An 

encyclopedic knowledge of games is extremely useful. If you 

ever see an interview with Scorsese or Tarantino you realise 

they spend their lives watching and studying films. A game 

designer should have the same dedication. 

Being able to communicate your ideas, in conversation 

and on paper, is critical. Telling an artist that you want a 

Russian-looking bui lding isn't very helpful; being able to 

show visual reference and explain your thinking is. 

An analytical mind is also helpful. Lots of people play 

games. Few can explain what makes one better then the 

other. TA versus Starcraft anyone7 If you can take a step 

back and isolate key strengths and failings it will help you 

with your own game. 

It will also lend credence to your views, whereas telling 

a programmer to implement a feature because it's "good" 

won't. Perhaps most importantly you need good taste and 

intuition for what is cool and what plays well. 

There is no secret to game design. Much of the magic 

of gameplay comes from the thousands of hours you 

invest in playing your own game. You'd be amazed at how 

many developers don't actually play their own game -

incredible but true. 

Another danger is that people can be precious with 

ideas. The right idea is the one that works best. This is 

why active discussion involving the whole team is so 

beneficial to the design process. 

Finally, the most important thing is to keep focused on 

the single objective: fun. Games are games. 

Technology is cool but gameplay is always king. £ 

£DG£
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0 Want to get into Games, 
Animation or Television? 

Announcing a new Government sponsored training 
and research facility in the centre of London to get 
people into the Games and TV industries. This is an 
initiative to bring new talent into the industry and is 
supported by the DfE E, top facili ties houses and 
hardware/ software manufacturers. 

We are launching in January 

More details? 
Ask for information on '7he Finishing School" 
CREATEC, Ealing Studios, Ealing Green, 
London W5 5EP Tel/fax: 0181 758 8619 
courses@nfts-createc.org.uk 

30 AninatiJn 0 3D Studio Max 0 Maya for Beginners 
and Advanced 0 Softlmage Beginners and Advanced 0 
Designing for Virtual Sets 0 and more 

Digital Compositing and Effects O Avid Media Illusion 0 
Ouant.el Editbox 0 Ouant.el Henry 0 After FX 4.0 0 
Premiere 5 0 Avid Digital Studio 0 Discreet Logic Effect 
0 Disa'eet Logic Flame 0 Disa'eet Logic Ecfrt 0 and more 

2D AninatiJnO Toonz 0 Flash 0 Animo O and more ~~~~~~ 

National 

'

Film 
Television 
School DJ.ID 

.., 
r 

wh itespace studio., .a 

Do you have 
designs on New Media? 

We will give you comprehensive 
first hand experience working with 
cutting edge technology to create 
imaginative and innovative pieces 
of work at industry standards, 
giving you an invaluable tool for 
gaining access to the industry. 

Year long full time courses starting 
in January: Animation , Interactive 
Design, Design for Film and 
Television , Shorts for Television 

Short courses in Digital modelling, 
3D Animation: beginning and 
intermediate 3D Studio Max, Web 
Design: Dreamweaver, Flash, 

Photoshop, Director, Media 100, 
Premiere. 

Small classes or individual 
courses tai lored to your specific 
career or company needs. 

If you are excited about moving 
image ... are ambitious and 
creative ... have an arts or IT 
background and the drive to 
succeed ... 
Then we want to hear from you. 

Whitespace Studio 
Tel : 0181 547 7066 
E-mail : d.lawson @kingston .ac.uk 

Where digital technology and creativity converge 

Whitespace Studio at Kingston 
University is now offering courses 
for those of you who really want to 
get to grips with the digital world . ~N GSTO N 

, 1t 1 ,11 s1 1, 



The UK's best technology magazine ... 

What your motor 
wil:lbel'llflninton 
1nn...,....-t1mt 
Ghost 
busters ............ _.., ... 
IIHtdlW¥'/ 

.. 

Screen test -. ~ .. ,-., 
Five digital TVs on test: Sff which one comes out on top! Iii •. ,,l lfll 

... now online 

www.t3.co.uk 
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CtJ ~'1-!:~rd,1.r 
No PC l9qUirad. 4x Wrile 
peed. 8 IIJ88d version 

also available for addlional 
cost. All quality brand CD 

:4 ......... .£9.99 
9 ......... .£8.49 

0· 19 ..... £6.99 
·99 ..... £5.99 

100 + ....... £4.99 

Recordeis and CD Readers Password Card 
including Sony, Plext>r, Yamaha ... ••uu•" Similar device to the Srrart Cartrid~e ut n 
etc. can also be connected to not be uixtated using comms link. 4 
your PC f you need to compile Smart Link 
your own data. Suppied wi!h CD The Smart Link allows you to 1- 9 ..... £14.99 
Recording software for the PC. connect your Smart Cart to 10 - 19.£12.99 

Playstation your PC for cheat searching, 20 -99.£10.99 
game saving and much more. 

~p'oloured Repa2C.~s .. ·oa···n·l(jt·C1·~.~J£~1 r999 ■ Nintendo 64 Nintendo 64 w~h Golden Eye. £94 99 
P 2C508 100+ .. £0 99 Nintendo 64 mh Super Ma no £94 99 

1-19 .. . . . .£0 99 Ong,nal Ntnterxlo Controter ... £19 99 

Blank tllo ?~9 ::· .. :. ·{m • ~ii:~~!~:~&~· .. £tft/18 
~irG~las~ ~Ji~•tel) £34 99 Dreamcast (Jap) + Stepdown . .. £1 69.00 ttt"~iks a s from · · · · · · · H ~~ 
NTSC·PAL Colour Con-.erter ·f§ ~ NTSC·PAL colour converter . £34 99 Jolt Pack Vibrating Memo°iy. ·. :·. £9 99 
VCD adapler(NoMOO ,_ ...... £35.00 RGB Scart Cable.......................... £14 99 Novelty Keynngs . . .. . .... £2 99 
YfSlol~er -~"":i""""···· £~~ Most Drearncast Games ................. £39 99 RF Unit ... .. ............ £9.99 
120 Sbt ~ca~:::::.::::.:£6.99 VMS Memory Card .... ................. £19.99 DVD Players 
laser Unl(NEW not 19C011) .... £29.99 Spare Control Pad .......................... £19.99 Pioneer DV515 Auk> Region ....... £349 

UIII lrom ...... £16. All:lde Sllclt ............................ ...... £44.99 Son M36 _,...,, Aim Region .. £369 

Interesting Devices Pho 
24 The Crescent 
Keresley End 
Coventry http://www. . . 
CV7 8JT http://www.dvd- world .c 

RAVEN GAMES LONDON MAILORDER 

- - 74 BROMLEY ROAD, BECKENHAM KENT BR3 SNP 
TEL: 0181663 6810 OR FOR MAIL ORDER & CREDIT CARD ORDERS: 01816636822 FAX: 0181 663 0046 

PLEASE CALL FOR OUR FULL PRICE LIST 

FIRST WITH THE LA TEST RELEASES 

l 'SA / J,\l'\:"<ESE OREA\1CAST .\I.\Clll'-ES "OI\ I'- STO( ·K 
CO'<VERSIO'- "\O\\ A\\11 \BI.I-.. \CCIX~ORlf'.'i I q()CK. 
VMS/ RGB DECODER BOX, LEAD/ CONTROU..ER / SVHS LEAD/ 
VIRTIJAL JOYSTICK/ RACING CONTROU..ER / CHU CHU ROCKET 
CONTROLLER I KEYBOARD I RUMBLE PAK I GUN I MISSION STICK I 
NEOGEO/DREAMCASTLINKCABLE/GODZJLLA VMS / 
KEYBOARD I MODEM 
I <\TESTSOIT\\\REJAP..\', 
CHU CHU ROCKET 
GO GOLF 
VERMILLIO, DESERT 
BUNGAIO 
BIO HAZARD2 
STREET FIGHTER 3 
SHENMUE 
JOE JOES ADVENTIJRE 
ZOMBIES REVENGE 
VIRTUAL STRIKER 2CXXJ 
VIRTUAL ON 

L.\Tl'S'rsm I II \Rf l S.\ 
SOUTH PARK 
SHADOWMA,'I 
TESTDRIVE6 
CLL\.IAX LANDERS 
CENTIPEDE 
WORMS 
TOM CLANCYS RAINBOW fi 
STREET FIGHTER ALPHA 3 
METROPOLIS 
ROADSTERS 
EVOLUTION 
FIGHTING FORCE 2 

NEOGEO 

NEW NEO GEO POCKET COLOUR (SMALL VERSION) ... .. ............... £69.99 
NEO GEO POCKET COLOUR ................ ............................................................. £59.99 
C'OLOlR SOf'f\\ARE TENNIS 
DARK ARMS BASEBALL STARS 
PUZZLE BOBBLE MJNI DERBY CHAMP 
WORLD SOCCER 98 SAM SPIRITS 2 
METAL SLUG FATAL FURY 
PUYO POP TURF MASTERS 
PACMAN KING OF FIGHTERS R 2 
-\CCF,SSOR!l'J; 
NECK STRAP ........................... .£12.99 OFFICIAL HEADPHONES ........ .£14.99 
LINK CABLE ............................... .£9.99 LINK CABLE DREAMCAST .... .£24.99 
All above now avai lable in USA versions 
NEO POCKET B/W MACHINE£34.99/ ALL B/W SOFIWARE£19.99 

PI.LISI C-\IJ, FORA fl'U IJST Of ll\RD'I\.\Rl \.'\1) SOffi\.\IU 
BHO\'I IS \S\L\LLS[U:CTI0:\01 .G\.\IISI . sroa, 
R TYPE II I PC KID II I GIJNHEAD I SPLATTERHOUSE I SUPER STAR 
SOLDIER I LEG-AXE / SHINOBI I R TYPE/ PC KJD/ GRA DI US I FINAL 
SOLDIER I P47 CHAN AND CHAN I MOTOROADER / FINAL LAP I J. CHAN 
KUNG FU ORDYNE/ ALIEN CRUSH 

II 
5CV60HZ CONVERSION· PLAY ANY GAME (NO BORDER). 

SOH\I\RI- STII.I l'- Sl(X K 

...... .£44.99 
P+P £10 

FINAL FIGHT I ST FIGHTER ZERO 3 I SHJNING r-ORCE l PD I SHINING FORCE 
J PT.2 I RADIM'T SILVER GUN I DEAD OR ALIVE I ALL CAPCOM 
GENERATIONS/ DRACULA X / MARVEL VS STREET FIGI-ITER I KING OF 
FIGHTERS 97 I MAGIC KNIGHT RAY EARTil (USA) DUNGEONS & DRAGONS 
+ LITTS MORE .. . ..................... PLEASE CAU. FOR FULL LIST 

SEGA NOMAD (USA) IN STOCK .............................................................. .£99.99 
SEGA NOMADCONVERTEDTO RUNUK/USA GAMES..... .. ...... ..... £129.99 

1"1.f,..\SJ-t-\U.FORt.\'r,..;T\l.\lf ORHfR •JI('}" 1 RFU)\\~Fn\ 
,t.\P.rt·s\ t K- 40WINKS /MEDALOF HO~OUR/SCRABBLE/STFlGHTER EX 
2+ /TIGER WOODS GOLF/ TOURJNG CAR CHAU.ENGE I SHADOW TOWER / 
BASS RISE /TOMORROW NEVER DIES / JURASSIC PARK WARPATH /TOY 
STORY 2/ READY 2 RUMBLE/TOM G RAINBOW 6/ BIO HAZARD 3/ SLED STORM/ 
BROKEN SWORD2/QUAKE 2/ DINO CRJSJS/GRANTURIS!\102 

RPG.\ LI\ ~TOCh. - KOUDELKA /VAGRANY STORY /PARASITEEVE2/CLOCK 
TOWER 2 / GRAND IA I A LUND RA 2 / FlNAL FANTASY Mri'HOLOGY / THOUSAND 
ARMS/ JADE COCOON I ALUNDRA/ LUNAR ([;ID EDlllON)/lF..GENDOF MANA/ 
VANDA(. HEARTS II / AZURE DREAMS /SAGA fROJ\TIER /TALES OF DESTINY I 
LEGEND OFLEGAIA/STAR cx:FAN I ANAL FAr•.ffASY VIII (USA) 

L ,I II \1 S1W! 

.\RE 
MARIO PARTY 2/ NUCLEAR STRIKE/HARVEST MOON/ BANGAIOH / READY 2 
RUMBLE / 11JROK RAGE WARS / CA~,i_£VANIA LEGACY / JET FORCE GEMINI I 

SO\Jll-1 PARK RAU.Y / J l.Et\GUE9Q/RESEVIL2 / OONKEY KONG64/RIOOE RACER 

t l EWED IN Tllf· E[X;r 
SUPERGUN DELUXE INC. JOYPAD .......................................... £ 179.99 
6 BUTTON JOYPAD ....... £24.99 3 BUTrON JOYPAD ............... £19.99 

I I II \BL£/HLl, B\(KlPSfm1Cf 
BEWW ARCAUE P(,lJS L~ STOCK· PLEASE CALL FOR FULL UPDATED LIST 
GRVZOR (V\ £65.00 / FIRE MUSTANG £30.00 / SEARCH + RESCUE (S) £30.00 / MORTAL 
KOMBAT £75.00/ STRIKE FORCE £95.00 / GREAT 1000 MILE RALLY £8(\.00 I NOSE TO 
TAIL(V)l.1000/ MYSTIC RIDERS £75.00/ SUPER COl'ITRA (V\£65.00/ SHADOW 
WARRIORS £65.00/ ROBOCOP II f:/5.00 / POW £55.00 I GHOST AND GOB LINS £95.00 / 
COMMANDO (V) £65.00/ CHAMPION WRESTLER £50.00/ KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND 
£95.00 I DOUBLE DRAGON fSJ.00 / FORGOTTEN WORLDS £95.00 I BLACK HOLE (V) 
£35.00/ E SWAT £75.00/ DDCREW D0.00/ BATTLE RANGERS (BLOODY WOLF) £30.00 
/ SPIDERMAN £115.00 / DODGE BALL £25.00 / PARODIOUS £85.00 / LEGEND OF KYRA 
£35.00 I TIGER HELi (V) £65.00 I DAR K SEAL £65.00 / SH INOB I £75.00 I WRESTLE 
WARS fV\ £65.00 / WORLD CUP 90 £25.00/ CHOPPER I (V) £45.00 / EURO FOOTBALL 
O~AMP £35.00/ MAIN EVENT WRETLING £45.00 I SHOGUN WARRIORS £A5.00/ 
OUt-.GEONS AND DRAGONS: TOWER £169.00/GREEN BERET £55.00/TETRIS (V) 
£45.00 / MAGIC SWORD £ I I0.00 / GOLDEN AXE £75.00 / IMAGE FIGHT (V) D0.00 / 
WRESTLE FEAST £50.00 / NEMES IS £95.00 / NEW ZEALAND STORY £95.00 I FIRE 
SHARK (V) £55.00 I TOKI £55.00 / BOMBERMAN WORLD D0.00 / SNOW BROTHERS 
£65.00/0LYMPICSOCCER 92£60.00/ RACK EM UP(V)!J0.00/ 1'>13(V)£65.00/ 
WARDNER £40.00 / BEUS & WHISTI.ES (V) £75.00 / SIOE ARMS £75.00 / SUPER ST 
FIGHTER ZERO 2 £135.00/ ST FIGHTER 2 TURBO HYPER £85.00 I ST FIGHTER EX 
£ 145.00/ ST AGlffER 2 CHAMP £75.00 / ST ACHTER 2 WORW WARRJORS £70.00 
PJeag IIOlt! that all pcbs arP original ja,rurl(J Will are allf11lly tested before being sen/ 
(VJ= VERTICAL GAME 

WE ALSO STOCK 
VIRTUAL BOY/ 300/ ATARI LYNX/ JAGUAR I SNES / SEGA MEGA 
DRIVE / LATEST GAME HINT GUIDES I JAPANESE MAGAZINES 
COLOR GAMEBOY / USA ACTION FIGURES/ DVD REGION 2 

USED TITLES AVAILABLE - WE ALSO DO REPAIRS AND CONVERSIONS 

OPE NING HOU R S MONDAY-SATURDAY l0AM- 5.30PM, W E D NESDAY l0AM-lPM 
P + P: l GAME £1.5012 GA M ES £2.50 ETC. I MACHINES £ J OI P CBS £ 10 / SMA L L ACCESSORIES £ 1.50/ NEXT DAY DELI VERY AVAI LABLE 

PLE ASE NOTE: A BOVE PRICES A RE M A IL ORDE R ONLY. S HOP PRICES MAY VA RY 
PLEASE CALL FOR A FULL P RICE LIST I PLEASE MAKE C H EQUES PAYABLE TO RAVEN GAMES LONDON I TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

ALL ABOVE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY ESTABLISH ED S INCE 1988 
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firstplay software 
Technology Relations 

PO Box 28132 London SE6 4WN 
Phone/Fax 0181 699 4921 

CAN YOU FIND THE £ZERO PRODUCT? 

At FirstPlay Software we sell: 

'- ► 
Play5tallon 

DVD ® 
Dreamcast~ 

AT COMPETITIVE PRICES, DON'T BELIEVE US? VISIT 
OUR WEBSITE, EMAIL OR PHONE US USING THE 

DETAILS SUPPLIED IN THIS AD AND FIND OUT FOR 
YOURSELF. WE ARE CURRENTLY RUNNING A "FIND 

THE £ZERO PRODUC I COMPETITlj)N ON OUR 
WEBSITE, JUST LOG IN FOR FULL OfTAlt$. IT HAS 
TO BE THE EASIEST CIMPETITION ON THE WEB AND 

WHO KNOWS WHAT YOU MIGHT WIN? 

CAN YOU FIND THE £ZERO PRODUCT? 
Coming soon to our website: gaming and computer hardware 

web: www.firstplay.co.uk 
email: suppprt@firstplay.co.uk 
Free postage for all items tver £2lh111d £Z.50 for all others 

GAMES : DVD : VIDEOS : MUSIC 
II I~<@'-.. I SIU : ::;~~~~:••m ( Nintendo· ) : ~~;~";'.:;eado 

...,,...,...,. • Ga~ar 

IMPORTS Dreamcast Games IMPORTS 

NEW USED NEW USED 

AERODANCING . ......... £39.99 .. £24.99 SEGA RALLY 2 . . .... .. ... £44.99 .. £29.99 

AIR FORCE DELTA ... .... . £44.99 .. £34.99 GET BASS+ ROD . .. .. ... £69.99 .. £49.99 

BLUE STINGER .......... £44.99 . . £34.99 SHUTO KO BATTLE ..... . . £44.99 .. £34.99 

BUGGY HEAT .. .... . .. . .. £44.99 . . £29.99 SONIC ADVENTURE . ... . . £34.99 .. £19.99 

COOLBOARDERS .. .. . ... £49.99 . . £39.99 SOUL CALIBUR ........ . . £49.99 . . £39.99 

DYNAMITE DEKA 2 . ...... £39.99 .. £29.99 SUPER SPEED RACING .. . £39.99 .. £29.99 

GIANT GRAM . ........ ... £44.99 .. £34.99 HOUSE OF DEAD+ GUN . .. £69.99 . . £49.99 

KING OF FIGHTERS ...... . £39.99 .. £29.99 VIRTUA FIGHTER 3 ..... .. £34.99 . . £24.99 

MARVEL VS CAPCOM .. . .. £34.99 .. £24.99 PEN-PEN ................ £29.99 .. £19.99 

POWERSTONE . . . . .. . . . . . £44.99 .. £34.99 STREETFIGHTER ZERO 3 .. £44.99 .. £34.99 

PUYO PUYO 4 ............ £34.99 .. £19.99 GUNDAM .. . . . .. . . . ... . .. £49.99 .. £39.99 

MONACO GP 2 ........... £34.99 . . £24.99 GODZILLA .. . ... . ....... £29.99 .. £19.99 

RED LINE RACING ... . . . .. £34.99 . . £24.99 PSYCHIC FORCE . ........ £29.99 .. £19.99 

INCOMING . ...... .. ..... £29.99 .. £19.99 SEVENTH CROSS .... . .. . £29.99 .. £19.99 

TETRIS 4D .............. £29.99 .. £19.99 TOUKON RETSUDEN 4 . .. . £44.99 .. £34.99 

SENGOKUTURB ... . .... .£29.99 .. £19.99 MARIONETTE HANDLER . . £34.99 .. £24.99 

cSPION AGcNTS N~.~~ . zoMBlcS RcVcNGc N~.~~ . SHcN MUc ~~~.~~ 
Please call for availability 

13 THE ARCADE. LITTLE WELLINGTON ST, ALDERSHOT, HANTS GU11 1 EE 
Open 1 0.00am-6.00pm Mon-Fri • 9.00am-5_30pm Sat 

(Also at Blackbushe Market. Row M1288 Sunday) 

Gia ~ Tel: 01252 343737 .,,J h.... 

m: 0498 89mo I 01712 279294 

POWIRSIONI / POP N MUSIC/ IIW'lll YI WCOM / IWI ITOOilA / HOUSI 01 IIW l / l'IYCMK fORCl lOtl / 
AIAO DANCING/ SIGA IWlY l / SONK ADl'IHTIJRI /OIGrrAI HORSIRACIIIG / GIT WS RS!IING / IUGGY HW / KING 

01 FIGHTIRS 99 / D11 HARD ARCADI / CUW WOIRS / MIIROPOUTIN HIGHWAY IIAlTI.I/ KING 01 f1GlfTIRS 99 IWI/ TOttYO 
HIGHWAY IIA!TII (J.11)/ S!RIITIIGHTIR ZIRO J (J,11)/ IUGGY HW (J,11)/ TOUIWI/ RIISUDIN 41 !PACI GRtmN/ ~R FORCE Dll!A 

WE STOCK JAPANESE DREAMCAST, AU GAMES, MERING WHEELS, ARCADE mCK, VMF 
RUMBLE PACK, SCAl!T CABLES, EXTRA GUNS ETC. DRIAMCAST console !Japanese J £ 160 

WE ALSO TRA0E AS Ask for Colin Dimond on 
All IMPORT OUIRIIS 

NOTTINGHAM: 11 MARKET STREET Tel : 0115 948 4122 NIW WIBSITI : www o,othe,wo,td.co.,k 

DERBY: 42/43 CASTLEFIELDS, MAINCENTRE Tel: 01332 206 606 E-moil: soles@onotherworld.,o.uk 
LEICESTER: 23 SILVER STREET Tel: 0116 251 5266 
WOLVERHAMPTON. 23 VICTORIA STREET Tel: 01902 717 440 ml ~ El ...J 

BE AWARE: CHIPPING VOIDS ANY SONY UK WARRANTY ON YOUR PLAYSTATION. PROCEED AT YOUR OWN RISK 
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OUICK AND EASY MAIL ORDEll SEllVICE 
!ipeclal Millennium Offer 
All &ames bought 

T before i!DDD 

under £30 "6 

&11meboy Colar. Pokemon. 

E 

N&4 & Play!itatlon Conversions. 
.Japane■e Oreamcast £199 

-..;;;::;;..........;=.==!'"' play■ UK, U!i & .Japanese liames. 

9-1 0 College Terrace, London E3 SAN 
Fax: 0181 981 4052 

rGa 

l~JJJJl;?Jl ~!~~,:!!!!~flD/1, 
Visit our web site at : www.cybernet-fllmstudlo.com 

~pe::.c:::::ic::1.I C:::,-F-F~.-~ 
Buy Any Game and Get 2nd for Half Price 

Onl one cou on er erson valid ,ntil end of December1999. Cou on mu st be resented of urchose of ame. 

TOTAL SOFTWARE UK LTD 
■ ~ -~!i E8 . ,. ~!; , ~ 

.. ,.,,,,• ~t°'~ ROM ~cc-.-~ ~ 

The Fastest Lrowing Mail Order and Online Business 
Many of our product prices are down this week - below trade price 

We also sell Educational Software 

SALES LINE: 0800 783 0395 
Open Hours: 9am-9pm (Mon-Fri) 1 0am-6pm (Sat) 

FREE DELIVERY 
WE ACCEPT MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 

VISIT 038 SEC3RE ONLINE SITE@ www.totalsoltware.co.uk 

N.ZCMIE RMNGE ETC 

NEED WE SAY MORE??!! 
SHIPPED DIRECT FROM OUR OFFICE IN THE USA USING INSURED, REGISTERED POST TO 

YOUR DOOR IN 3 OR 4 DAYS. IF YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE, GIVE US A CALL. 

MUSA DREAMCAST CONSOLE £ 199.99! !" 
ALL USA DREAMCAST TITLES £39.99 

DIIUMCAST CONYERSIONS £36 IMC 12 MOMTHS WARRANTY!! 

WE STOCK OVER 200 MUSIC CD'S AT THE UK~ BEST PRICES - AND All OURS ARE ORIGINAL NOT FAKES LIKE OUR LOCAL COMPETITORS. 

DREAM TEK 1A PITGREEN LANE NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME, 
lllo.:: ·, .. ml D .,J r.-"'i:!I NORTH STAFFS STS ODO OPENING HOURS: 10AM-S.30PM 
~ i,::::a MON-SAT EMAIL: DREAMTEK41 @HOTMAIL.COM 

11!!1 □~ CONSOLE"' 
I 11 '," ,~ 1, 11, ,\t, ! , ,,, ,·1, ·,n,,k''• ~ l'l\ 1,,, 0 

DC Console UK .......................... ... £189.99 
DC Console US (inc. stepdown) .... £189.99 

Most UK Dreomcost Titles .............. £32.99 :I) 
Most US/JAP Dreomcost Titles .... .... £39.99 
Most UK Pla~Station Titles .............. £28.99 Z 
Most US N64 Titles ........................ £44.99 

Pre-order PS2 now, £25 deposit secures! 
Samsung DVD709 Multi Aegion ... £249.99 
Console Accessories ......................... £BEST 

LATEST AELEASES: II\ 
Soul Calibur DC UK ......................... £32.99 
Shenmue DC JAP ..................... ...... £49.99 :I) 
D2 DC JAP ..................................... £44.99 

NEO-GEO Pocket Colour JAP 
(English Menus/Universal} .... ......... fA9.99 

Virtua Striker DC JAP ............. ......... £39.99 
Resident Evil 2 DC JAP ................... £39.99 
Tomb Aaider 4 PSX .UK .. £28.99 US .. £36.99 
Resident Evil 3 PSX US .... ....... ...... .. £39.99 

Ei Tel: 01724 855155 m!I 
Hours of business: 9am-7pm Mon-Fri, 9am-6pm Sat 
Website: www.consolecorner.com 

BE AWARE: CHIPPING VOIDS ANY SONY UK WARRANTY ON YOUR PLAYSTATION. PROCEED AT YOUR OWN RISK 



CLASS IFIED O ADVERTISE CA GLYN HUGHES ON 020 7317 2645 g lyn .hughes @fut u re net.c o .uk ~ 

POR CASH OR EXCHANGE 

CONSOLES 
COMPUTERS 

GAMES 
RETRO & MODERN 

COMPUTER & GAMES EXCHANGE 
65 Notting Hill Gate, London W1I JJS ff 0171 221 IIS 

BUV • SELL • TRADE 
POSTAL SERUleE AUAILABLE 
OPEN 7 DAYS 10am - 8pm 

Please bring official ID with address & 
signature when selling/exchanging 

S ~ } 
.. -:.~ 

3D0 S T 
NINTENDO 
Y G R 

A PC 
COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES 
IMPORTS AND EXCHANGE 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

9 Wilton Parade, High Street, Feltham, Middx. TW13 4BU 

* Open 10-6 Monday-Saturday & 12•4 Sunday 

ff 01818932100/844 2575 -:j:;,- 01818441944 

AmR HOURS LINE 6PM0 10PM 0973 552398 

SONY PLAYSTATION 
TBC-PAL Coavertor, Memory Card, Panther 

µpt Gan • Pedal, &cart Lead, Coloured 
•• Pocket statioa, Oancinc Mat, Link 

able, Joypad ltxteaaion cable, Guncon 
ptor, Pocket sky, Remote Control ror 
e Card, Jo,dan Racine Wheel 

GAME BOY GAMES 
Pokemon Blue (USA) Pokemon Yellow 
Pok1mon Red (USA) & Green available 
Pokomon Pinball (USA) on JAP. £CALL 

~ALL £14.99 - no subtitles. 
Bugs Ute. I Stlll Know What you Old L■ sl 
Summer, Ever Affer. Future Sport Avengers , 
Knock Off, Negollalor, Soldier, Holy Man, 
Enemy 01 the Slate, Ronin , Excorclst , Thin 
Red Line, She's All That , Urban Legend. 
PLUS MAN MORE ... SENO A SA.E for 1111. 

For the latest in designer wear 

at discounted prices 

visit us at: 

www.designerdiscount.co.uk 

Ralph Lauren, Calvin Klein, Tommy Hilfiger, 

D KNY, Versace, etc .. . 

No Hassle No Fuss 
Simply the best place for all your Gaming Hardware needs 

~ 
LAY!iTATIOI\J DREAMCA!iT 

1 MegMemCanl15slots £3.99 UNMRSAlUKConsole 
8MegMemCanl120slots £10.99 NTSCtoPalConvertoc 
24 MegMem Canl 360 slots £15.99 S•Vodeo Cable 
llald 48 Meg Mem Card 720 slots £22.99 ~ende,-~ 

llald96MegMemCanl1440 slots £39.99 I\JII\JTEI\JDD 64 
Goman Passwool (game enhancer) £9.99 1 Meg Mem Card 

==.,~Pro CDX inc 9000 ~~: :: ~;;t~&1" Card 
Dual Shock cokued see rhru Pads £13.99 Datel Game Booster~ lo N64 

£5.99 au, 
~99 au, 
139.99 
£11.99 Sony Dual S11ock (EDGE Mag only) ~~~::: ~d~ Replay Professional 

Dual Sllock coloured see thru Racing Pad Scart leads 
DualSllockarmyPad £ 16.99 RFUnits 
._. Ulfll Gun OCON £17.99 Official Keychains 

Fnln.CA.99 
£11.99 

Scorpion_,, Plstol £17.99 6AMEBDY 
Fnlnl2.J& 

EtmwMPS £18.99 Gameboy Color 
Mldcalz Sl«ring - & Podals £39.99 Gameboy ColorGames 
NTSC To Pal Converter £17.99 Pocket Protector Case 
Scart leads From £4.99 Pocket Liglrt Magnifier 
Vlnyl Dustc:oYer (-.rs) £6.99 Pocket - Multibov (Speakers & Magnlfleo 
YCD Player with pme enhance £39.99 Pocker/ Color AC Adapter 
YCD k1fn Red Remote Control IJnij £15.99 ~ktb~:°' AC Adapter & Bait Padt 
11 Res Vinyl Case Stickers £4.99 Pocket/Color Shock Wave 
Rop1ocanen1 coloured see thru Shelb £17.99 Ml!iC 
IJnMnaf 'Gamers Revenge' PlayStation , Orange Pa)'. As You Talk Mobile Phones 
fuly colour-<OfT<ded ci"tuitry with V Box PSXi'N64/ Dreamcast to PC-
anlk:hlp deledion system £109.00 Mobile PhoneAlien 

Call our Order Hotline FREE on 0800 542 616 
Please quote Edge magazine with a ll o rders. Lots more products available. 

Visit our Website to view or order 24hrs a day at www.gazmic.com 
All pric;~c~~r:f:h~~~i~~t~~?~;1~gr~~e~~~-Lt~ere;;~e 0~~~!o alter 

" excludes steering wheels • small extra charge required. 
AU major credit/debit cards accepted . 

GAMETRON 
. EXCHANGE 

56A King Street, Cambridge CBI ILN 
Tel/Fax: +44(0)1223 462 825 

£51.99 
~99 
1149 -£1199 
D.99 

£11.99 -£1199 

£,19.99 
0,.99 
£9.99 

BUY - SELL - EHCHAIVGE 
DREAM CAST CONSOLE ...•.••.. .£149.99 SOF m \RI 
SCART CABLE ------"12.99 DINO CRISIS-... ·-···..£39.99 
SCART CABLE (PIAY ALL) .••••••• £24.99 BIO-HA7ARD 3 •••••••• ..£49.99 
CONTROLLER ----~19.99 GAME HUNTER 

ARCADE STICK------"""-'•9.99 (play lmport,------9 . • 99 
CONVERTER (TBA) PC RQ\I 
SMART2 NTSC/PAL-----~9.99 ROGUE SPEAR £28 l)O 
COLOUR CONTROLLER £24 oo FIFA 2000 -----~.00 
MULTI-REGION DREAMCAST .........•.. .£249.99 SOUL REAVER £28 l)O 
SOI I\\ \Rf NOMAD S()HJ £28 'lO 
J-LEAGUE SOCCER ------9.99 TIBERIAN SUN £28 l)O 
SOMC (IN ENGLISH) f44 99 IIDCROSOFT FLIGHT 2000 ..... .£59.99 
ESPION AGENT-------""'"'-99 GAMEBOY COLOR -·········.£64.99 
WMBIE REVENGE ______ 9 99 POKEMON yellow---.....u9.99 
BIO HA1ARD ·99 POKEMON SOFT TOY •..•.••.• ..£12.99 
SHENMUE --------M>:9.99 BIG POKEMON SOFT TOY ·-.£19.99 
JO JO ADVENTURE ------9.99 
VIRTUA ON 2 _______ _...9 •• 99 
STAR GIADIATOR 2 _____ ....,.,9.99 

Pl.llVSTllTl!JIU ~ 
PRE-ORDER NOW! 

Trade & nholcsalc rriccs please fax 
Tel/Fax: +44(0 122.1 462825 

Email: G \I\IETRO'.':@l KE, J' I 
\\ \\ \\.G,\'\U- rRON-EXC"I-I \,GLC"O.l K 

\\·hen calling, please quote Ref: 56 \ 

Daniel Belloti • Photography • 0181 789 8200 • 0961 384 388 

SPEND MORE THAN £20 A MONTH ON VIDEO GAMES? FED UP WITH GETTING A BAD PART EX DEALT 
We operate a fresh new concept in video game rental. With the convenience of ordering by phone, fax or e-mail, and the ease of standing order payments. 
IT II TIE HASSLE-FREE OPTIIII Gall us for more information Tel/Fax: 01438 364543 1 Oam - 1 Opm 

BE AWARE: CHIPPING VOIDS ANY SONY UK WARRANTY ON YOUR PLAYSTATION. PROCEED AT YOUR OWN RISK 



CHOICE CUTS FROM THE VIDEOGAMING VAULT 

INDIANA JONES AND THE TEMPLE OF DOOM 

Classic late-'BOs Atari coin-op 
presentation at work (top). Typically 
of the day, the difficulty-select 
screen (above) showed the sort 
of imagination Atari could muster 

D ike fruit-shaped power-ups and end

of-level bosses bearing suspiciously 

exposed areas of vulnerability, the mine-cart 

level has long been a staple component of 

videogame design. From Donkey Kong 

Country to its recent polygonal 64bit 

successor, its inclusion has often seemed 

token at best, thrown in by the developer to 

alleviate any symptoms of boredom with 

the action proper. However, if ever a game 

were to be forgiven using such an obvious 

gameplay mechanic it must surely be 

l 985's Indiana Janes And The Temple Of 

Doom: the mine-cart scene of the source 

movie was a pivotal point, and to ignore its 

potential in videogame form would have 

been borderline sacrilege. 

But the game did not work simply by 

hauling over such obvious concepts to 

Atari's 16bit coin-op technology of the day. 

True, it offered nothing revolutionary in 

gameplay terms - indeed, the three

quarter-viewed action often felt 

disparagingly fuzzy, the player blundering 

around some loose-feeling, essentially 

platform-based levels - but the audio 

accompaniment evoked the movie's score 

with dramatic effect, leaving any major 

gameplay misgivings to fall by the wayside. 

In the right environment (ie, an arcade 

whose operator didn't skimp on volume 

levels), Temple Of Doom proved to be the 

most movie-like coin-op gaming experience 

since Star Wars arrived two years earlier. 

It's no good attempting to appreciate 

Temple Of Doom's charm via emulation. 

Track it down in the right arcade, though, 

and, among the cigarette and Coke ~ 

stains, you may appreciate its value. LS 

In its day, Temple Of Doom was one of the most graphically advanced 
bitmapped creations to hit the coin-op scene, utilising Atari's super-crisp 
display technology. The level of detail available allowed artists to create 
levels which rarely failed to serve justice to key elements of the movie 

From left to right: the crux of the gameplay broke few bounds; mine-carting in its rightful place; baldie Mola Ram makes his presence felt; complex scripting indeed 

Manufacturer: Atari 1985 Developer: In-house Coin-op/various 



EDGEVIEW 
The video . ame world never stands still rid in the breakin . wave of advancin technolo · ular column 
Edge puts the industry'$__progress in pers ective with a look at ester ear's headlines: fi his month 

D t had never happened this way 
before. No two major formats 

I ne s 

had ever launched alongside each other. 
In some respects, they shouldn't have. But 
Edge took delivery of new machines from 
both Sony and Sega in December 1994, 
paving the way for the systems' flagship 
titles to be pitched head to head in the 
reviews section of the February issue. And 
it was of little surprise, having monitored 
the development of both PlayStation 
Ridge Racer and Saturn Virtua Fighter 
over many months prior to their release, 
that both were of sterling quality. 

1 Nintendo pins hopes 
on Virtual Boy 

................ ..., ............... .............. ...., ___ __ 
........,.._._., ......... _ .. .,._ ..... ,___ ___ _ 
......... _t ___ ..,..., -------............ 

Edge issue 17, February 1994 

As the 16bit decline fully 
kicked in, issue 17 plotted new 
hardware sales. Fascinating 

But what was on the cover of this 
landmark issue? Clue: it didn't bear a Sega 
badge. 1/1/ny? Because, even at this early 
stage, it was clear that the industry was 
gagging for what Sony proposed to bring 
to the party. With Ridge Racer Namco 
provided ample evidence of what could 
be achieved on the format given even 
limited development time (it was pieced 
together in around six months), and this 
was a spark to the blue touchpaper. Once 
Sega's hardware limitations became 
eviden, few developers sat on the fence. 

Looking back at issue 17, little 
else is of note. Simply pu, the 
revolution started here. 

Clockwise from top left: Nintendo's venture into 32bit territory gets 

Did they really say that? Did Edge really say that? 

an auspicious welcome in Edge; Sony's first piece of console hardware 
finds rather more favour; PlayStation Ridge Racer; Saturn Virtua Fighter 

Testscreens (and ratings) 

ATD's Martin Green: 'Toe one thing Atari 'On the Saturn, [Virtua Fighter] will make many people Ridge Racer (PS; 9/10), Virtua Fighter (Saturn; 9/10), Transport Tycoon (PC; 

have been very good at is saying, 'We want stop, look at their bank balance and then fork out for B/10), Rise of the Robots (PC; 2/10), KOF '94 (8/10; Nee-Gee), Creature 

the best product'." Wanting is one thing. . Sega's new machine'. But not that many, apparently Shock (6/10; PC), SSF/1 X (3DO; 8/10), Samurai Shodown (Neo-Geo; 7/10) 

PIXELPERFECT 
Ever . amer has occasional moments of s arklin excitement be it the first time S eedba/1 booted u or comP.!filing_ 
Sabrewulf. Here Curl Monsters' MD Nick Burcombe ex lains his admiration for a game that pressed ever button 

I':. id it all start with the Atari 2600 and 

I.:. Combat or Dig Dug? The great grandfather 

of all firstperson shooters - 3D Monster Maze on 

the ZX81? The crappy seaside arcades of Southport 

with Tempest and Mr Do? 

If I had to talk about just one game that pushed 

all the right buttons rt would have to be Elite on the 

BBC B (disc version). Elite was of a scale and depth 

nobody had seen in those days (rarely captured 

these days, some would say). 

Its packaging, manual, novella, the 3D graphics, 

and the size of its universe were remarkable. For me, 

rt really was the complete package. I still remember 

some great moments. Making my first profit (a 

breakthrough when you consider how hard rt was to 

dock); buying my first beam laser; chasing the s)olen 

research military ship - the Constrictor - halfway 

across the universe, and, of course, eventually 

mastering recklessly fast manual docking. 

People have tried to create this experience again. 

Perhaps they will. So far all the game efforts I've 

played have over complicated and lost the essence 

of the lone trader. I used to love the fact that I was 

in control of my little part of the Elite universe. How 

I went about seemed entirely up to me. 

A gameplay rarity indeed. 

Vector graphics drove the game that drove the man to 
tobacco. Braben and Bell surely have a lot to answer for 

£DG£
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( out there) REPORTAGE 

Take me to your dancing queen 
Japan: Following the success of Seamon, Sega took to the streets of Shibuya to promote its 

dancing and shooting rhythm game, Space Channel 5. Sega is hoping it will appeal to the 

fabled hordes of 'light users' that it needs to attract to make Dreamcast a hit in Japan. Sega's 

executives turned out to have their photos taken with a human representation of the game's 

heroine Ulala, and its producer Tetsuya Mizuguchi. Held in front of the Shibuya's main train 

station, three giant screens on the new Q-Front tower displayed the game as Mizuguchi-5an 

demonstrated it in action, drawing a large crowd in the process. Because even here, a bunch 

of brightly coloured aliens cutting a rug isn't the kind of thing you see every day of the week. 

Introducing the new BFG (big foam gun) 
US: As ~ anyone really doubted that the 

firstperson shooter is the ubiquitous computer 

game, the release of Nerf ArenoBlost is the final 

proof. A bizarre mixture of the Unreal engine and 

the Nerf foam gun franchise, it's Hasbro's way of 

showing some hardcore potential while keeping 

the action clean for the kids. 

Three different game modes are available. The 

most obvious is PointMatch, which is a take on the 

traditional deathmatch, although it doesn't actually 

involve frags. Instead, points are given out for 

shooting an opponent and the higher ranked they 

are the more points are awarded. Using a less 

powerful gun results in higher scores too. 

Arena Race is a mad rush to be the first 

player to run through seven flags. Death results in 

respawning at the last flag passed. There's also 

Scavenger Hunt which involves shooting 

balls into targets. 

lrimajiri is flanked by Space 

Channel 5 producer Tetsuya 

Mizuguchi and its star, Ulala 

The most unusual thing about the whole 

exercise is how surreal it is to play. There are no 

shadows to hide in and without the blood splats or 

gibs of the real deal there's little feedback to tell 

you whether you are actually hitting someone. It's 

akin to playing Quake with cottonwool in your 

brain - but that was surely Hasbro's intention. It could be titled 'Unreal: The Toy Shop' - Nerf Blas/Arena is garish, foamy fun for kids 

128 £DG£
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Battleship goes online 
UK: A launch party with a difference followed the 

merger of Wireplay and ICE and the subsequent 

successful stock market float The online gaming 

and retail site Gameplay.com hired HMS Be~ast 

on London's Thames. And while free beer, 

multiplayer Sego Rally and Unreal Tournament 

and top DJs drew an expectant crowd of 

freeloaders, by the time Edge arrived the ship 

was packed, the bar was dose to dry, and all 

the canapes had been scoffed. At least solace 

could be sought among a small group of coders 

fervently discussing infinite monkey engines. 

(Top right) Gameplay chairman Mark Strachan donned a uniform and ensured everything on the Belfast was shipshape. (Apart from beer) 

superheroes skin up 

Captain America, Spider-Man and the Borg - just some of the skins that could be appearing soon on a Unreal Tournament server near you 

US: It may not be viewed with the same seriousness among online 

communities as mods and level design, but there's something far more 

appealing and playful about customised character skin. A recent trend is 

superhero skins for Unreal Tournament, with characters from the 

Marvel comics such as Captain America, The Incredible Hulk and 

Spider-Man being particularly popular. For further details, visit 

www.unreality.org/painful detail/ where would-be designers 

can download complete skin sets, check out the skins of the week 

and even some of Epic's character grid maps, to ensure that the 

textures join in the right places. And then try to build Juggernaut 

Sticking to your guns 

Japan: The Dreamcast release of 

mecha blaster Virtual On also sees 

the debut of a twin stick controller 

and, more importantly, a VS cable, 

allowing two consoles to be 

connected together - the only 

way to truly appreciate the game. 

Released with Virtual On: the 

twin stick (¥5800/ approx. £35) 

and VS cable (¥300/ £18) 

£DG£
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( out there) REPORTAGE 

Revealed: biggest joystick in the wor1d 
UK: ~ bringing the arcade into the home is purely a matter of size, then 

Blaze's PlayStation Twin Joystick is one to watch. Frve times bigger than 

the console it plugs into, the monster peripheral has all the usual 

buttons. The question is, do you harve enough floor space for it7 

seaman comes to all ye faithful 
Japan: Developer Vivarium recentjy took the concept behind one of the most innovative 

games of recent times one step further with a limited-edition Seaman Christmas card service. 

Providing the recipient was in possession of a special GD-ROM, users were able to give 

their Seaman a festive greeting using the game's microphone and Dreamcast's Internet 

connection, sending the appropriately attired hybrid to pass the message in time for the 

festive season. The recipient could then give Seaman a reply. Bearing in mind the service's 

expiry date is December 25, maybe Sega is planning an Easter bunny version for 2000. 

calrulating Lara Croft 

? • 1 
? • • • • ■ YIU 

•DIVE 
? • 1 • •tELDW 
? • 2: • GGIIM. 
? • • 2: • HT.DFG:lS 

r11sT MD KITS: 0 

And the cost of twoplayer 

arcade heaven? A meagre £40 

Tl-82 Tomb Raider: more fun than typing '58008' and turning the screen upside down 

◄ 130 £DG£' 

The complete 'send and reply' Christmas 

Seaman package cost ¥3,780 (£23) 

UK: With Core announcing the introduction 

of the Tomb Raider series to the Game 

Boy Coler, it's instructive to look back to 

Lara's first adventure on a handheld. Even 

before Tomb Raider Ill was released, Chris 

Edwards had attempted his own version of 

the daredevil heroine on the Texas 

Instruments Tl-82 graphing calculator. 

Featuring full 3D movement five levels 

and five different enemies, the Tl-82 

version may not have won any awards for 

prettiness but it certainly demonstrated the 

kind of devotion that would see The Last 

Revelation topping the Christmas charts. 



Boy exposes thermal underground 

US: Ostensibly the result of being stuck in a foreign country without a 

darkroom for developing black-and-white pictures, the Game Boy 

Camera website is at the hub of exhibitions demonstrating the prowess 

of the handheld's digital ramera and thermal printer. Most impresswe is 

Airstrike, a selection of 'apocalyptic images of Ameriran suburbs'. lhere 

is even a tutorial discussing the best ways to frame and contrast images. 

Apparently, best results ran be attained by tilting the ramera and getting 

in close to the subject For more details vis~ www.tapir.org/gbc 

From images of moody grunge rockers to would-be Ronald McDonalds and beady-eyed ostriches, the Game Boy Camera is ratching it all 

Legends hit the small screen 
Japan: 2000 is the year that portable consoles will grow up. Not only 

are Nintendo and SNK preparing their next-generation 32b~ systems, 

but the likes of Solid Snake and Sonic are making the jump. 

Metal Gear Ghost Babel takes the basic scenario of the original 

MSX game. lhe goal remains - to fight through the 13 levels to destroy 

Metal Gear. Similarly Sonic Pocket Adventure on the Neo-Geo Pocket 

Colar appears to rely heavily on its previous Mega Drwe inramation. 

Studio 3's classic Sb~ IK+ (International Karate Plus) is also recewing 

the handheld treatment - crossing over to the Game Boy Colar, while 

exploring its techniral limitations with its large character sprites. 

Soon to be playable in trains, planes and buses around the world (from left): Sonic Pocket Adventure, IK+, and Metal Gear Ghost Babel 

L.e\lel driving field 
UK: According to Logic3, one of 

the biggest problems in gaming 

today is what to do with your 

steering wheel when there's no 

convenient coffee table in reach. 

\M"iile it's not something 

that has ever hampered Edge's 

gaming those who do feel the 

need will be able to satisfy 

their urge with the TopDrive 

Podium. It's only £ 17 and you 

ran put hot cups of tea on it, too. 
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Welcome to the scary seats 
Japan: Forget about the ghost train - the most frightening theme park ride looks set 

to be Biohazard 40 Terror. Created by Capcom, theme park movie specialist Digrral 

Amuse, and special effects company VLM, it will use special dynamic seating as well as 

3D glasses. The seats will move and vibrate, and Digrral Amuse intends to increase the 

overall atmosphere of the 15-minute ride by blowing air and water over the audience. 

The scenario will use a cannibalised version of Bia Hazard 3, although rr is 

expected that some extra scenes will be added. The first ride will be finished in June. 

Initially, ten will be located in Japan. Plans for bringing the ride to America and Europe 

will be announced soon. Hold on to your potatoes .. 

The attraction is being overseen by 

Yasushisa lmakawa of Space Griffan 

fame, and Capcom's Shinji Hikuchi 

REPORTAGE 

Digimon: the new breed 
UK: Heralding the latest round of Bandai's social 

fighting pets comes Digimon 2, offering 14 

different creatures. Each must be nurtured from 

hatchling to rookie and then champion before a 

final evolution into the ultimate fighting beast 

Each day rr will demand attention, food, vitamins, 

training, its toilet flushing, medical attention, and the 

light turned out when rr falls asleep. The reason behind 

all this pampering is that the wee beast loves to fight its 

fellow Digimons, which rr does via the ingenious 

connector sockets on top of its casing. 

Edge has five pairs of Digimon 2s to give away. 

For a chance to win, all you have to do is send in the 

names you would give your pair of virtual pets - the 

most imaginative examples win. Send your entries 

with your name and address to Edge Digimon 2 

Competition, 30 Monmouth Street Bath, BA 1 2B\N, 

before January 22. Usual Edge competition rules apply. 

They may look comfortable enough, but these seats could be a portal to zombie-driiven terror 

DataStream 

Rise in Sega stock following 
the announcement that the 
release of Shenmue was 
being brought forward to 
December 29: S per cent 
Number of games that have been 
played on Blizzard's online game 
hub Battle.net: 4Sm 

Time on Battle.net that 1s spent in 
chat rooms: 25 per cent 
Japanese households in 
possesson of a PC: 20 per cent 
Number of US homes with at least 
one console: 37m 

Number of copies of Ridge Racer 
V and Tekken Tag Tournament 
Namco exped5 to ship at 
Play5tation2's launch: 750,000 

Number of Play5tation2 titles 
Square will release in 2000: 1 o 
Number of Play5tation2 consoles 
Merrill Lynch expects Sony to sell 
between March 2000 and March 
2004: 100m 

Number of Dreamcasts Sega 
hopes to sell in 2000: 1 Orn 

Total predicted net loss for Sega 
for FY99: $104m 

Amount of royalties GT paid to 
Reflections dunng ITS last financial 
quarter following the success of 
Dnver. $7.Sm 

Year that Datamonrror predicts the 
number of console gamers playing 
online will surpass the number of 
PC gamers playing online: 2003 

Number of hITS on Burger King's 
Pokeman tied-in Web site during 
ITS first six hours live: 1.lm 

Number of weeks rr took Sega 
to sell l m Dreamcasts in 
America: 11 

Number of Sidewinder Force 
Feedback Pro Joysticks Microsoft 
has sold: lm 



( out there) MEDIA 

BECK 
Midnite vultures 
(Geffen) 
Rock's urban magpie is back with a 
fresh beak of shiny Gltchy tunes that 
just happened to Gltch his eye. But 
after the lazy folk hip-hop of 
'Mutations'. this new collection is 
ready to swing. From the cover 
artwork to single 'Sexx Laws' and 
the Prince clone, orgasmic falsetto 
of 'Debra', Beck is ready to party 
like it's, well, time to party. Scratch 
the metallic paint from the 
surface and the simple man-boy 
the girls fell in love with when 
he sang 'Loser remains. Only 
this time, he's wiggling his hips 
in tight pink PVC pants. 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 
Pop Ties 
(Bungalow) 
A total of 17 pop songs, each under 
two minutes Ion& makes up the 
musiGll side of this collection -
although there's much more in the 
package. Each artist has submitted 
an image for the accompanying 
7o-page liner note/book and a 
gimmick for the website 
(www.poptics.com). And the best 
thing about it7 Without question it's 
Doktor Kosmos & Sweden Graphics' 
track 'No One At Home' - replete 
with its novel use of doorbells as a 
melodic instrument 

DIVINE STYLER 
word Power2 
(Mo'Wax) 
Few scenes are more convoluted 
than hip-hop - sometimes it seems 
to be a revolving door between jail, 
hospital and the morgue. It's a fact 
not lost on Divine Styler who, over 
the last ten years, has experienced 
both critiGll acclaim with the Rhyme 
SyndiGlte, spent several spells in 
correctional facilities and turned to 
Islam. It's this latter move which 
dominates Word Power 2. It's rap 
from the muezzin: a Glll to prayer. 

INTERNET 
Site: Pokemon Must Be Destroyed 
URL: www.mustbedestroyed.com 
For every million under-eights who go to bed clutching 
a cuddly Pikachu, there's a bad-tempered 30-something 
who c.in't stand the sight of the little things - and this is 
their Web site. It's possible to vote for the next method 
of execution, whether that is having their heads mashed 
with a sledge hammer or simply being thrown into a 
microwave. You Gln then download the resulting movie. 
Despite Edge's love of 'Bulbasi' (once a Bulbasaur, now a 
Venusaur), there is something admirable about the sheer 
devotion of these people to their chosen Gluse. 
They've even managed to rope legendary Hong Kong 
action movie star Samo Hung into the action, who 
duly breaks a plank with Pikachu stapled to its centre. 

PROFILES OF THE FUTURE 
Few 20th Century writers have had the influence of Arthur C 
Clarke. From geostationary satellites to space travel, he has 
consistentjy managed to find the hidden potential in already 
existing technology. He obviously isn't infallible, though, which 
makes Profile of the Future an all the more interesting read. 

Consisting of essays written for Playboy in 1961-2, the 
collection covers a multitude of subjects from events that were 
then still to occur, such as the moon landin& to things that 
would still be considered flights of fancy - the control of gravity 
and time travel for example. However, as Clarke himself 
Glutions: Toe only way of finding the limits of the possible is 
by going beyond them into the impossible'. 

Like all good science-fiction writers, his skill is to make 
outrageous statements seem almost nonnal, thanks to the 
judicious appliGltion of scientific thinking and an easy writing 
style. A good example is the chapter on invisibility. After quickly 
dismissing the traditional view of the invisible man (the 
reactions of life depend on cells not being transparent to light), 
he then effortlessly segues into an investigation of the 
possibilities of time travel. 

Not all the essays are so fanciful, though. Clarke has always 
had a taste for the mechaniGll and there are discussions 
concerning still emerging earthbound technologies such as 
ground effort craft But he is at his best when talking about 
terrafonning the other planets in the solar system - a project 
currentjy undergoing official evaluation - and the problems of 
communiGltion in deep space travel. 

DIGITAL LEATHERETTE 
After a steady stream of UK cyberpunk texts last year, 1999 
was a barren time for those who like their alternative futures 
set in the gritty remnants of downtovvn Canary \Miarf. It's a 
place that i-0 technology columnist Steve Beard knows well. 
His se~-styled 'ethno-techno London cypherpunk novel' 
twists the big citys streets into a patchwork tale of Blakeian 
mysticism and infonnational intrigue. 

But Digdal Leatherette is not an easy text Written in single 
chapter blocks with little obvious relationship to those before 
and after, it's something of a mind-freak. 

Unrelated characters, events and magic are thrown up, 
building an atmosphere which is as much to do with 
the absence of a complete story as the fragments actually 
provided. But any book that Gln attempt to suggest links 
between the English nationalism of Morrissey and the 
Glbbalism of Elizabethan alchemists such as John Dee 
must be saying something. The question is, what? 
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VIEWPOINT 
EXPRESS YOURSELF IN EDGE - WRITE TO: LITTERS, EDGE, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA l 2BW (email: edge@futurenet.co.uk) 

D he PlayStation 2 coverage in 

many magazines hints at far 

too many sequels. 

In the NGPS FIFA games, 

apart from making every blade 

of grass fully rendered and able 

to move to authentic weather 

effects, what can be done to 

stop the game becoming dull? 

I think football rules will have to 

change to innovate EA's FIFA licence. 

It apes the game so closely and with 

such little imagination that I don't 

believe Sony can realistically charge 

the full price for a new game (new 

FIFA games for the PC should be 

free patch downloads). 

I also see new a Tekken game 

which claims to have graphical 

effects as good as the intro in 

Tekken 3 . Why? There is no reason 

to do this, it won't further the genre 

(unless it has groundbreaking new 

physics). Meanwhile I see that 

Gran Turismo is getting a sequel 

for both PlayStations, with more 

cars and prettier graphics. 

I am a very sore ex-Saturn 

owner, and if I don't see some 

groundbreaking new ideas on the 

NGPS, I will hope that Bill Gates 

squashes Sony under his immense 

wallet and his new X-Box console! 

lain Cousins, 

via email 

ffl our Console War II article 

U (E79) makes rather an 

important point that you touched 

upon only briefly - developers 

have the power. 

As much as Sony would like 

to have the software market 

wrapped around its little finger, it 

surely knows that this position of 

power is, in a sense, transparent. 

Without the support of its countless 

legions of third party software 
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developers it would be sunk. 

Nintendo's decision to stick with 

cartridges has dealt a blow to the 

company's image in some people's 

eyes, but I strongly admire its purist 

stance and hope that developers 

unashamedly fuel Sony's over

inflated corporate ego. 

If you are going to make 

predictions, you need to establish 

whether your stance is quality 

software or marketing success. 

'To make games Which rival films and 

books, the way forward is to find decent 
gameplay, then focus on the characters 

and plot instead of photorealistic graphics' 

will give it a second chance. 

After all, Rare has delivered first

class software for the N64 ever 

since it began and, to a certain 

extent, so has Acclaim. It will be 

software, not hardware, that wins or 

loses this battle. Developers would 

be well advised to wield their power 

carefully and not be swayed by a 

seductive company whispering 

sweet nothings into their ears. 

Also, how do you measure 

success? You credit Nintendo as 

having the best in-house 

development talent (Shigeru 

Miyamoto) but then you 

Are you a creative magazine or 

a business magazine? 

'But is it art?' (E79) makes it 

obvious that because interactive 

entertainment is mainstream 

developers are always ruled in some 

way by public acceptance, and 

many wild, brave experiments fail 

because we are not willing to 

accept them (although it is 

more often because they are 

simply unplayable, and not 

merely misunderstood). 

An analogy can be drawn 

with Igor Stravinski's 'Rite of 

Spring', which caused a riot 

when it was first performed. 

Regarding finger-pointing at 

Sony (Viewpoint, E79), I personally 

fully agree with Ashley Simmons. 

If Sony wants to be an 

omnipotent giant it has to accept 

persecution as an occupational 

hazard. Microsoft is the perfect 

example of this. Because of its 

unprecedented success in the PC 

market it has been branded a 

monopoly. Many people fear Bill 

Gates' plans for world domination. 

It's fun to see Sony being taken 

down a peg or two. 

James Slater, 

via email 

Edge's stance concerning the next 

round of hardware wars is neither 

quality software nor marketing 

success, it encapsulates everything. 

And the big picture spells out the 

favourite in large letters. 

D f Sega and Dreamcast will 

have a hard time with Joe 

Average, then Sony and PlayStation2 

will too (Console War II, E79). 

Joe will walk into a high street 

shop and see the first PlayStation 

for £60 offering more than 200 

games on the shelf. Joe doesn't care 

about DVD or the network digital 

entertainment market. Joe wouldn't 

know a polygon if it bit him (let 

alone 16m of the things). Joe's 

happy with a Matsui video 

plugged into a Matsui TV bought 

on a package deal. 

I'm happy playing Soul Calibur 

and sending emails on Dreamcast. 

I'm looking forward to the future of 

all the consoles, after all, it's meant 

to be fun. Just one question, is a 

casual gamer different to Joe? Now 

I've started something. 

Tim Surman, 

via email 



The super-mass market has a phone 

at home; the mass market has a 

mobile phone as well as a land line. 

That's the distinction. Joe Average 

fits into the former category, casual 

garners into the latter. Simple. 

r:I dge readers continue to 

L:I knock their heads together 

over the next generation and 

who's going to 'win' (E79). 

But the videogarnes industry 

has moved on fundamentally since 

the 16bit days. Nick Ralph reckons 

the N64 was a failure. I guess many 

people do. But I doubt Nintendo 

lost money on the N64. And it has 

played host to some of the greatest 

videogarnes ever made. I've had an 

N64 for two years and I haven't run 

out of games to play. 

Maybe it failed to live up to 

some people's expectations. Maybe 

Nintendo has made some bad 

decisions, but if you want to play 

Zelda, Mario, Wave Race, 1080", 

GoldenEye, Ly/at Wars and many 

more you have to have an N64. 

It all smacks of numbers being 

our most important criteria of 

judgement. It is, to the companies 

(but not, I reckon, to Shigeru 

Miyamoto), but we are consumers. 

We want great games. 

It may gall me that not everyone 

in the videogarning world has 

played Ly/at Wars and realised that 

it is probably one of the best shoot 

'em ups ever, but I can still play it 

whenever I like. 

The classic argument (and Edge 

has bought into this one) is that if 

the platform doesn't sell enough, it 

will fold . Perhaps, in the past, but 

the industry is much bigger now. 

The videogarnes market is 

exploding. Surely there will be 

enough room for everyone. Will 

something like the N64 be a 

failure if it only sells a quarter of 

the volume of the PlayStation? 

The Guardian only has one tenth 

the sales of The Sun, and I 

don't consider The Guardian 

to be a failure. 

There is some interesting 

speculation to be made about the 

ffl our article about whether or 

U not videogarnes are art (E79) 

was interesting and enjoyable. But it 

stated that films successfully 

contemplate themes such as love, 

loss, death and failure which Half

Life and every other game does not. 

I have three words for you : Final 

Fantasy VII, the most emotionally 

'I don't understand how PC gaming is still 

supported by many developers as a viable 
gaming format. The Japanese are the finest 

developers, few of them choose the format' 

next generation. Will each medium 

(Drearncast: Internet, PS2: DVD) 

find a separate niche? Will more 

people have more than one 

console? Will all shops stock 

products for so many different 

consoles? Could one company 

become the industry standard on 

hardware? Sony missed out on 

Betamax, will it have its revenge 

with PS2/DVD? 

In a market this big there's 

more to the next generation 

than numbers of sales. 

Alex Rousso, 

via email 

Comparing newspaper sales 

to entertainment consumer 

electronics sales has no value 

whatsoever ( one costs pence 

and is immediately disposable, 

the other costs pounds and is 

expected to stick around). 

As you correctly note, the 

industry is bigger than it ever has 

been, and it's for precisely this 

reason that the near future could 

see one format emerging as the 

de facto standard. Sega is already 

developing software for Nintendo 

hardware. Maybe Sega PS2 games 

aren't so far off, either. 

charged game I have ever had the 

joy of playing. The Aeris death 

sequence conjures up more 

emotion than 'Titanic'. 

I know videogames are not 

everybody's taste. I know people 

who would much rather read a 

good book. I think that to make 

games which rival films and books, 

the way forward is to find decent 

gameplay, then focus on the 

characters and plot instead of 

photorealistic graphics and the like. 

It is the difference between a 

regular Channel 5 TV movie and 

'Schindler's List'. 

James Wardle, 

via email 

D t is only a matter of time, 

surely, before developers 

realise the money to be made 

writing PC software is minimal 

compared to the leading consoles. 

With piracy being rife and the 

hindering complications, cost and 

impracticality of PC gaming, I 

don't understand how it is still 

supported by many developers 

as a viable gaming format. 

The Japanese are the finest 

developers on earth, yet few of 

them choose to develop for the 

format. This leaves the PC with dull 

western sims, the usual genres that 

have now become saturated, and a 

few promising titles - most notably 

Republic. All this means people who 

choose the PC as their premier 

gaming format must be either 

slightly ignorant or very dedicated. 

When even Microsoft realises 

that creating a console is needed to 

cater for gamers' needs, the 

argument is prematurely resolved. 

Jonti Davies, 

via email 

It's an installed userbase 

issue. Never mind any other 

consideration: so long as PCs 

are moving from the shelves 

of PC World, PC games will 

continue to be made. 

r.::I haring Danny Edgar's 

lt:JI concerns (Viewpoint, E79), 

I emailed Sega to find out if Soul 

Calibur would include the 60Hz 

option. The reply, on October 27, 

was slightly different to that which 

Sega sent him: 'At the moment 

we don't know the exact specs of 

Soul Calibur, but contact us again 

in two weeks and we should be 

able to tell you'. 

I put this down to Sega being 

reluctant to inform me that a 60Hz 

option would not be present after 

all. I could not believe that Sega just 

didn't know. This is the most 

anticipated game in Sega's lineup. 

Most worryingly, I had to ask the 

question. Surely all the launch titles 

for Sega's console (the firstparty 

ones at least) should have 

supported this feature. I would have 

thought including the option to 

switch between the two frequencies 

would be much less troublesome 

than, say (God forbid), actually 
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optimising the PAL conversion to 

run at full screen/speed. 

I find it hard to believe that 

Dreamcast software is selling so 

well that Sega can simply throw 

away European profits for the sake 

of a little extra effort. 

James Wheeler, 

via email 

D don't understand the point 

of all these new next 

generation consoles from Sony 

and Nintendo. Why will someone 

spend (at least in the UK) £300-plus 

on something that will only play 

games and bad (without a MPEG2 

decoder) DVD movies? 

In Sony's case, you won't be 

able to surf the Net as standard, and 

in Nintendo's, you won't be able to 

watch DVD movies. Each time a 

company (with Sega in mind) 

announces its brand's spankingly 

brilliant specs, the PCs catch up 

with the technology by the time 

it is released. 

Didn't we all wow at the first 

pictures of Tower Of Babylon on 

Dreamcast? We watched the best 

use of 3D yet. Now, a P300 with a 

Voodoo2 can manage it. Who will 

want to spend £250 on the PS2? 

A little gamer kid? A middle-aged 

businessman? How about some 

parents buying it for their kids? 

The teenage gamer will 

invariably buy a Dreamcast for, at 

most, half the price. The middle

aged businessman will not find that 

a console (and games especially) 

appeals to him. The parents will buy 

a PC for educational purposes. I'm 

sure the PS2 will do well in Japan 

(where anything techy goes), but in 

the US/UK it doesn't appear to fit 

into any specific age category. 

Too expensive to some, too 
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limited to others. If you can afford it, 

shop around for a good £500 PC, if 

not, buy a Dreamcast. That gives 

you access to a huge library of 

games, you can surf and play on the 

Net and have large upgrade options. 

Mad_SkBer, 

via email 

Hey, rabid Dreamcast owners! Come 

up with a less convincing pro-Sega 

rant than this one and win a prize! 

D get the feel ing Edge is on the 

verge of disappearing up its 

own arse. This hardcore-gamer

versus-casual-gamer debate has 

gone far enough. 

Just when we seem to be 

getting past the sad 'my machine 

is better than your machine' 

argument, we come up with the 

new Tm a hardcore gamer, you're 

just a casual one'. Who cares! 

I have to agree with Mark Hall 

(E79). I've been playing videogames 

since I was 12. I admit I've probably 

bought at least five football , five 

beat 'em ups and five driving 

games over the last few years. 

I love a good football game, 

especially in twoplayer mode, 

but I also play plenty of obscure 

Jap import garbage. 

Just before the release of the UK 

answer, what with 60Hz options on 

most games, instant Internet access, 

the fact that Shenmue will be 

virtually unplayable on import, and 

in my opinion I think the best 

software will be mostly from Europe 

and the US (save for maybe Giga 

Wing more recently). 

Leave this argument well alone 

in the future and let someone enjoy 

a game of Ready 2 Rumble/FIFA as 

much as the next person. 

In the end all we want to do is 

play decent games, new or old 

genres. I' ll bet that Lionhead will die 

if Black & White ends up appealing 

only to the so-called hardcore 

gamer. This is going to be a game 

that every player on the planet 

should be able to try. 

Richard Jones, 

via email 

'On the verge'? 'On the verge? 

Completely stuck up there, Rich. 

f:I o you can play Soul Calibur 

1::.1 using the DC fishing rod 

controller. It may turn out to be 

another gimmicky option but here 

we have innovation that hasn't been 

seen for some time. 

Early next year, Rare will release 

Perfect Dark which is compatible 

with the Game Boy camera so you 

'Who will want to spend £250 on the PS2? 

I'm sure it will do well in Japan (where anything 
hi-tech goes), but in the US/UK it doesn't 

appear to fit into any specific age category' 

Dreamcast I traded in my Jap DC 

that I'd had since last November, at 

an extremely popular London

based import shop. They asked me 

why on Earth I would trade in a Jap 

DC over a UK one. 

I thought this was easy to 

can see your mates on screen as 

you shoot them. Great. So what 

other areas of innovation are 

coming up? DVD players? Analogue 

controllers? Larger memory cards? 

Perhaps there is a great deal of 

innovation within games without 

unnecessary add-ons. But how 

about the following for some ideas: 

1. Controllers with mini-jack in and 

out sockets so we can all wear 

headsets in deathmatches with our 

mates. The software could increase 

the voice volume the nearer you get 

to someone. Even without the 

microphone you could hear 

footsteps relative to where you are 

with the headphones. The same 

principle works in sports games. 

2. A motion-sensor add-on for your 

controller. Imagine playing a 

firstperson shoot 'em up in which 

the angle you hold your controller 

moves the direction of a torch. If 

you had a Rumble Pak for scary 

moments the torchlight would be all 

over the place. Very scary. 

3. Games where one player drives a 

car and the other uses the lightgun 

to shoot baddies. 

4. A bonus game where player one 

has the gun and player two must 

run from one end of a field to the 

other w ithout getting shot - like 

that game in 'Gladiators: 

We would like to see some crazy 

ideas being suggested amid the 

pressure of all this next-generation 

conflict. We are not satisfied with 

RR4, Tekken 4, Tomb Raider 4, and 

GT2000. We want something new. 

Nathan Baseley, 

via email 

Try Taito's Lucky'nWild coin-op for a 

taster of how your third idea works. 

D n 'Console War II', you say 

Microsoft's strength is 

hardware, not software. Er, were 

you using buggy Microsoft software 

when you came up with this? 

Adam Keith, 

via email 

Ah, a good old transpositional error. 

They're the best, aren't they? 



To enter the competition, please complete, sign and 

return this form, or a copy of it, before January 26, to 

Edge Developers@Milia 2000 competition, 30 Monmouth 

Street , Bath, BA1 2BW. 

Applications must include a complete prototype of the 

project on CD-ROM, compatible with PC or Mac. 

Project t itle: ... ............ .... .... .... ..... ........ .... .. .... ... ....... ...... .. . .. 

Project t ype: (game/Web site/ot her) : ... ...... ..... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. . 

Name: ............. ... .. .... ....... .. .... .... ........................ ... ......... ..... . 

ffl ou are a UK developer with a new computer 

U game. Web site or other application. You reckon 

it's the best. want to focus world attention on it? 

Enter the Edge/Oevelopers@Mllla 2000 

Competition and you could win a trip to Cannes to 

showcase your project at the world's interactive 

content marketplace on February 15-18. 

All you have to do to enter is return the completed 

entry form. with your project. by January 26 to the 

address detailed below. The competition is open only 

to UK developers who have not previously rented an 

exhibition booth at Milia.The winning individual or 

studio, selected by Edge, will be given : 

■ A free counter desk at the Developer Village. 

■ A free registration for the Milia 2000 exhibition 

■ Round trip (air travel) to Cannes. France 

■ Accommodation for three nights (February 

15, 16 and 17). 

Mi lia 2000 is supporting innovation and content 

development more than ever. It has launched 

Developers@Mil ia 2000 to gather Web designers. 

graphic artists. programmers and game developers 

from around the globe. It's an unprecedented place 

for networking and doing business with industry 

professionals, publishers and media. 

Developers@Milia 2000 will include a Developer 

Village, conferences geared towards developers. 

networking services and events plus a package 

including accommodation. 

For more information about Milia 2000, including 

details of the Think.Tank summit which takes place on 

February 14-1 5, visit the Milia Web si te (www.milia.com). 

For full competition ru les, visit the Edge Web site 

(http://fnetedit1 /edge) or request a copy from 

Edge's office. A copy of the entry form is also 

available on the Edge web site. 

Address: .... ..... .. ......... ... ... .. .... .. ..... ... ..... .. .. ... .... ....... ... ...... . .. 

Emai l: ....... ... .. .. ... .... ... ... .... .... ... ......... .... .. ..... ... ... ... .. .. ..... .... . 

Phone: ...... .................. .. .... ...... Fax: .... .... .. ........ ........ .... .. .. 

I wish to submit my project in the Edge Developers@Milia 

2000 competit ion . I undertake to agree to the 

competition rules available on the Edge website, or 

on request from Edge's office. 

Date: .... .. ....................... ............ .................................... .. .. . 

Signat ure: .................. .... ............... ....... .......... ........ .. .. ....... . 

TH INK.TANK SUMMIT: FEBRUARY 14-1S, 2000 

EXHIBITION: FEBRUARY 15-1 8, 2000 
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